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ABSTRACT 
Previously studies of the heavy REPtin alloys (RE= rare earth) have shown a canting 
of the magnetic moments away from the c-axis. This tilting is still present even with 
the introduction of external fields up to 5.5 Tesla. The mechanism causing the tilting 
is still unknown. 
To obtain more information about the cause of this tilting an experimental 
investigation of the magnetic properties of these heavy REPtln alloys has been made. 
A working hypothesis is presented for the model responsible for the canting. This 
proposes that conduction electrons passing from one rare earth atom to the next pass 
via the platinum atom. Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction caused by the spin-orbital 
field of the platinum causes the non-collinear structure. Through measurements of 
specific heat and magnetism and elastic and inelastic neutron scattering information 
has been gathered to help to explore this hypothesis and examine the crystal fields 
which also determine the magnetic properties of these alloys. 
"There is a single light of science, and to brighten it anywhere 
is to brighten it everywhere" 
(Isaac Asimov) 
vi 
1- Introduction 
CHAPTER ONE- INTRODUCTION 
1.1 General Introduction 
Low temperature magnetic properties of REPtln (RE = Rare earth) alloys are 
investigated in this thesis. The specific rare earth elements were Gadolinium (Gd), 
Terbium (Tb), Dysprosium (Dy), Holmium (Ho), Erbium (Er) and Ytterbium (Yb). 
These REPtln alloys are found to order ferromagnetically with the exception of Tb 
and Yb which order antiferromagnetically. 
The Rare Earth elements, or lanthanides, run from Lanthanum to Lutetium in the 
periodic table. This corresponds to the filling of the 4f electron shell, with one 
electron added with the progression across each one of the lanthanides. The 4f shell is 
well shielded from its surrounding by the filled outer shells, 5d and 6s. The electrons 
in this 4f shell are very localised as there is negligible overlap between the wave 
functions of neighbouring sites. The direct exchange between the 4f electrons is 
therefore much too small to account for the magnetic properties. The coupling of the 
conduction electrons is explained by a polarisation due to an indirect exchange known 
as the RKK.Y interaction. This will be explained in detail in chapter five. 
1.2 Aim of thesis 
Previous measurements of heavy REPtln by Watson [52] have shown intriguing 
magnetic properties. He discovered that the magnetic moment of rare earth atoms in 
REPtln is canted from the c-axis. The moment did not become aligned even when 
placed in an external magnetic field of up to 5.5 Tesla at low temperatures. This 
suggests that the magnetic interactions in REPtln compounds are unusual. This thesis 
sets out to discover more about the properties of REPtln alloys. The mechanism 
responsible for such tilting has not been identified yet. The investigation will aim to 
gain as much information as possible about the magnetic properties through 
measurements of specific heat and magnetisation along with elastic and inelastic 
neutron scattering experiments. 
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1.3 Structure of thesis 
This thesis is split into seven chapters. The general content of each will be described. 
Chapter One - Introduction. This is a general introduction into rare earth metals and 
their interactions. It briefly outlines the discovery made by Watson which instigated 
the investigation that has been undertaken in this thesis. A brief structure of the thesis 
ts gtven. 
Chapter Two - Specific Heat theory and measurement techniques. This chapter 
focuses on the models used to describe the specific heat capacity of solids. It covers 
the contributions due to the lattice, free electrons and magnetic moments. The chapter 
then goes on to look at different techniques conventionally used to measure specific 
heat capacities of solids. 
Chapter Three - Dynamic Adiabatic Calorimeter. Methods available at present do not 
allow accurate measurements at higher temperatures. Therefore this chapter describes 
the development of the dynamic adiabatic method of measuring specific heat 
capacities which takes measurements·over a higher temperature range. 
Chapter Four - Neutron Theory. This chapter gives a brief overview of neutron 
scattering theory for elastic and inelastic measurements and the apparatus used for the 
time of flight measurements. 
Chapter Five - Rare Earth Metals. The main magnetic properties of the Rare Earth 
metals and alloys are considered. The interaction models are discussed for these 
alloys and crystal fields and parameterisation schemes explained. 
Chapter Six - Investigation of REPtln Series. This chapter considers the results from 
each of the measurements. It describes the. findings and uses the theory outlined to 
explain observations. A working hypothesis is formed about the effective internal 
magnetic field causing the tilting of the magnetic moment as described by Watson 
[54]. Through measurements of specific heat, magnetic moment and neutron 
scattering the properties of the alloy series are discussed. 
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Chapter Seven - Conclusions. This section summarises the findings and discusses the 
conclusions that have been reached. Recommendations are made for further 
experimentation that could confirm the working hypothesis presented. 
2 - Specific Heat Theory and Techniques 
CHAPTER 2- SPECIFIC HEAT THEORY 
AND TECHNIQUES 
2.1 Heat Capacity 
4 
The heat capacity of a system is defined as the ratio between the thermal energy input 
dQ and the resultant rise in temperature dT : 
C=dQ 
dT 
(2.1) 
The first law of thermodynamics states that the change in the total energy of a system 
is equal to a change in the internal energy dU and the work done by the system dA 
due to a change in volume dV at constant pressure P . 
dQ=dU+PdV (2.2) 
By differentiating this relationship with respect to temperature, keeping the other 
variable constant, the heat capacity of the system can be written as a function of the 
internal energy. 
Cp =(au) +P(av) 
aT p aT p (2.3) 
c =(au) 
v aT 
V 
(2.4) 
Experimentally the heat capacity is measured at constant pressure but for theoretical 
purposes it is more convenient to work with the specific heat at constant volume. 
The specific heat of a sample is the value of the heat capacity per gram or mole. It is 
a function of the material and varies with temperature. Different models exist to 
describe this entity and this chapter will take a brieflook at some ofthese. 
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2.1.1 Qualitative difference between C P and Cv 
The difference between C P and Cv can be evaluated which will allow the 
experimental values to be related to those of the model. Using the definition of the 
second law of thermodynamics which states that for reversible isothermal processes 
dQ can be represented by temperature multiplied by a change in entropy dS : 
dQ=TdS (2.5) 
the heat capacities can be represented: 
c =T(as) 
p aT p 
(2.6) 
c =T(as) 
v aT V 
(2.7) 
If entropy is considered as a function of temperature and volume. The number of 
atoms is considered constant. The differential is given as: 
S = S(T,V) -+ dS =(as) dT+(aS) dV 
aT v av r 
(2.8) 
This is differentiated with respect to temperature at constant pressure giving: 
Then the Maxwell relationships and the reciprocal relation for P, V and T can be used 
to eliminate S. 
(2.10) 
2 - Specific Heat Theory and Techniques 
(aP) (aT) (av) _ 1 aT v av p BP r - - (2.11) 
This gives: 
c -c =-T(av)2(aP) 
p v aT av p T (2.12) 
Using the volume expansion coefficient: 
a =_!_(av) 
V BT P (2.13) 
and the isothermal compressibility: 
K = _ _!_(8V) 
T V BP T (2.14) 
to finally yield: 
(2.15) 
Cp is larger than Cv as both coefficients, a and Kro are positive. The difference is 
positive and increases linearly with temperature. Most metallic alloys have a 
difference between Cp and Cv in the order of 3-5% at room temperature as can be 
seen in figure 2.1 for copper. 
6 
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Figure 2.1 The variation between C P and Cv as a function of temperature for a 
copper sample [1] 
2.2 Lattice Contribution 
At high temperatures the lattice contribution is often the largest contribution to the 
heat capacity. As the temperature decreases the energy of the vibrating atoms also 
decreases and the contribution from magnetic ordering and conduction electrons 
become more significant. Below lK the nuclear spin can also become a major 
contributor especially for magnetically ordered samples. 
2.2.1 Classical interpretation 
The classical interpretation of heat capacity is based on the theory of the equipartition 
of energy. This describes a system of classical particles with an average energy per 
degree of freedom in thermal equilibrium of _!_k8 • In a crystal lattice each atom has 2 
six degrees of freedom so the energy is described by: 
(2.16) 
where N is the number of particles, T is the temperature and k 8 is the Boltzmann 
constant, k8 = 1.38 x 10-23 J K"11 • 
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Therefore in the high temperature limit where all degrees of freedom are activated, the 
molar lattice specific heat can be calculated as: 
(2.17) 
with the molar mass constant R = N A k 8 , where N A is the Avogadro constant, 
N A = 6. 02 X 1023 mol"1 • Dulong and Petit discovered this law in 1819 when measuring 
specific heat at room temperature. The main short-coming of this model is that the 
specific heat is assumed to be independent of temperature. In practice it can be seen 
that the value falls well below the Dulong-Petit value at low temperatures, tending to 
zero at absolute zero. 
2.2.2 Quantum mechanical models 
At low temperatures the energy of the harmonic oscillator decreases sufficiently for 
the discrete nature of the energy levels to become increasingly significant. Quantum 
mechanics describes these lattice vibration modes which are restricted to energy 
levels quantified by: 
(2.18) 
where OJ labels the lattice vibration mode of angular frequency, defined as m= 2.nv 
with v = frequency, and lim is the energy per phonon. The two main models used 
to describe specific heat are due to Einstein and Debye. 
2.2.2.1 The Einstein Model 
Einstein developed his model by considering the particles of the solid as non-coupled 
oscillators all vibrating at a common angular frequency m . The average energy of a 
vibration mode is given by: 
(2.19) 
n 
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when Pn is the probability of finding an oscillator in the nth energy state. As phonons 
are bosons the probability of occupation of an energy level can be described by the 
Bose-Einstein distribution function. The average energy of an harmonic oscillator is: 
- 1 fim 
e = -fim + --=-~=---2 eti(J)/ksT -} (2.20) 
The first term of expression (2.20) is the zero point energy which the mean energy 
decreases to at very low temperatures. At very high temperatures the exponential term 
tends to the Dulong-Petit value. The mean energy can be given as: 
(2.21) 
The molar specific heat at any temperature can be found from this model by 
differentiating the internal energy ( U = 3N A & ) with respect to temperature. This is 
described here using the Einstein temperature e E = fim I kB. 
(2.22) 
This model agrees fairly well with the experimental lattice heat capacity. However at 
low temperatures the exponential decay described by the Einstein Model is faster than 
the specific heat which is observed experimentally. 
2.2.2.2 The Debye Model 
Debye developed a more advanced model based on the phenomenological theory of 
elasticity where the particles are considered to form a continuous elastic body rather 
than a collection of atoms vibrating independently. In this model the phonon 
frequency can take any value from m = 0 to a maximum value OJ 0 • 
The model, as described in [2], assumes that the distribution of modes is symmetrical, 
and the frequency of the mode depends solely on the magnitude of its wave vector. 
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This is found to be accurate for crystals with high symmetry. The Debye 
approximation also neglects the dispersion of acoustic waves. 
In a crystal of volume V, containing N atoms there are 3N possible elastic lattice 
vibration modes. This is due to the 3 possible polarisations of an elastic wave, two 
transverse and one longitudinal. The number of phonons, measured by the phonon 
density of states g( m )can be expressed as: 
3V 2 g(m) = 2 3 m 
2;r vs 
(2.23) 
where vs is a suitable average elastic wave velocity, found from the average of~ 
V 
over polarisation, frequency and direction. V is the volume of the solid. This implies a 
maximum frequency, this is the Debye frequencymv. It is assumed that no phonon 
modes exist above m v . The value of m v must be chosen such that the number of 
modes are equal to the total number of degrees of freedom. 
(2.24) 
Therefore we can define OJ v as [ 4]: 
(2.25) 
The thermal energy is given as a summation of the different frequencies over all the 
states: 
U = Jnm g(OJ)j(m)dm (2.26) 
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where f(m) = ( lill11 ) the Planck distribution function that describes the thermal 
ekBT _ 1 
average number of phonons in an elastic wave. 
Therefore the internal energy can be expressed as the integral over OJ of the energy in 
a mode of frequency OJ times the number of frequency modes per unit frequency 
range: 
(2.27) 
The temperature derivative of(2.27) gives the heat capacity ofthe system: 
( )
/at ( J3 9 0 /T 4 x 
c/at = au = _I_ 9 Nk f X e dx 
V BT 8 8 (ex -1) 2 V D o 
(2.28) 
where X= lim I kBT and the Debye temperature e D = liOJD I kB. 
At high temperatures the integral of (2.27) takes the form for small x and the Dulong-
Petit result emerges. At low temperatures the integral has the value 47r 4 I 15, so the 
heat capacity at low temperatures follows the Debye T3 law. 
(2.29) 
The Debye model is relatively successful at predicting heat capacities although the 
phonon density of states of the De bye Model can be significantly different from that 
actually measured for the crystal. 
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This model can be tested by plotting 0 0 against T for experimental data. If the model 
fits exactly then the Debye temperature would be independent of temperature. 
However e D is observed experimentally to vary with temperature, as shown in figure 
2.2 for YCu. The degree that 0 0 varies by also depends on the system under 
investigation, as demonstrated in figure 2.3. It is often found that the Debye 
temperature has a minimum at low temperatures indicating that the heat capacity 
increases more rapidly than predicted by the model. However despite these 
shortcomings the Debye model represents the heat capacity of most solid relatively 
well and it is often used to interpret experimental data. 
~00~------------------------------------~ 
I 
~. 
... ., .. • • 0. 0 ••• 
• 
• 0 • • 0 
YCu 
100~------~~-------,rr-------~~------~ 
T E) 
Figure 2.2 Temperature dependence of the Debye temperature for YCu [4] 
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Figure 2.3 Comparison of the heat capacity for two materials with different 
Debye temperatures. [5] 
2.3 Free electron heat capacity 
The contribution of free electrons to the heat capacity applies only to metals. The 
theory has been developed with the discovery of the Pauli principle and the Fermi-
Dirac distribution function. When a system of fermions (electrons) is heated from 
absolute zero not all electrons gain an energy 3 I 2k 8 T as expected classically but only 
the electrons within an energy interval k8Tofthe Fermi level as shown in figure 2.4. 
1.5 
g(e). .. 
~ . . . · 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. · . 
. 
1.0 
. T=OK 
R 
---
. 
~ 
= 
0.5 
Figure 2.4 The Number of electrons per unit energy range according to the free 
electron model [5] 
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According to Fermi-Dirac statistics the probability of occupation of an electron 
energy state 8 is: 
1 
p(8,T) = -ce--JJ->-
e kaT + 1 
(2.30) 
where f.1 is the chemical potential which is equal to the Fermi energy 8 F at absolute 
zero. If the system is in its lowest energy state all the electron states are filled up to 
the Fermi level. It is electrons in excited states above this level and holes in the sea of 
filled electron states that contribute to the energy of the electron gas at finite 
temperatures. The number of electrons in a unit energy range is given by: 
dn(8,T) = g(8)p(8,T)d8 (2.31) 
where g(8) is the electronic density of states. 
The arrow in figure 2.4 shows the migration of electrons for a finite temperature T. 
The energy and thus the specific heat of electrons whose energy has increased by 
~ k8 T can be calculated. 
The chemical potential of the gas at a temperature T is fixed by prescribing that: 
00 
N = Jn(8,T)d8 (2.32) 
0 
with N being the total number of electrons. This implies that the total energy is: 
00 
E(T) = J8 n(8,T)de (2.33) 
0 
A detailed evaluation of this can be found in [1]. The resultant conduction electron 
contribution to the specific heat at low temperatures is evaluated to: 
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(2.34) 
when g(eF)is the density of states at the Fermi level and yis the Sommerfeld value, 
which is 0. 707Z( ;:) 
2 
xI 04 JIK2mol for free electrons [I]. With Z being the atomic 
n~ber and ( ;: ) the ratio between radius of the free electron sphere and the Bohr 
radius, a
0 
= 5.292 x 1 o-11 m, defined as the radius of a hydrogen atom in its ground 
state. 
At higher temperatures the phonon contribution to the specific heat dominates over 
the electron gas contribution. However for temperatures less than ~ e D I 1 0 ' the 
phonon contribution falls proportional to T3, and the electronic contribution 
dominates. This gives a relationship at low temperatures for the specific· heat of the 
form: 
(2.35) 
with p measuring the strength of the phonon contribution and r the respective 
electronic contribution. These contributions can be separated easily by plotting Cp I T 
against T2, where pis the gradient of the slope and r is they-intercept. 
2.4 Magnetic contribution to the Heat capacity 
A contribution to the specific heat originates from the process of magnetic moments 
ordering at low temperatures. This contribution is associated with the magnetic 
entropy of a system: 
_ (dSmagJ Cmag -T 
dT B 
(2.36) 
A change in entropy of the magnetic state can be represented as: 
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T c (T) 
Mmag (T) = f ma:_ dT 
o T 
16 
(2.37) 
which can be obtained experimentally. The total magnetic entropy is related to the 
quantum number J of the magnetic atom as: 
(2.38) 
where k8 is the Boltzmann constant, n is the number of atoms and c is the number of 
magnetic atoms per unit cell. Each of these atoms carries a magnetic moment with 
magnitude g L • S , with g L being the Lande factor and S the total spin on one atom. 
2.5 Methods of measuring Heat Capacity 
Through taking measurements of the specific heat capacity as a function of 
temperature it is possible to see if any phase changes occur in a sample. Where a 
transition occurs the amount of power necessary to heat the sample will change 
causing a peak in the heat capacity. Different orders of transition can also be 
ascertained by analysing how the heat capacity changes. The transitions can show up 
as either a sharp peak or a sudden shift in heat capacity and can be exothermic or 
endothermic. For a given rise in temperature of the sample an exothermic reaction is 
one where energy is released and less heating power would be required. Endothermic 
is the opposite where energy is required and the heating power will have to increase. 
There are several methods for measuring specific heat capacity, such as [6] but the 
conventional methods used in the lab are by differential scanning calorimeter and 
adiabatic calorimeter. 
2.5.1 Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) 
The differential scanning calorimeter technique works by measuring the energy 
required to establish a zero temperature difference between a substance and a 
reference material. It is used to measure C P against temperature as both specimens 
are subjected to identical environments and heated or cooled at a controlled rate. 
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Figure 2.5 shows a sectional view of the calorimeter measurement cell. The sample 
and reference material are heated or cooled at a constant rate. When a first order 
transition occurs there is either an endothennic or an exothennic reaction and the 
DSC measures the energy required to maintain the same temperature for sample and 
reference. The heat flow measured is equal to the difference between the heat flow to 
the sample and the reference. Due to the thermal analogue of Ohm's law this is 
proportional to the driving force, the temperature difference, and inversely 
proportional to the thermal resistance Rth such that: 
(2.39) 
• • • 
Where His the heat flow measured, Qs and QR are the heat flows of the sample and 
reference respectively, Tc, Ts and TR are the temperatures ofthe shield, sample and 
reference. 
--------~-------~---------
Due to symmetry the T c ~d Rth terms are identical and the expression can be 
simplified to: 
(2.40) 
Thermocouples are used to measure the temperature difference D..T as the electrical 
signal it receives is directly proportional to the temperature difference over the range 
used. 
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Figure 2.5 Sectional view of the calorimeter measurement cell for a DSC 
measurement [7] 
The apparatus is calibrated to take into account the sensitivity of the thermocouple 
which follows a relationship depending on two terms, one of which is temperature 
dependent and the other is temperature independent. 
The enthalpy of the system can be found by integrating the DSC signal above the zero 
reference line. The main use for this type of calorimeter is to identify transitions via 
the specific heat. The specific heat itself is found by comparison to a reference 
sample. More detailed explanation can be found in [8]. 
2.5.2 Adiabatic Calorimetry 
This method currently used in the lab is that of Adiabatic calorimetry. An adiabatic 
calorimeter works by injec~ing a known quantity of energy into the sample and 
measuring its response in terms of a temperature variation. It uses the heat pulse 
method where heat is supplied at a constant power for the duration of the pulse. The 
heat capacity can be calculated from the ratio of heat input to temperature rise. The 
sample temperature is observed both before and after the heat pulse and pre-drift and 
post-drift rates are found. The heat lost to the surrounding is minimised through 
shielding but can be estimated and incorporated into the calculations. A slight delay is 
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also established after the heating pulse as the temperature overshoots slightly and this 
would affect the post-drift gradient. 
Figure 2.6 shows a cross-section of the calorimeter cell. The sample is placed on a 
sapphire plate with a small amount (approximately 6mg) of Apiezon N grease to give 
a good thermal contact with the heating element. A CERNOX™ temperature sensor is 
also fixed to this plate using GE 7031 low temperature varnish in order to measure the 
sample temperature. The sensor has a negative temperature coefficient over a wide 
temperature range and can be calibrated to give high temperature sensitivity over the 
temperature range used by the calorimeter. It is also a thin film sensor meaning its 
size and weight do not make too large a contribution to the addenda heat capacity. 
Outer 
vacuumc:an 
Stainle.~s steel 
supports 
Cernox 
temperature 
sensor 
Copper 
outer sllleld 
Figure 2.6 Cross-section of the Adiabatic calorimeter [9,10] 
This sapphire plate is suspended usmg cotton to thermally isolate it from its 
surroundings. It is then enclosed within two copper radiation shields to 'minimise the 
thermal response time. The outer shield is a copper can which is heated by wires 
wound round it to maintain a temperature close to that of the sample. Another 
CERNOX™ temperature sensor is used to monitor the shield temperature allowing 
the necessary control to keep the radiation loss to a minimum. The calorimeter is 
enclosed in a stainless steel tube which is evacuated to approximately 1 o-6 m bar to 
minimise heat loss by convection. 
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The cryogenic environment is provided by means of a 4He storage Dewar (Oxford 
Instruments Ltd.) The Dewar consists of an outer liquid N2 jacket to act as an 
intermediate cooling stage for the 4He reservoir which cools the environment to 4.2K. 
A vacuum jacket is used to separate the N2 from the outer Dewar wall and the 4He. 
The operation of this calorimeter is fully automated. An IEEE-488 interface is used to 
control the shield temperature. Once the temperature of shield and sample are steady 
the pre-heating drift is measured. The heat pulse is supplied by a constant current 
source. This source has nine different values. It will move to the next highest value if 
the required heating time is too large. After the designated delay time the post-heating 
drift is measured before the next temperature is set for the shield and the process is 
repeated. From these values the heat capacity can be obtained and corrected to take 
into account the addenda. As the weight of the sample is also known the specific heat 
is easily obtained· from this and can be plotted against temperature to show any 
transitions. 
The problem with this technique is that at high temperatures the resolution of the 
sensors decreases and the readings become less accurate. This method is highly 
effective up to temperatures of about 200K but above this the errors increase 
significantly. The process is also relatively slow as the temperature must stabilise 
before each measurement. This also creates a problem at high temperatures as the 
lower accuracy of the sensors makes it increasingly difficult to stabilise the 
temperatures to the required values. 
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CHAPTER 3- DYNAMIC ADIABATIC 
CALORIMETER 
3.1 Introduction 
A dynamic adiabatic calorimeter was developed as described in this chapter to work 
alongside the Nenist calorimeter currently in use. It is designed to give more accurate 
readings over ·the temperature range of 77 - 300 K as the Nemst technique has 
accuracy problems over this temperature range. This will allow high temperature 
specific heat measurements to identify the crystal field contributions expected at this 
temperature range. 
The idea behind the dynamic adiabatic method is that energy is provided at a constant 
rate to the sample and the nite of heating is measured. This gives a fast and efficient 
way to measure the heat capacity which is the ratio of the energy supplied and the 
temperature difference. Its advantages over the traditional adiabatic technique is that 
attainment of thermal equilibrium is not required before each reading meaning that the 
heat control of the surroundings is not required to be as accurate and measurements 
are faster. 
The method employed here uses thin film platinum resistors which act simultaneously 
as a temperature sensor, heater· and sample support. These sensors have a linear 
relationship between resistance and temperature which is universal for all sensors of 
the same resistance. By supplying a constant current and measuring the voltage across 
the resistor at regular time intervals the temperature and power supplied can be 
recorded. This data can then be used to plot the heat capacity against temperature. 
3.1.1 Dynamic Adiabatic Calorimeter 
In a normal adiabatic measurement a known quantity of energy dQ is supplied to the 
sample and a discrete temperature step dT is observed; The difference between a 
conventional calorimeter and this method is that the heat is supplied continuously at a 
. . 
rate Q therefore giving a continuous change in temperature T. The heat capacity is . 
then calculated as: 
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. 
Q C=-
• 
(3.1) 
T 
with an error: 
.. 
!J.C = QP 
. 
(3.2) 
T 
• 
where QP is the parasitic heating. This error can be kept to a minimum by increasing 
the temperature drift rate. In the case of negligible parasitic heating power the heat 
capacity will be the same regardless of the heating rate, so the accuracy can easily be 
checked. 
3.2 Set-up 
The original set-up is an adaptation from [11,12]. This method has been developed by 
Catarino and Bonfait and uses low-cost commercial Platinum thin film resistors to act 
simultaneously as a heater and temperature sensor for a sample fixed on it with low 
temperature grease. The method uses a constant current running in series through the 
sample sensor, a 1000 Q Pt resistor and another 100 Q Pt resistor attached to a 
thermal shield to measure the ambient temperature. The voltage across each resistor 
could be read using a multi-meter and converted to resistance. The resistance of Pt has 
a direct relationship between resistance and temperature as shown in figure 3.1. This 
allows the temperature to be measured and recorded. 
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Figure 3.1 Double logarithmic plot of the relationship between resistance and 
temperature for a Pt 100 Resistor [13] 
The method described in this chapter works similarly to this. However the control of 
the shield was not accurate enough using a heating ramp as in the Catarino description 
so further control was added. This meant the separate resistors could no longer by 
supplied by the same current source. Also the current source did not supply a source 
of high enough consistency so measurement of the current at each reading was 
introduced. 
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic drawing of the calorimeter. The 1000 Q Pt thin film 
resistor acts as heater and temperature sensor for the sample. It is suspended within 
the copper shield on cotton to thermally isolate it from its surroundings. Samples of 
approximately 100 mg are secured using Apiezon N grease to give good thermal 
contact with the resistor. Constantan wires are used for the four electrical connections 
as its resistance is temperature independent. Very thin gold wires are used to attach 
these wires to the 1000 Q resistor to prevent any heat transfer. 
Heating power is supplied to the resistor by the Joule effect using a constant current 
source connected in series with the resistors. The voltage is measured by the DC four 
points method and is calculated as: 
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(3.3) 
where U is measured as the average voltage during each measurement period. 
Due to the good thermal contact between the sample and Pt resistor it is assumed that 
the power is supplied to the sample and the resistor and that the sample temperature is 
the temperature which is measured by the resistor. 
The shield is also thermally controlled to minimise the heat loss due to radiation. The 
temperature is controlled through the ITC4 temperature controller using a 1 00 Q Pt 
thin film resistor thermally anchored to the radiation shield. This is positioned at the 
same height as the 1000 Q resistor to give as accurate a reading as possible of the 
ambient temperature. The thermal shield is heated via a thin copper wire wound 
around the outside of the cell with the current controlled by the ITC4. To improve the 
heat dissipation from the heating coils further heating coils were required on the base 
and top of the shield. To achieve this small pillars were attached to allow a proportion 
of the wire to be attached. The equivalent length of wire was used to achieve 60 % 
heating to the main component of the shield with 20% to both the top and base. 
The cryostat is evacuated to approximately 1 0'6 m bar and surrounded by liquid N2 to 
allow it to be cooled to 77 K. After this the measurement routine is started. 
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The set-up of the measurement apparatus is shown in figure 3.3. Measurements of 
voltage and current are taken via the multi-meter [14]. The voltage can be converted 
to temperature using the known relationship. This relationship is the same for the Pt . 
1000 Q and 100 Q resistor, simply with a factor difference of 1 0. Each calculation 
uses 10 voltage and current readings for each sensor. For the purpose of measuring 
the heating rate for each measurement, averages of the voltage and current, Va, la, 
are taken and the heating rate is obtained using: 
(3.4) 
Each of the voltage readings are converted into temperatures and are transformed to 
T(t)using the least square fitting method which is explained in appendix Ill. In this 
• 
way the heating gradient, T, is obtained. The average of the temperature is also 
calculated and recorded to allow the specific heat to be plotted against temperature. 
The heat capacity is calculated using (3.1). A correction and normalisation can then 
be made for the addenda heat capacity and using the weight and relative molecular 
mass of the sample its specific heat can be calculated. The apparatus was designed 
and built as explained and fully automated using a computer programme which has 
also been written for this purpose. 
3.3 Shield Temperature Control 
The temperature controller uses the 100 Q platinum resistor to measure the 
temperature of the shield and then uses feedback control to control the power supplied 
to the shield to reach a given set-point which corresponds to the temperature of the 
sample. This will be explained more fully in section 3.3.1. As the sample temperature 
is measured for 1 0 measurements, the shield temperature is set as the highest 
temperature reached by the sample in the previous measurement. This means the 
shield should just be held at a temperature slightly below that of the measurement. In 
this way the effect of radiation can be minimised. 
The 100 Q resistor was calibrated against a standard platinum resistor using the ITC-4 
to read temperature to resistance. This process was repeated for the 1000 Q resistor to 
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ensure they were in agreement. These resistances can then be used to calibrate the 
ITC-4 to work with the thin film resistor, setting reference points at liquid nitrogen 
(77.3 K) and ice (273 K). 
3.3.1 Feedback Control 
The aim of the heater feedback system is to maintain the temperature of the system as 
close as possible to the set temperature and to eliminate the effect of heat loss at this 
temperature. It is also required to follow the change in temperature in the minimum 
time. The main criteria required to obtain this kind of control system are: 
Control accuracy-
Control stability-
Control response-
to give a temperature with minimal deviation from the 
set point. 
to eliminate or minimise fluctuations of the temperature 
around this set point. 
to follow the temperature changes as rapidly as 
possible. 
The feedback system allows the deviation to be corrected by altering the input. A 
simple feedback system is represented in figure 3.4, where the feedback control is 
used to alter the input to the process. 
Reference 
Input ---1 
+ 
Controller 
Figure 3.4 A simple feedback system 
Controller 
output Output 
The three main types of feedback control are proportional (P), integral (I) and 
derivative (D). This gives an algorithm for the control: 
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Heater output = P[ e + J J edt + D ~; J (3.6) 
where e is the deviation, defined as the difference between the set-point and the 
feedback reading of the temperature. 
Deviation( e)= Set point- Feedback temp (3.7) 
Each system has its own PID settings that must be found manually as each of the 
variables can be altered to maximise the effect of the feedback system. Each of the 
feedback control variables will be discussed in turn and how they can be tuned 
together in a complete PID control system [15]. 
3.3.1.1 Proportional Feedback Control 
The proportional feedback control allows the heating power to be continuously varied. 
It gives feedback that is directly proportional to the deviation of the temperature from 
the set-point. It can simply be viewed as an amplifier that can adjust gain up or down. 
For example a large negative deviation would give a large value of e and therefore 
result in a large increase in the heating power. A positive deviation would give a 
negative value for e and result in a reduction of the heater output. 
Heater output(P) = P.e (3.8) 
The problems with using only a proportional feedback response is that it can give a 
steady state offset, so the temperature of the system will settle at a temperature either 
above or below the set-point and may not be capable of rejecting a constant 
disturbance. 
The ITC-4 temperature controller works such that the output voltage is proportional to 
the deviation between the measured and desired temperatures. If the output voltage 
were proportional to the deviation over the whole temperature span of the instrument, 
then a negative deviation of half the total span would be required to give full voltage 
output. This would give good stability but inadequate accuracy. Therefore the gain 
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must be increased so the deviation is taken over a smaller percentage of the range. 
The range where the output voltage is proportional to the deviation is known as the 
"proportional band" and outside this the heater would simply be on or off. This 
proportional band is expressed as a percentage of the instruments range, such that a 0 
% proportional band represents an on/off controller. By reducing the proportional 
band the accuracy will be increased as a smaller deviation is required to change the 
output. However if the proportional band is reduced too far it will reach a point where 
oscillations occur [16]. 
3.3.1.2 Integral Feedback Control 
The primary objective of the Integral feedback control is to reduce, or preferably 
eliminate the steady state deviation arising from the proportional response. This is 
obtained by feeding the deviation into an integrator and then adding this to the 
existing controller output. 
Heater output(!)= PJ fedt (3.9) 
This varies the output until there is no residual deviation and therefore no input to the 
integrator and the output remains constant. Provided the contribution of the integrator 
varies slowly the proportional output will prevent oscillations. To achieve this the 
response time of the integrator, the "integral action time", should be at least equal to 
the response time of the system. 
In the ITC-4 the integral time is the time taken for the output to vary from 0 to full 
output with a fixed deviation present equal to the proportional band. Problems can 
arise if there is a large change in temperature as the integrator will charge while the 
system is still approaching the set point. This can lead to the integrator being fully· 
charged when the set point is· reached and then a large overshoot is likely. To prevent _ 
this the temperature controller has an integrator desaturator. This allows the integrator 
to be held empty outside the proportional band [16]. 
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3.3.1.3 Derivative Feedback Control 
The use of derivative feedback control in a system is to increase damping and 
improve the stability of the system. Many systems using only proportional and 
integral feedback can overshoot the set-point, the derivative feedback can reduce or 
eliminate this. It depends on the rate of change of the deviation and therefore exhibits 
an anticipatory response and will give no output if the deviation is constant. 
de Heateroutput(D) = PD-
dt 
(3.10) 
Similar to the integral time, the derivative action is characterised by a derivative 
action time. This is such that a positive temperature change of one proportional band 
per derivative action time will contribute a signal sufficient to reduce the full output to 
zero. Often in the ITC-4 temperature controller the de-saturation algorithm described 
previously is sufficient to limit the temperature overshooting and a derivative 
contribution is not required. 
3.3.1.4 Setting the PID values 
The PID values of the ITC-4 temperature controller must be optimised to give the 
required accuracy and stability for measurements. The routine to be followed to find 
the correct values starts with the proportional control. To find this the integral time 
· must be set to a value much larger than the expected response time so it will not alter 
the feedback response and the derivative action time is set to zero. The proportional 
bandwidth is then reduced to the point where it becomes unstable and oscillates 
around a value. This value may not be the set-point due to the offset described 
previously. The period of these oscillations is equal to the response time of the 
system. This response time can be adopted as the integral response time and the 
proportional band is increased until the oscillations stop. The value is then doubled to 
guarantee that stability is maintained during measurements. 
If there is a· substantial overshoot derivative feedback should be introduced with a 
value of approximately half the response time. This will mean the proportional band 
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will have to be altered to compensate. Ideally the system will use the minimum values 
that give no oscillations and very small overshoot. 
With the apparatus used for this measurement of specific heat the response time was 
found to be very. fast, as no oscillations occurred when the proportional band was 
reduced. This allows a very small value of0.2% to be used, meaning accuracy around 
the set-point is very good. The integral action time was selected as 10, as this is the 
minimum value that can be used and the derivative action time was set to zero as there 
was no noticeable overshoot. 
3.4 Software 
The programme that automates the measurements is written in Quick basic language 
and is split into three sections as is shown in figure 3.5 These sections are set-up, 
measurement and calculation. A copy of the programme is listed in appendix II with 
brief explanation, more information can be found in [17]. 
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Figure 3.5 Flow diagram of programme 
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3.4.1 Set-up 
The first section of the programme opens the necessary communications between the 
computer, the multi-meter and temperature control unit and sets them into remote 
mode. It then configures the instruments to the correct baud rate etc. and sets the 
temperature controller's heater to automatic. 
The display on the computer is set to a main screen gtvmg the operator the 
opportunity to either check the temperature or start a measurement run. The 
temperature check routine simply displays the sample and shield temperatures without 
saving any details. The excitation current must be switched on manually for the 
temperature reading of the sample to be measured. This means the temperature can 
not be constantly monitored during cooling unless a suitably small current is selected, 
as obviously a relatively large excitation current will heat the sample. 
If the operator chooses to start a reading they will be asked to input several 
parameters to the program. These include the sample mass and molar mass and the 
details of the files that the results should be written to. These details are written to a 
reference file so if the program is interrupted for some reason it can recall the 
parameters. The excitation current can then be switched on and the measurement can 
begin. 
3.4.2 Measurement 
A measurement routine will be run approximately twice a minute until the 
temperature reaches the end temperature and the programme is terminated. Firstly the 
programme sets up the multi-meter to measure current and takes ten readings for the 
excitation current and averages them. This is the measurement current for the 
corresponding temperature and will be used for all calculations in this routine. It then 
switches the multi-meter to a DVM and starts a timer in the computer. Ten reading are 
taken of the voltage across the sample sensor and the relative time is recorded of each 
reading. In between each voltage measurement the shield temperature is returned from 
the ITC-4 temperature controller. These voltage, temperature and time readings are 
stored in arrays. 
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3.4.3 Calculation 
The calculations are performed after each measurement routine. Firstly each of. the 
voltage readings is converted to the corresponding temperature. This is done using the 
temperature-resistance relationship obtained in the calibration. The average value of 
the current is used to convert the voltage to resistance to accommodate the use of this 
relationship. The temperature readings are stored in another array. 
The temperature array is then used by a separate sub-routine to find the heating rate. 
The temperature readings are plotted against the corresponding time and then the least 
square method is used to find the gradient. This method is described in appendix Ill. 
The average temperature is taken as the measurement temperature. The average 
voltage is then calculated and multiplied by the average current to give the heating 
power. This then allows the heat capacity of the sample to be calculated. 
From theory we know that heat capacity can be calculated as: 
(3.11) 
with both dQ and dT changing at constant rates. This can be expanded to 
(3.12) 
Wh dt 1 . th . f h . di d dQ . h ere - = -;- 1s e mverse o t e temperature tlme gra ent an - 1s t e energy 
dT T dt 
supplied per unit time, or the heating power. 
This allows the heat capacity to be calculated as the heating power divided by the 
temperature time gradient. The addenda heat capacity can then be subtracted from this 
value using a simple fit. When the heat capacity of the sample is known the specific 
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heat is simply the heat capacity per mole of material. The number of moles of material 
in a sample can be calculated by: 
sample mass 
number of moles=--=----
molar mass 
(3.13) 
The specific heat can therefore be calculated as the heat capacity multiplied by the 
molar mass and divided by the sample mass. 
3.5 Addenda 
Measurements were taken using the measurement software to find the heat capacity of 
the addenda with no sample present at 2 mA. The results were plotted as shown in 
figure 3.6 as heat capacity against temperature. This relationship between heat 
capacity can be represented simply as a polynomial such that: 
Heat Capacity= -0.44264 + 0.01106T- 6.7088 x 10-s T 2 
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Figure 3.6 Addenda heat capacity for a current of 2 mA 
3.5.1 Grease 
(3.14) 
A further subtraction must be taken from the sample heat capacity measurement to 
take into account the heat capacity of the Apiezon N grease. The low temperature 
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properties of Apiezon N high vacuum grease has been studied in detail [18,19]. The 
data obtained from these studies gives the specific heat in J I K g as plotted in figure 
3.7. The heat capacity subtraction can be obtained from this by multiplying by the 
mass of grease added to the sample. 
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Figure 3. 7 Heat Capacity of Apiezon N high vacuum grease 
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The data is taken from Bunting et al. [19] and is inputted into arrays in the programme 
and fitted using a cubic spline interpolation (method explained in appendix Ill). This 
allows a value to be found for each measurement temperature. An additional sub-
routine is required by the software to implement this interpolation and subtract the 
resulting heat capacity from the sample's raw heat capacity at the same time as the 
addenda subtraction is carried out. 
3.6 Copper 
Initially measurements are taken using a copper sample as there are no magnetic or 
structural transitions in the designated temperature range and the specific heat is well 
documented [20]. Figure 3.8 shows the standard specific heat values over the 
temperature range of interest here and figure 3.9 some initial measurements of copper 
over the same range for a sample of 248 mg. There is still a large difference in the 
specific heat which is attributed to parasitic heating and heat leaks. Some further 
optimisation is required for the high temperature region and in particular a careful 
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evaluation of heat leaks. Similar measurement of Fe7Pd3 is shown in figure 3.10 for 
[21]. 
The main purpose of the set-up was the identification of the magnetic contribution to 
the specific heat, which arose due to crystal field splitting of the rare-earth 4f 
electrons. However measurements showed that the CEF splitting was much lower 
than originally expected. In fact the splitting is well below 100 K, making this specific 
heat measurement method redundant for this particular investigation. 
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Figure 3.8 Theoretical Specific heat for copper over temperature range of 
interest here [20] 
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Figure 3.9 Specific Heat capacity of Copper as measured for sample of mass = 
248mg 
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Figure 3.10 Measurement taken for Fe1Pd3 
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CHAPTER 4 -NEUTRON THEORY 
4.1 Neutron Scattering 
Neutron scattering considers a neutron with wave vector k 1 , energy E1 and spin a 1 , 
(a1 = ± ~) which is incident upon a solid in some state I~). After the interactio!l the 
neutron moves off with a new wave vector k 1 , energy E 1 and spin a 1 , which may 
or may not be equivalent to E1 or a 1 , leaving the solid in the state I~'). 
A detector is placed at 2() with respect to the incident neutron beam and the scattering 
vector is measured as: 
(4.1) 
The energy transferred between the sample and neutron is given by: 
(4.2) 
If no energy is transferred the collision is described as elastic scattering and 
conversely if energy is transferred is it described as inelastic scattering. 
4.2 Scattering Cross-section 
The total scattering cross section is the ratio of scattered neutrons per unit of time to 
the total flux of incident neutrons. 
N 
a=-
t/J 
(4.3) 
with N= number of scattered neutrons and tjJ = total flux of incident neutrons. 
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The measured number of neutrons scattered into an angle dQ is given by da and is 
dQ 
calledthe differential scattering cross-section. 
4.3 Elastic Powder diffraction 
In powder diffraction experiments a neutron beam is incident on a powdered sample. 
This beam is limited using a collimator and then passed through a monocromator to 
allow only the desired wavelengths through. The detectors measure the angle 28 of 
the diffracted neutrons to the incident beam. 
The powdered sample is placed in a cylindrical holder, usually made of vanadium or 
aluminium. The crystals in the sample are orientated randomly with respect to one 
another and the scattering from them takes the form of concentric cones around the 
direction of the incoming beam, known as Debye-Scherrer cones. The angle 8 each 
cone makes with the incoming beam is defined by the Bragg condition: 
2dsin8 = m.A (m= 1, 2, 3 ...... ) (4.4) 
where A, is the wavelength of the incoming neutron beam and d is the distance 
between the planes in the crystal. 
The integrated intensity of a Bragg reflection corresponds to an integral of the 
differential cross-section around the delta function over reciprocal space. This gives: 
(4.5) 
where l is the height of the detector, r is the distance between the sample and the 
detector, N is the number of unit cells in the sample,j is the multiplicity factor, v0 is 
the volume of a unit cell of the crystal and F is the structure factor, an expression for 
which can be found in ·[22]. The expression to describe A is somewhat complicated, 
depending on the radius of the sample and the Bragg angle 8 . However for neutrons 
it has been found that A varies very little with change in 8 for most materials and so it 
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is possible to assume the same value over the whole of the measured diffraction 
spectrum. 
The elastic neutron scattering has been used to investigate the structure of 
polycrystalline samples of REPtln alloys. 
4.4 Inelastic Scattering 
In any inelastic neutron scattering experiment, the quantity measured is the double 
differential cross section: 
(4.6) 
where x = the number of neutrons scattered per second into a small solid angle dO. in 
the direction B,t/J with final energy between E' and E' +dE'. 
The actual quantity of interest is the scattering function or scattering law 
S(Q, m) where: 
d 2 k 
__ u_ - .!!._ __!_ NS(Q m) 
dO.dE' - 4Jr k 1 ' 
(4.7) 
Thus, S(Q, m) is a function of energy transfer hm and momentum transfer tzQ. 
The momentum transfer can be described using: 
(4.8) 
The basic equations: 
A=!!_ 
mv 
and k = 2Jr 
A 
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where m is the mass of the neutron, h is Planck's constant, v the velocity of the 
neutron and .A the wavelength, can be rearranged to give: 
k=mv 
li 
(4.9) 
Then the energy transfer can be described by the change in kinetic energy as: 
(4.10) 
with the kinetic energy of the neutron taking the form: 
(4.11) 
In nuclear scattering experiments conducted on a chopper spectrometer, neutrons 
arrive at the sample in monochromatic pulses of known energy. There is a fixed array 
of detectors that measure the time of flight for the scattered neutrons. With a 
knowledge of the sample detector distances and incident beam energy the final 
energies can be calculated. A wide range of energies may be detected at each detector. 
The final wave vector for all energies will lie along the same direction but the 
magnitude will decrease with the velocity of the incident neutrons. This results in the . 
alteration ofthe scattering triangle shown in figure 4.1. 
Figure 4.1 Scattering Triangle [23] 
Applying the cosine rule to the scattering triangle gives: 
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(4.12) 
Combining equations ( 4.11) and ( 4.12) gives: 
(4.13) 
As k 1 is fixed ( 4.13) can be written in terms of E1 and energy transfer to 01 : 
(4.14) 
It can be seen from this that a detector at angle tjJ will perform a scan in time whose 
loci is a parabola in Q, 01 space. The scan at each sensor depends on the scattering 
angle of the detector and the incident energy. A more detailed description can be 
found in [24]. 
4.4.1 Components of a Chopper Spectrometer 
The components of a chopper spectrometer are shown in figure 4.2, along with 
examples of neutron spectra at each point. As the proton pulse from the spallation 
neutron source in ISIS hits the target it produces a pulse of neutrons with very high 
energy. These must be slowed down to more usable energies and for this the high 
scattering cross section of hydrogen is used. The high flux of high energy neutrons is 
an important feature of pulsed sources and to preserve this the beam is . under 
moderated. This means the neutron flux leaving the moderator has two components; 
the Maxwellian component caused by moderation and the epithermal (high energy 
flux) of the weakly moderated neutrons. 
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Figure 4.2 Components of the Chopper Spectrometer [23) 
To reduce the background resulting from y rays generated from the proton hitting the 
target and fast neutrons that thermalise within the spectrometer a nimonic chopper is 
used. This closes the beam tube to the spectrometer at the moment the proton beam is 
incident on the target. 
The beam is then monochromated by a Fermi chopper. This is an aluminium drum 
with sheets of highly absorbent material (such as boron) interleafed with neutronically 
transparent sheets of aluminium. This is set in such a way as to only transmit neutrons 
with the desired velocity and hence k1 and E1• 
The monitors in positions 2 and 3 measure the time-of-flight which allows the 
incident energy to be ascertained. 
Inelastic neutron scattering has been used for the investigation of the crystal field 
levels in REPtin alloys. 
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CHAPTER 5- RARE EARTH METALS 
5.1 Introduction 
The rare earth metals are the fifteen elements that run from Lanthanum (atomic 
number 57) to Lutetium (atomic number 71). They are characterised by the partial 
filling of the 4f shell of electrons. This unfilled shell is shielded from its surroundings 
by the three external shells of 5s, 5p and 6s electrons as demonstrated in figure 5.1. 
This gives the magnetic properties to the rare earth metals and alloys that have made 
them so popular for study [25-36]. The external shells mix to yield the conduction 
band. The 4f orbitals are very localised with little interaction between neighbouring 
sites or their environment. As the nuclear charge Z increases through the series, the 
potential seen by the 4f electrons deepens and their orbitals show a contraction in 
radius (with the exception of Er and Yb). This is known as the lanthanide contraction 
and is illustrated in figure 5.2. 
H 
-s 
J 
. .. 
-
--4f 
-5~r 
-·-- 5p 
--6:11 
r(au) 
Figure 5.1 Radial densities for the 4f, Ss, Sp and 6s electrons of Gd3+ [25] 
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Figure 5.2 The lanthanide contraction of the rare earth series [27] 
5.2 Magnetic Moments 
46 
The interaction of the 4flocalised magnetic moment with the conduction electrons is 
often modelled using the point contact interaction depending on details of the 
conduction electron densities at the lattice site of the rare earth atom. As the filled 
electron shells shield the 4f electrons, the alloy series can be modelled as having a 
constant nuclear contribution simply scaled by the atomic number. This gives a near 
constant electronic structure for the conduction electrons. The strength of this 
magnetic interaction scales with the quantum number of the 4f electrons. This 
magnetic ordering is such as to minimise the magnetic energy, determined by 
conduction electrons and remains unaltered across the series. 
This is a simplified model which gives scaling for the transition temperatures for 
various alloy series, known as de Gennes scaling. The model does not explain the 
magnetic ordering or allow for any differences that arise between samples. This 
scaling for paramagnetic Curie Temperatures relies on the factor G known as the de 
Gennes factor [25]: 
(5.1) 
where gJ is the Lande factor given by: 
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= 1+ J(J +1)+S(S+1)-L(L+1) gJ 2J(J +1) (5.2) 
It has been found that this approximation works with surprising accuracy. However to 
more fully understand the magnetic properties an isostructural alloy series must be 
investigated as the magnetic properties may vary through this series. 
The rare earths are paramagnetic at high temperatures and usually show magnetic 
ordering at low temperatures. In the paramagnetic state they follow the Curie-Weiss 
law [28]: 
(5.3) 
where BP is the paramagnetic Curie temperature and C is the Curie constant such that 
[37]: 
(5.4) 
With f-le.ff =the magnetic moment and k 8 = the Boltzmann constant. 
As the magnetism depends on the 4f shell it can be described using the total spin S, 
the orbital momentum L which couple together to give the total angular momentum J. 
The magnetic moment is then given by: 
(5.5) 
with the Bohr magneton p 8 ,;,9.274x10-24 J T 1• These values for the rare earth 
metals are plotted in figure 5.3. 
The values of S, L and J are obtained using Hund's rules which describe the 
energetically lowest state subject to Pauli's exclusion principal. 
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Hund's niles for a 4fshell are [38]: 
1- The spin of each S1 should combine to give the maximum value of 
S possible while observing the Pauli exclusion principal. 
2- Whilst observing the first rule to give the maximum vaiue of L such that 
3- The value of the total angular momentum J is IJI = IL -SI if the shell is less 
than half filled and IJI = IL + SI if the shell is more than half filled. In the case 
where the shell is exactly half filled L = 0 and therefore J = S. 
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Figure 5.3 Effective Magnetic Moment of Rare Earth Metals 
5.3 Magnetic Interactions 
The main magnetic interactions which create the magnetic moments for 4f electrons 
result from: 
1- The conduction electron meditated interaction between two neighbouring 
ions. This coupling is called the RKKY interaction and is described in 
section 5.3.1. 
2- The interaction that acts independently at each rare earth site. This is an 
on-site property. It is created by the neighbouring atoms and is described 
by crystal field theory in section 5.3.2. 
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5.3.1 The RKKY Interaction 
RKKY interaction describes an indirect exchange which couples magnetic moments 
over relatively large distances. This is the dominant exchange in metals where there is 
little or no direct electron wavefunction overlap between neighbouring magnetic 
electron wavefunctions. It therefore acts through an intermediary, in this case 
conduction electrons. 
The conduction electrons move in the field of the localised moments of the atom and 
interact with it. This results in a certain direction being favoured in the interaction 
between the localised field and the polarisation of the conduction electron. Due to 
their itinerant nature the conduction electrons interact with several neighbouring 
moments, which leads the neighbouring moments to align. This could be either a 
ferro- or an antiferromagnetic alignment, depending on the sign of the exchange 
interaction which is oscillary as shown in figure 5.4. 
Figure 5.4 The RKKY exchange coefficient [39] 
5.3.1.1 Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya Interaction 
The anisotropic exchange interaction as a combined effect of spin-orbit coupling and 
exchange interaction was developed by Dzyaloshinky and Moriya [40,41]. This so 
called Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya or DM interaction and it may be present in magnetic 
systems if there is no inversion centre between the two magnetic sites. Such 
interaction between two sites i andj are defined by a vector D;j [42]: 
(5.6) 
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The mechanism is linear with respect to the spin-orbit coupling and is important in 
magnetic crystals of low symmetry. This has been used to explain the spontaneous 
magnetization in weak antiferromagnets. The interaction is strong in crystals of low 
symmetry but vanishes in crystals with increased symmetry [42]. 
The mechanism involving RKKY interactions has been investigated with 
nonmagnetic transition metals by Fert et al. [43] following on from predictions made 
by Smith [44]. This shows how the enhancement of the anistropic field can arise from 
an additional term in the RKKY interaction which is of DM type and due to spin-orbit 
scattering of the conduction electrons by non-magnetic transition metals. On the site 
of the nonmagnetic transition metal, the conduction electrons experience the strong 
spin-orbit forces of the d states. The DM interaction seen here is calculated to be quite 
significant in comparison to the strength of the RKKY interaction. 
To evaluate the anisotropy energy arising from the DM interaction it is assumed the 
average of H DM vanished when taken over the spin configuration determined by 
RKKY interactions. Therefore to obtain a finite anisotropy energy, the reorientation 
of the spins due to the DM interaction must be determined. This mean distortion angle 
dB is of the order of magnitude of the ratio of the characteristic energies of the DM 
and RKKY interactions, EDM I ERKKY. 
5.3.2 Crystal Field Theory 
5.3.2.1 The ground state of the free ion 
Unpaired electrons exist within an atom in shells with appropriate energies. Within 
each of these n shells, there exist I sub-shells, with I being the orbital angular velocity 
which can take any value in the range (0,1, ...... , n-1). Each of these sub-shells has 
(21+ 1) states available to the electron, this corresponds to a magnetic quantum number 
m which can have values (1,1-1 ,1-2, ... .... ,-/).Each state in turn can be occupied by two 
electrons of opposite spin, quantified by the spin quantum number, s, which can take 
1 
the value s = ±-. 
2 
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According to Pauli's exclusion principal there will be a maximum of 2(21+ 1) 
electrons present in any sub-shell. For an.f-shell, l = 3 and therefore for the rare earth 
ions the maximum number of states is 14. The electrons combine within the atom to 
produce a stable state of least energy which is known as the ground state. 
Russell-Saunders (or L-S) coupling can be used to describe the rare earth ions. This 
couples the individual spin and orbital velocity to give a vector for the total spin and 
total orbital momentum within the 4f shell. 
n 
(5.7) and L = L)1 (5.8) 
i=l 
The resultant S and L couple through spin-orbit interaction to give the total angular 
momentum J as described in section 5.2. The values of S, L, J and the ground state 
degeneracy can be found in figure 5.5. 
Lande 
Rare Earth z s L J Deg_eneracy Factor 
La 57 0 0 0 1 0 
Ce 58 0.5 3 2.5 6 0.81428571 
Pr 59 1 5 4 9 0.775 
Nd 60 1.5 6 4.5 10 0.7020202 
Pm 61 2 6 4 9 0.5625 
Sm 62 2.5 5 2.5 6 0.18571429 
Eu 63 3 3 0 1 0 
Gd 64 3.5 0 3.5 8 2 
Tb 65 3 3 6 13 1.52380952 
Dy 66 2.5 5 7.5 16 1.34705882 
Ho 67 2 6 8 17 1.26041667 
Er 68 1.5 6 7.5 16 1.20980392 
Tm 69 1 5 6 13 1.17857143 
Yb 70 0.5 3 3.5 8 1.16666667 
Lu 71 0 0 0 1 0 
Figure 5.5 Ground state values for rare earth ions [45] 
5.3.2.2 The Hamiltonian of the Non-coupling Ion 
When an ion is placed into the crystalline solid the symmetry is reduced from the 
spherical symmetry of the free ion to one based on the point group of the lattice site. 
This leads to a partial lifting of the degeneracy and therefore alters the magnetic 
properties. The Hamiltonian for the electrons is given by: 
-------
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(5.9) 
With H F being the Hamiltonian of the free ion and V the electric potential of the 
symmetrical distribution of negative ions about the central positive ion. The positive 
and negative ions are assumed to be hard non-overlapping spheres. Therefore the 
Hamiltonian can be rewritten as [ 46]: 
n? Ze 2 1 e2 H=--"V 2 -"-+-"-+A../ ·s.-e"- (r) 
2 L..J I L..J 2 L..J y I 1 r'f'c I m ; I r; ;.,.1 rif 
(5.10) 
The first term on the right hand side is the total kinetic energy of the electrons in the 
paramagnetic ion. The second term is the Coulomb attraction between the electrons 
and the nucleus. The third term is the electron-electron interaction or Coulomb 
repulsion. The fourth term represents the spin-orbital coupling. This is characterised 
by the coupling coefficient A.if , where i and j range over all the electrons. The last · 
term represents the effect of crystal field interaction with each electron. This crystal 
field term, Hcef = -e1i/Jc(r1), is the term of interest and will be discussed in more 
detail in the following sections. 
5.3.2.3 Interaction of the Ion with the Crystalline Environment 
Consideration must be taken of the strength of the crystal field. Firstly considering a 
strong crystal field. This gives a field stronger than the Coulomb repulsion and the LS . 
coupling. 
In an intermediate crystal field, the field is larger than the spin orbital coupling but 
smaller than the Coulomb repulsion. The field acts only on the orbital motion of the 
electrons and so will split the (2L+ 1) orbital degeneracy but will only affect the spin 
through the weak spin-orbital coupling. So for a first approximation the spin term can 
be ignored. 
' 
The case of the weak crystal field is expected for lanthanide systems. This considers a 
crystal field smaller than the spin-orbital coupling. In this situation the total angular 
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momentum, J, stays nearly a good quantum number and the crystal field acts on the 
degenerate J eigenstates. The crystal field in this case can be considered as a small 
perturbation as the energy difference between multiplets is larger than the crystal field 
energy. This partially removes the (2J+ 1) degeneracy. This symmetry reduction 
allows the free ion energy levels to split into sub levels. The number of splittings and 
degeneracy are determined by symmetry arguments but the level separation and order 
are determined by the size of the matrix elements. 
5.3.2.4 Crystal Field Potential 
The crystal field model can be illustrated using a simple "point charge model". This 
assumes that the lanthanide ion is surrounded by classical point charges. This 
simplified model has several weaknesses such as neglecting the finite extent of 
charges on the ions, the screening of electrons and the overlap of neighbouring 
magnetic wave functions. However the symmetry arguments carry over. to the 
description of metals. 
The electrostatic potential due to the surrounding point charges at a point (r,O,t/J) 
near the origin (RE ion) is given by: 
(5.11) 
with qi the charge ofthejth ion at distance R i from the origin. 
If the ion at this point has charge q; then the crystalline potential energy is given by 
(5.12) 
This only describes the energy of unfilled shells as the crystal field only affects closed 
shells in a higher order of perturbation. The potential can be calculated from this in 
Cartesian co-ordinates or spherical harmonics. 
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5.3.2.5 Operator Equivalent Methods 
One method for analysing the matrix elements of the Hamiltonian was developed by 
Stevens [47] and-is known as the Stevens Operator Equivalent Method. This relies on 
the assumption that J is constant. 
The crystal field potential of rare earth sites is considered as the sum of the crystal 
field parameters [49]: 
where: 
n,m 
v2o = _L(3z2 -r2) 
v22 = 2: (x2 - y2) 
V4° = _L(35z 4 -30z 2r 2 +3r4) 
v42 = 2:(7z2 -r2Xx2- y2) 
v44 = _L(x4 -6x2y2 + y4) 
V6° = _L(231z6 -315z4r 2 +105z2r 4 -5r6) 
v62 = 2: t6z4 -16(x2 + y2 ~2 + (x2 + y2 y Xx2 + y2) 
v64 = _L(uz2 -r2 Xx4 -6x2y2 + y4) 
v66 = l:<x6 -15x4y2 +15x2y4- y6) 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
with the summations made over all electrons. This allows the Hamiltonian to be 
expressed in terms of the summation of the single electron wave functions. However 
Stevens replaced the individual x, y and z components with the components of the 
angular momentum operators Jx, JY and Jz. The equivalence operator must 
transform in exactly the same way so the non-commutation of J x , J Y and J z must 
be taken into account. To attain this symmetrical products should be used to replace 
1 
products, for example xy would become 2 ( J xJ y + J YJ x) . 
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For a manifold of angular momentum J composed of 4f electron wave functions the 
most general operator equivalent potential with orthorhombic point symmetry as 
defined by [26] is: 
H~=~~+~~+~~+~~+~~ 
+BoOo +B202 +B404 +B606 66 66 66 66 
with the potential described by the Steven's operators [49]: 
0~ = 31; -1(1 +1) 
02 =.!.(12 +12) 
2 2 + -
Of =351: -301(1 +1)1; +251; -61(1 +1)+312(1 +1)2 
(5.15) 
a:=: [(11; -1(1 +1)-5x1~ +1~ )+ v~ +1~ X11; -1(1 + 1)-5))1 
04 =.!.(14 +14) 
4 2 + -
0~ = 2311! -105[31 (1 + 1) -1]1: 
+ [10512(1 + 1)2 -5251(1 + 1) + 294]1; 
-513 (1 +1)3 +4012 (1 +1)2 -601(1 +1) 
02 =.!_[{331: -{181(1 +1)-123}.!; +1
2(1 +1)2 +101(1 +1)+102}] 
6 4 (J~ +1~)+(1~ +1~X331: -etc.} 
a: =! [~ 11; -1c1 + 1) -3sX1: + 1~ )+ (1: +1~ X111; -etc}] cs.t6) 
06 = .!.(16 + 16) 
6 2 + -
where 1 ± = 1 x ± i 1 Y, Bt 's aie the parameters which determine the strength of the 
crystal field which are normally obtained experimentally. These operators can also be 
described using the orbital momentum L as described m [50]. 
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CHAPTER 6- INVESTIGATION OF 
HEA VYREPtin ALLOYS 
6.1 Introduction 
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In this chapter the investigation into the REPtln compounds will be considered. This 
alloy series crystallises with the space group P62m, in the hexagonal ZrNiAl type, 
with the exception ofEuPtln which takes the orthorhombic TiNiSi structure [51, 52]. 
The unit cell can be described as an alternate packing ofRE-Pt and In-Pt layers [53]~ 
The lattice positions and unit cell are shown in figure 6.1 . 
b~ 
z=O 
a 
• 
• •• 
Figure 6.1 Lattice positions and unit cell for REPtln 
z=l/2 
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The alternating layers mean that there is a non-magnetic plane between each of the 
RE atom planes. The RE atoms are therefore arranged in a triangular pattern and form 
a distorted Kagome lattice [54]. This is depicted in figure 6.2 (b) with a normal 
Kagome lattice for comparison (a). It can be seen that nearest neighbours form 
triangles which make up an infinite web, depicted by the solid lines and next nearest 
neighbours form triangles of distinct disconnected entities, depicted by the dashed 
lines. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6.2 A normal (a) and distorted (b) Kagome Lattice [54] 
This configuration leads to geometric frustration of the magnetic moment. For 
antiferromagnetic interactions if two of the atoms in a triangle are aligned along the 
positive and negative c-axis the third atom is frustrated as aligning itself with either 
will lead to an overall ferromagnetic moment on the triangle. 
6.2 Magnetic Behaviour 
The REPtln inter-metallic compounds have been studied over the years due to their 
structure and greatly varying physical properties [51-60]. It has been found that 
LaPtin and LuPtln do not exhibit magnetic behaviour due to their empty and full 4f 
shell respectively. CePtln has also been found to be non-magnetic. The rest of the 
series exhibits ferromagnetic behaviour with the exceptions of EuPtln, TbPtln, 
TmPtln and YbPtln. Figure 6.3 shows a summary of each of the REPtln ordering and 
temperatures along with their theoretical effective moment and saturation moment. 
The effective moment is given by: 
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(6.1) 
At low temperatures the magnetisation reaches its saturation value where all moments 
are aligned with the applied field. This value is given by: 
(6.2) 
Rare Earth Magnetic Tc (K) TN (K) Effective Saturated 
Ordering moment Moment 
(JlB) (JlB) 
La nm [54] - -
Ce nm [54] 2.54 2.14 
below 1.7 
Pr possibly F [51] 3.58 3.20 
Nd F 17 [54] 3.62 3.27 
Pm 2.68 2.40 
Sm F 25 [51] 0.84 0.71 
Eu AF 16 [58] 
- -
Gd F 89 [54] 7.94 7.00 
Tb AF 50 [54], 46 [55], 47 [53] 9.72 9.00 
Dy F 38 [54] 10.64 10.00 
Ho F 33 [54] 10.61 10.00 
Er F 16 [54],15 [61] 9.58 9.00 
Tm AF 3 [61] 7.56 7.00 
Yb AF 3.4 [60], 3.1 [56], 2.1 [61] 4.54 4.00 
Lu nm [54] 
- -
Figure 6.3 Magnetic ordering of the REPtln compounds 
In NdPtln, DyPtln and HoPtln preliminary measurements [54, 57] have found that 
below the ordering temperature there is a co-existence of a ferromagnetic component 
along the c-axis and an antiferromagnetic component perpendicular to this. This was 
quantified through neutron measurements for NdPtln [54] and the proposed 
arrangement of moments is shown in figure 6.4. 
0.35J.L8 
J!Nd 
1.8J.L9 
Figure 6.4 Canted moment on NdPtln [54] 
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The cause of this canting of moments has not been discovered with previous 
investigations. A model has been developed as a working hypothesis for the origin of 
the force causing this canting. As discussed in chapter five, the interactions between 
rare earth atoms are due to conduction electrons via the RKKY interaction. The 
Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction arises from a mixture of the exchange interaction 
and spin-orbital coupling. The platinum atom is known to have a strong spin-orbital 
coupling making it a likely candidate for this interaction. The model suggests that the 
conduction electrons hop from one rare earth atom to the next via a platinum atom. 
The DM interaction between these electrons and the spin-orbital coupling of the 
platinum atom could manifest itself in the non-collinear structure as observed in some 
REPtln compounds. If the interaction is present it will create a small moment on the 
platinum atom due to the ferromagnetic ordering of the rare earth atoms. In order to 
investigate the validity of this model specific heat and magnetism measurements are 
required along with neutron scattering experiments. 
Stoichiometric samples of the alloys were prepared and melted under an argon 
atmosphere. They were then annealed at 800°C for four days to remove any 
mechanical stress before specific heat and SQUID measurements were taken. 
6.2.1 Specific Heat Measurements 
Specific Heat measurements were taken to obtain more information about the crystal 
field splitting and the magnetic properties including information on the temperature 
dependence of the entropy. The specific heat can be used to examine the Schottky 
anomaly which gives rise to structure in the specific heat capacity. It can be observed 
when plotted against temperature. The CEF level splitting determines the structure 
(Schottky peaks) and yields information that can be exploited for determining the 
energy levels splitting of rare earth atoms. This is particularly relevant for these 
REPtin alloys as the splitting occurs at a single crystallographic site. 
6.2.1.1 LaPtln 
The specific heat capacity of LaPtln is shown in figure 6.5. This shows no magnetic 
ordering from the paramagnetic state. Lanthanum has no 4f electrons and this 
accounts for its lack of a magnetic moment. This leads to its use as a phonon blank for 
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subtractions to find magnetic contributions of each magnetic alloy. The energy from 
the lattice vibrations has components due to the potential and kinetic energy of the 
atoms. This means the mass difference across the alloy series has to be considered 
when making calculations as it will affect the kinetic energy. However. the mass 
difference is considered to be proportionally very small ( ~ 3%) and so it is ignored in 
this model. 
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Figure 6.5 Specific heat capacity of LaPtln 
The low temperature data can be fitted to the Sommerfeld model as described in 
chapter one. From (2.33) we can re-arrange the relationship to give us: 
(6.1) c _P =r+ pr2 
T 
which can be plotted to give a linear fit. Figure 6.6 shows this relationship plotted 
with the low temperature values for the specific heat capacity measurements for 
LaPtln. The values for the variables are calculated as: 
y = 16.1 ±3.4 mJ K-2 mort 
p = 0.925 ± 0.012 mJ K-4 mort 
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The r value of 16.1 mJ mort K"2 is of the same order of magnitude as pure La which 
is 8.4 mJ mort K"2 [29]. This gives a density of states at the Fermi level of g(EF) = 
6.83 states per eV and a Fermi temperature TF ~2500 K. The Debye temperature of 
LaPtln can also be obtained from the P value giving 128 K, close to that of La (~140 
K). 
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Figure 6.6 Low temperature Sommerfeld model calculations 
6.2.1.2 GdPtln 
The specific heat capacity of GdPtln is plotted in figure 6.7. A broad transition is 
observed between 75 and 94 K. The Curie temperature reported by Watson [54] is 90 
. K slightly lower than the upper edge of the transition observed. There are no 
anomalies at low temperatures as observed for some other heavy REPtln alloys. This 
is due to the absence of crystal field splitting as expected for Gd as it has an orbital 
momentum of zero. 
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As LaPtln can be used to model the phonon contribution, the magnetic contribution to 
the specific heat per mole can be obtained by a simple subtraction. The result of this is 
plotted in figure 6.8. This shows the entropy starts to drop around 75 K, the lower end 
of the transition and has a cut off around 94 K, the upper temperature of the transition 
observed in figure 6.7. 
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The magnetic entropy can be calculated from this and is plotted in figure 6.9. The 
theoretical limiting value for a Gd atom is shown as a dotted line at 17.3 J mor1• The 
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maximum value for the entropy of 15 J mor1 is seen at the Curie temperature and is 
slightly lower than this theoretical value. 
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Figure 6.9 Magnetic entropy of GdPtln 
6.2.1.3 TbPtln 
The specific heat capacity measurement for TbPtln is shown in figure 6.1 0. It clearly 
shows a transition at 50 Kin agreement with the antiferromagnetic ordering described 
in the literature. However there are also anomalies at 70 K, 75 K, 97 K and 148 K. 
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The magnetic contribution to the specific heat capacity is plotted in figure 6.11. A 
pronounced peak in the magnetic specific heat can be seen around the transition 
temperature, T N. with the value dropping off for high temperatures. The cut off is 
~ 68 K significantly above the Neel temperature of 50 K. 
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The magnetic entropy of the compound is shown in figure 6.12. The theoretical 
limiting value for Tb is shown as a dashed line at 21.3 J mor1• The entropy reaches a 
maximum value of ~ 13 J mo1"1 at 70 K. There is a substantial contribution to the 
entropy above the transition temperature of 50 K. An entropy of ~10 J mor1 is seen 
by the Neel temperature, significantly less than the value expected for the Tb ion. 
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6.2.1.4 Dy Ptln 
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The specific heat capacity ofDyPtln is shown in figure 6.13. This shows a transition 
around 34 K, close to the value given by Watson of 38 K, showing the onset of 
ferromagnetic ordering. It also shows an additional area of interest around 20 K. This 
peak is more pronounced when considering the magnetic contribution to the specific 
heat (figure 6.14). This shows a sharp peak at 20 K, which is of higher value than the 
peak at the Curie temperature. The magnetic contribution becomes negligible above 
the transition. 
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The magnetic entropy of DyPtin is shown in figure 6.15 with the theoretical limiting 
value for Dy depicted as a dotted line at 23.1 J mor1• The maximum value reached is 
~I 0 J mor1 at the transition temperature. Again this is significant less than the 
theoretical value for the Dy ion. The entropy reaches half its final value by 20 K. 
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6.2.1.5 HoPtln 
Figure 6.16 shows the specific heat capacity of HoPtln. The transition marking the 
onset of ferromagnetic ordering is observed at the Curie temperature of 33 K. The 
graph also shows an additional contribution at low temperatures below 7 K. 
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The magnetic contribution shown in figure 6.17 shows a pronounced peak at 6.5K 
with a larger peak at the Curie temperature. Again the magnetic contribution to the 
specific heat tails off in the paramagnetic state, but only reaches zero around 80 K. 
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The magnetic entropy is calculated from this data and is shown in figure 6.18. It 
reaches a peak value of 18 J mort by 80 K, having a value of 14.4 J mort at the Curie 
temperature. This is less than the limiting value of Ho which is shown as a dotted line 
at 23.6 J mort. 
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6.2.1.6 ErPtln 
60 80 
kaNA ln (17) 
Figure 6.19 shows the specific heat capacity ofErPtln. A transition can be observed at 
the onset of ferromagnetic ordering around 16 K. 
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The magnetic contribution is calculated and plotted in figure 6.20. This shows a peak 
at the ordering temperature (16K). However there is a major contribution above_ this 
temperature and a significant magnetic ·contribution is observed up to T ~ 60 K. 
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Figure 6.20 Magnetic contribution to specific heat capacity of ErPtln 
The magnetic entropy as shown in figure 6.21 reflects the magnetic contribution well 
into the paramagnetic state. The peak value of 13 J mor1 is reached significantly 
above the Curie temperature of 16 K. In fact the entropy only reaches a value of 6.5 J 
mor1 by the transition finally reaching a value of 14 J mor1 at 100 K. This is well 
below the entropy expected for an Er atom of23.1 J mor1• 
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6.2.1.7 YbPtln 
The low temperature specific lieat capacity of YbPtln is shown in figure 6.22 as 
measured by Kaczorowski et al [56,59]. It shows the onset of antiferromagnetic 
ordering at the Nee! temperature of 3.1 K. Two pronounced anomalies can be 
observed at temperatures of 1.2 and 2.3 K. These can be examined more. closely in 
figure 6.23 showing the temperature dependence of the magnetic specific heat of 
YbPtln. This shows the first two peaks make a significant contribution to the 
magnetic entropy of the alloy. The inset in figure 6.23 shows the calculated magnetic 
entropy for YbPtln which was found to reach a value at the Nee! temperature 66% of 
that expected for the free Yb ion. 
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Figure 6.23 Temperature dependence of the magnetic specific heat as a function 
of temperature. [59] 
6.2.2 SQUID Measurements 
SQUID measurements were taken at Loughborough University to investigate their 
magnetic response of REPtin compounds. Magnetic measurements by Watson [54] 
were the instigator for this investigation so the additional measurements will give 
more information about the mechanism for the coupling between magnetic moments 
along with any crystal field effects. 
6.2.2.1 GdPtln 
A temperature scan of GdPtin with an external magnetic field of 0.1 Tesla is plotted 
in figure 6.24. This give a Curie temperature of 106 K. This is higher than observed in 
the specific heat data, but this could be due to a field dependency of the transition. 
There seems to be a slight bump before the transition around 75 K which could 
correspond to the start of the transition seen in the specific heat at this temperature. 
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Figure 6.24 Temperature scan of GdPtln in a constant magnetic field of 0.1 Tesla 
with an insert of low temperature scan 
Isotherms of several temperatures are plotted for GdPtln in figure 6.25. Paramagnetic 
behaviour is observed above I 00 K. Arrott plots from this data are shown in figure 
6.26. These give a spontaneous moment of 6.22 p 8 I Gd
3
+ at 5 K slightly lower than 
the value obtained by Watson [54] of 6.82 J.ln I Gd3+ and lower than the theoretical 
saturation value for Gd of 7 f.J 8 • 
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Figure 6.26 Arrott plots for GdPtln with insert of high temperature 
paramagnetic state 
The spontaneous moment of GdPtln, as obtained using Arrott plots, as a function of 
temperature is plotted in figure 6.27. It shows that the moment reduces to zero at 90 
K, lower than suggested by the specific heat measurements and temperature scan of 
the magnetisation in an external magnetic field ofO.l Tesla. The relationship does not 
follow the standard Brillouin function which is shown as a guide for the eye as a solid 
line. It seems that the low temperature moment is larger below 30 K. 
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6.2.2.2 TbPtln 
Preliminary measurements taken for TbPtin by Watson [54] show interesting 
characteristics which have been further investigated here. Figure 6.28 shows a 
temperature scan of TbPtln with an external field of 0.1 Tesla. This shows a peak at 
53 K close to the Neel temperature seen in the specific heat of 50 K. This suggests a 
field dependency of the transition. There is a broad peak existing over the temperature 
range from 6 _:. 20 K. Above the Neel temperature paramagnetic behaviour is 
observed. 
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Figure 6.28 Temperature Scan ofTbPtln in a constant magnetic field ofO.l Tesla 
with an insert of low temperature scan 
Isotherms were repeated over a wide range of temperatures. The relationship between 
the field and moment is plotted in figure 6.29. A distinct step function is observed on 
all isotherms below 25 K. This is likely to be due to the partial alignment of the 
moments parallel to the applied field. The function is shown more clearly in figure 
6.30 for the isotherm at 3 K. The two steps are at an applied field of 1.7 T and 3.8 T. 
The values at each step can be extrapolated back to zero applied field to find the 
spontaneous moment at each of these levels. The level before the first step 
extrapolates back to 0. 73 J T 1 kg-1, after the first step extrapolates to 24.3 J T 1 kg"1 
and after the second step extrapolates to 67.7 J T 1 kg"1• These values correspond to a 
momentperTbatomof0.06,uB/Tb3+,2.04 f.LB/Tb3+ and5.68,uB /Tb3+. 
------------ ----------~ 
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As these measurements were conducted using a polycrystalline sample the magnetism 
measured is an average over all the randomly oriented crystals. TbPtln has been found 
to be highly anisotropic [55] and so the moments of the crystals will align either in the 
easy plane or along an easy axis. If it is easy plane, two thirds of the moment will be 
aligned with this plane and a third with the c-axis. If the response along the c-axis is 
small (easy plane compound) this would mean that the maximum moment obtained in. 
powder measurements is 2 of the value for a single crystal. Using this scaling for the 
3 
powder measurement, the equivalent single crystal moments would be 0.09 f-In I Tb3+, 
3.06 f-In I Tb3+ and 8.52 f-In I Tb3+. If any contribution exists along the c-axis this will 
lead this figures to be over-estimated but this should be minimised by taking the value 
extrapolated to zero field. When compared to the saturation moment for Tb of 9 f-In 
the first values represent an antiferromagnetic state with no moment aligning with the 
field. The second value corresponds to a partially ordered state where two moments 
are aligned for every six Tb atoms, giving a total moment of a third of the saturation 
moment. The third value is close to the saturation moment, showing the full moment 
on each Tb atom and therefore full ferromagnetic alignment. This can be illustrated in 
the case of a simple two dimensional case as: 
Antiferromagnetic 
state: 
l i l i l i 
Partially aligned 
state: 
i l i i i l 
F erromagnetic 
state: 
liiiii 
Single crystal measurements have been taken by Morosan [62]. These indicate 
configurations with moments of 1.08 f-lnl Tb3+, 3.00 f-In I Tb3+ and 6.25 f-In I Tb3+ •. The 
second of these values corresponds to the partially aligned state in the polycrystalline 
measurements. There is no indication of the additional steps at 1.08 f-lnl Tb3+ and 
6.25 f-l n I Tb3+ in the powder measurements as the random orientation of the crystals 
makes it more difficult to identify discrete steps. This agreement indicates easy plane 
alignment. The alternative of easy axis alignment would give an equivalent value for 
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single crystal measurements of three times the measured polycrystalline moment. This 
would give a maximum value larger than the saturation moment which is not possible. 
The measurements confirm that the step function is present in both polycrystalline and 
single crystal measurements, giving good agreement between the moments obtained 
with the polycrystalline and single crystal samples [62]. The fact that the moments are 
found to align with the easy plane makes TbPtln an exception in the series as its 
neighbouring compounds all align easy-axis. 
Above this at temperatures between 25 · and 50 K the function becomes less 
pronounced and by 100 K paramagnetic behaviour is observed. 
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6 
Arrott plots can be drawn using the isotherms and they are shown in figure 6.31-33. 
They are separated into different temperature ranges for added clarity. The Arrott 
plots between T = 2 K and T = 15 K show the two distinct steps observed in the 
isotherms. Extrapolating these back to the y-axis gives the spontaneous moments of 
1.61 p 8 I Tb
3+ and 5.55 p 8 I Tb3+ in fairly good agreement with the values obtained 
from the isotherms. 
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Between T = 25 K and T = 50 K the Arrott plots can be extrapolated to the y-axis to 
show the spontaneous moment on the atom at each temperature. The spontaneous 
moment at 25 K is 4.83 p.8 I Tb3+, decreasing with temperature to 4.03 p.8 I Tb
3
+ at 30 
K and 2.67 p.8 1Tb
3+ at 40 K. At 50 K the extrapolation from the Arrott plot does not 
cross the positive y-axis indicating a paramagnetic state. This gives a temperature 
relationship of the momen.t as shown in figure 6.33, it roughly follows the expected 
Brillouin function showing the moment to reduce to zero by 50 K. 
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6.2.2.3 DyPtln 
A temperature scan of DyPtln with an external field of 0.1 Tesla is shown in Figure 
6.34. This shows ordering at 41 K compared to the value of 34 K obtained in the 
specific heat measurement. A shoulder appears from 6 - 10 K which is shown more 
clearly in the insert. The Curie Temperature is in fairly good agreement with 
measurements taken by Watson [54] and the Arrott plots he obtained are shown in 
figure 6.35. From this the spontaneous moment at 2K is calculated to be 6.5 p 8 I 
Dy+, less than the saturation moment for Dy of 10 p 8 • 
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6.2.2.4 HoPtln 
The temperature scan ofHoPtin with an external applied field ofO.l Tesla is shown in 
figure 6.36. The Curie temperature as 38 K slightly higher than the transition at 33 K 
observed with the specific heat data. The plot shows a maximum around 7 K which 
corresponds to the temperature where an additional anomaly was observed from the . 
specific heat. 
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Figure 6.36 Temperature Scan of HoPtln in a constant magnetic field of 0.1 
Tesla with an insert of the low temperature scan 
Isotherms are plotted for HoPtln in figure 6.37. The relationship between the applied 
field and the moment on the Ho atom at 2 K does not produce a smooth curve. From 
these measurements Arrott plots are calculated and shown in figure 6.38. It is difficult 
to calculate the spontaneous magnetic moment at 2 K as a smooth line is not 
observed. It is estimated at 6.8 p 8 / Ho
3
+ but a more accurate value of 7.0 p 8 I Ho3+ 
can be calculated from the isotherm at T = 5 K. This is smaller than the saturation 
magnetism of 10 f.1 8 • 
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6.2.2.5 ErPtln 
The temperature scan.for ErPtln in a low field is plotted figure 6.39 with an insert to 
show the .low temperature portion. This shows ordering in an applied field of 0.1 
Tesla at 19 K slightly above the Curie temperature of 16 K observed in the specific 
heat measurements. No anomalies are observed at low temperatures. 
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Figure 6.39 Temperature scan of ErPtln in a constant magnetic field of 0.1 Tesla 
with insert of low temperature scan 
Isotherms for ErPtln are plotted in figure 6.40. They show typical ferromagnetic 
behaviour at temperatures up to 20K. By SOK it exhibits paramagnetic behaviour. 
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Arrott plots for the isotherms are plotted in figure 6.41. The spontaneous magnetic 
moment at 2 K is 6.23 p 8 I E2+, lower than the saturation magnetism of 9 Jln. 
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Figure 6.41 Arrott plot for ErPtln 
6.2.2.6 YbPtlit 
The magnetisation measurements taken by Kaczorowski et al [59] shown in figure 
6.42 show no anomalous behaviour at low temperature. Their results showed that at 
1.7K with a field of 5T the magnetic moment obtained was1.6p8 I Yb
3
+, much 
smaller than the free Yb ion value of 4p8 • 
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Figure 6.42 Isotherms for YbPtln [59] 
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6.2.3 Summary 
The findings from the specific heat and magnetisation measurements are summarised 
in figure 6.43. The transition temperatures found with the specific heat were similar to 
the values obtained by Watson [54]. There is some field dependence with these 
transitions as the introduction of an external magnetic field of 0.1 Tesla increased the 
transition temperatures with the exception of TbPtln. The specific heat measurements 
show additional anomalies which at this stage are tentatively attributed to crystal field 
splitting but the alternative of reorientation of magnetic moments will also be 
considered. For all the alloys the magnetic entropy observed was significantly less 
than the value expected for a free RE ion with the exception of GdPtln. This is due to 
crystal field spl~tting below the measured temperature range, as the minimum 
measured is 4 K. These missing contribution account for the reduced entropy as 
crystal field splitting is not present in the GdPtln alloy but is in other heavy REPtln 
alloys. 
The SQUID measurements gave low temperature magnetic moments lower than the 
saturation moment expected. This reduction in moment is attributed to the canting of 
the moment away from the c-axis as described in the introduction to the chapter. The 
measurement of the magnetisation of TbPtln was of particular interest as it showed a 
step function in the isotherms. These steps occur around 1.7 and 3.8 T when a third 
and then all of the magnetic moment aligns with the applied field. This can be 
attributed to the competition between magnetic interaction and geometric frustration 
which can be partially lifted with the introduction of an external field. 
Specific Transition in Low 
heat external Transition temperature Limiting 
Rare transition magnetic field temperature magnetic Saturation Entropy value 
earth temperature of0.1 Tesla Watson [54 moment Moment J mor J mor1 
Gd 94K 106 K 89K 6.2 ~B 7 ~B 15 17.3 
Tb 53 K 50K 50K 5.7 ~B 9 ~B 13 21.3 
Dy 34K 41 K 38K 6.5 ~B 10 ~B 10 23.1 
Ho 33K 38K 33K 6.8 ~B 10 ~B 18 23.6 
Er 16 K 19 K 16 K 6.2 ~B 9 ~B 14 23.1 
Yb 3.2 K [56] 3.4 K[59] 4 ~B 11 17.3 
Figure 6.43 Summary of results (The low temperature magnetic moment refers 
to the spontaneous moment obtained from the Arrott plots) 
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Using the de Gennes factor, as explained in chapter five, to scale the transitions 
temperatures marking the onset of magnetic order gives a linear relationship as shown 
in figure 6.43 using the temperatures obtained in this investigation. In the case of the 
REPtln alloys unusually both the Curie and Neel temperatures follow this 
approximation. 
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Figure 6.44 de Gennes scaling of ordering temperatures for the heavy REPtln 
alloys (the value for Yb is from reference [59]) 
6.3 Elastic Scattering 
Neutron measurements were taken using D20 at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble 
for DyPtln, HoPtln and ErPtln at a series of temperatures. The patterns obtained from 
these measurements can be refined using Rietveld to ascertain the structure of the 
alloys. Information can also be obtained as to the magnitude and orientation of the 
magnetic moment. This can be used to test the working hypothesis proposed earlier in 
this chapter. If the hypothesis is correct a small magnetic moment will be created on 
the platinum atom due to a polarisation originating from the ordering of the rare earth 
atoms. This should be visible in the refinement. Additionally measurements taken at a 
range of temperatures allow these parameters as a function of temperature to be 
examined. 
The structure of each of these heavy REPtln alloys is confirmed to hexagonal with 
space group P62m and the following atomic positions: 
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Pt = ( o,o, ~)G· ~ ;o) 
RE= (~,0, ~) x = 0.6 
In = (x,O,O) x = 0.26 
The lattice parameters are shown in figure 6.45. 
a=b 
DyPtln 7.514 
HoP tin 7.497 
ErPtln 7.497 
c 
3.809 
3.786 
3.764 
Figure 6.45 Lattice parameters for the heavy REPtln alloys in A 
6.3.1 DyPtln 
86 
The high temperature refinement for DyPtin does not account for all the peaks 
observed in the pattern. The extra peaks can be accounted for by adding the impurity 
phase PhDyin. This is also hexagonal with the space group P63 I mmc. The atomic 
positions are: 
Dy=(~, ~' !) 
In= (o,o,o) 
Pt = (~, ~ ,z) z = 0.134 
With lattice parameters: 
a= b =4.466A 
c = s.ssoA 
The refinement is shown in figure 6.46 and the per file is included in appendix AIV .1. 
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Figure 6.46 High Temperature refinement ofDyPtln T = 80 K 
150 
87 
DyPtln Phase 
PhDyln 
Impurity phase 
The low temperature pattern for DyPtln shows peaks at lower angles than observed at 
high temperatures. This can be accounted for by the higher level of symmetry 
associated with an enlargement of the unit cell. This enlargement is due to the 
doubling of the a, b and c-ruds. This enlarged cell belongs to the same space group, 
( P62m ), and has the atomic positions: 
h=00-·-0-·--0·--0·---·---( 3) (1 1) (1 2 ) (1 1 ) (1 2 1) (1 1 1) , '4' 2' '4' 3'3' ' 6'3' ' 3'3'2' 6'3'2 
Dy = (x.O, ~) x = 0.296;G +x,O, ~)(x. ~, ~) 
In= (x,O,O)x = 0.!28;G +x,O,O) (x. ~ ,0) (x,O, ~}(~ +x,O, ~) G +x, ~, ~) 
and the lattice parameters: 
a= b = 15.022A 
c = 7.620 A 
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As DyPtln is ferromagnetic below 38 K a magnetic phase must be added to the 
refinement to ·account for the moment on the Dy atoms. The refinement pattern is 
shown in figure 6.47 and the Per file is included in appendix AIV.2. 
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-4000 
-11000 mpurity phase 
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28 (") 
Figure 6.47 Low temperature refinement of DyPtln T = 2 K 
From this low temperature refinement a sequence file was created. It uses data from 
increasing temperatures with only a slight increase in temperature between each. The 
refinement at 2 K is used as a starting point. It is assumed that as the temperature 
changes a small amount between each data file, each of the refined parameters will 
only change slightly. This allows the patterns to be refined from the starting point of 
the parameters from the previous temperature. This means parameters such as 
magnetic moment, axis length and unit cell volume can be plotted against temperature 
to show the variation. 
As expected the magnetic moment on the unit cell, as shown in figure 6.48, is only 
defined below the ordering temperature of 34 K, in the ferromagnetic state. At low 
temperatures the relationship is a typical Brillouin function. The moment at low 
temperatures has a value of ~ 8.6 118 I Dy+ which compares to the value obtained for 
DyPtin at 2 K from the isotherms for 6.2 p 8 I Di+. The difference can be explained 
by the canting of the moment as the moment measured by the SQUID will be 
measured along the c-axis. Above Tt = 20 K the relationship follows a linear 
relationship intersecting the y-axis just above the Curie temperature of 34 K. 
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Figure 6.48 Magnetic moment of the Dy ion in DyPtln as a function of 
temperature 
Considering the angle theta of the moment to the c-axis as shown in figure 6.49, the 
dependence of 8(T) on T is plotted in figure 6.50. The low temperature angle of 47 ° 
at T = 2 K decreases fairly slowly with increased temperature up to Tt = 19 K. It then 
decreases more rapidly until T2 = 22 K where it plateaus before increasing between T3 
= 28 K to the Curie temperature. Above the Curie temperature in the paramagnetic 
state the moments are not aligned. 
C-axis 
·;<if 
8 ~agnetic 
Moment 
Figure 6.49 Theta angle between the moment and the c-axis 
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Figure 6.50 Angle of the magnetic moment to c-axis as a function of temperature 
The lattice parameter a against temperature is plotted in figure 6.51. At low 
temperatures the length of the a-axis is almost constant. It increases in length between 
T1 = 24 K and the Curie temperature. The length then becomes fairly constant above 
this with only a small change attributed to thermal expansion. 
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Figure 6.51 A-axis length of DyPtln unit cell as a function of temperature 
The c-axis relationship with temperature is shown in figure 6.52. From low 
temperatures the c-axis length decreases from T 1 = 16 K to T c = 34 K. Above the 
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Curie temperature the axis length increases linearly with temperature in a relationship 
attributed to thermal expansion. 
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Figure 6.52 C-axis length of DyPtln unit cell as a function of temperature 
Next considering the relationship for the unit cell volume with temperature as plotted 
in figure 6.53. At low temperatures the volume is constant up to T1= 16 K where it 
decreases until T2 = 24 K. The temperature T., at which the volume starts to decrease 
corresponds to the temperature at which the c-axis length starts to decrease. At 
temperature T 2, the volume reaches its lowest value. This corresponds to the 
temperature at which the c-axis length starts to increase. Above T 2 the volume 
remains constant up to the Curie temperature. Above this it follows a linear 
relationship, again attributed to thermal expansion. 
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Figure 6.53 Unit cell volume of DyPtln as a function of temperature. 
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The Dy and In atoms have some free positional parameters which can be refined in a 
fit. The position of the Dy atom with respect to temperature is plotted in figure 6.54. 
From low temperatures the x-coordinate increases linearly with temperature up to T 1 
= 24K, remaining constant above this with no change observed at the Curie 
temperature. This can be compared with the same plot for In, figure 6.55. In has a 
steady position with a slight adjustment between Tt = 24 K and the Curie temperature. 
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Figure 6.54 X-coordinate of Dy in unit cell as a function of temperature 
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Figure 6.55 X-coordinate of In in the unit cell as a function of temperature 
6.4.1 HoPtln 
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As for to DyPtln the high temperature refinement of HoPtln requires the addition of 
an impurity phase. The extra peaks in the pattern are accounted for by the impurity 
phase Pt2Holn. The refinement is shown in figure 6.56 and the per file is included in 
appendix N. 
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Figure 6.56 High temperature refinement of HoPtln T = 80 K 
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The low temperature refinement includes the ferromagnetic phase for HoPtln. The 
same increased symmetry is observed as for DyPtin. The refinement is shown in 
figure 6.57 and the per file is included in appendix IV. 
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Figure 6.57 Low temperature refinement of HoPtln T = 2 K 
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The magnetic moment of the Ho atom in the unit cell is shown as a function of 
temperature in figure 6.58. It follows a typical Brillouin relationship above Tt = 6.5 K 
but shows an additional contribution below this temperature. At low temperatures the 
moment has a maximum value of ~ 8.5,u8 I Ho3+. This is larger than the value 
obtained from the SQUID at 2 K of 6.8 .Un I Ho3+ as the moment is canted away from 
the c-axis and the SQUID measures along this axis. 
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Figure 6.58 Magnetic moment of the Ho ion in HoPtln as a function of 
temperature 
The angle the moment makes to the c-axis as a function of temperature is plotted in 
figure 6.59. The low temperature angle has a maximum of 30 °. This angle decreases 
rapidly with temperature and by T1 = 8 K the angle is reduced to 7 °, giving an almost 
collinear moment. It remains almost constant at this smaller value up to T2 = 25 K 
after which the angle increases to around 36 ° at the Curie temperature. 
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Figure 6.59 Angle of the magnetic moment to the c-axis as a function of 
temperature 
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The lattice parameter a is plotted against temperature in figure 6.60. The length 
decreases from low temperature to T1 = 8 K but then increases to the maximum value 
comparable to the value observed at 2 K by T2 = 12 K. It then decreases again to the 
Curie temperature and slight thermal expansion is observed above this temperature. 
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Figure 6.60 A-axis length of HoPtln unit cell as a function of temperature 
The c-axis length as a function of temperature is shown in figure 6.61. The axis 
decreases in length with temperature up to the Curie temperature with a small increase 
observed between T1 = 10 K and T2 = 12 K. Above the Curie temperature a steady 
increase due to thermal expansion is shown. 
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Figure 6.61 C-axis length of HoPtln unit cell as a function of temperature 
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The unit cell volume is shown in figure 6.62. The volume decreases linearly with 
temperature from 2 K to T1 = 10 K where there is a slight increase up to T2 = 12 K as 
observed with the c-axis length. Above this the volume decreases again linearly to the 
Curie temperature. In the paramagnetic region thermal expansion is observed. 
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Figure 6.62 Unit cell volume of HoPtln as a function of temperature 
The x-coordinate of Ho and In atoms in the unit cell of HoPtln can be refined and the 
relationship of their positions against temperature are plotted in figure 6.63 and 6.64 
respectively. The x-coordinate of Ho increases from low temperature to T1 = 8K. It 
then remains almost constant up· to T 2 = 20K where it increases with temperature up 
to the Curie temperature. Above this the Ho position remains constant. The x-
coordinate of In increases slightly from low temperature to T 1 = 10 K, it then 
decreases slowly with temperature to Tz = 20 K above which it decreases more 
rapidly up to the Curie temperature. Above the Curie temperature the x-position of the 
In atom remains constant. 
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Figure 6.63 X-coordinate of Ho in unit cell as a function of temperature 
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Figure 6.64 X-coordinate of In in unit cell as a function of temperature 
6.4.3 ErPtln 
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The high temperature refmemerit of ErPtln gives a very close fit to the data pattern 
which is not improved by the addition of any impurity phases. The refinement pattern 
is shown in figure 6.65. The per file is included in appendix N. 
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Figure 6.65 High temperature refinement of ErPtln T = 80 K 
The low temperature pattern of ErPtln requires a magnetic phase. The refinement is 
similar to that of HoPtln and there is no evidence of increased symmetry. The per file 
is again included in appendix IV and the refined pattern is shown in figure 6.66. 
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Figure 6.66 Low temperature refmement of ErPtln T = 2 K 
The magnetic moment of ErPtln is shown in figure 6.67. The moment follows a 
typical Brillouin function with temperature, reducing to zero by the Curie temperature 
at 16 K. The maximum moment of~ 7.2 J-ln I E2+ is higher than the value obtained 
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from the SQUID measurement at 2 K of 6.23 p 8 / Er3+. This can be accounted for by 
the canting of the moment to the c-axis. 
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Figure 6.67 Magnetic moment of the Er Ion in ErPtln as a function of 
temperature 
Figure 6.68 shows the angle of the moment to the c-axis. In contrast to the DyPtln this 
can be observed to be almost collinear with only a small angle of 5 ° at 2 K, remaining 
at this value until Tt = 12 K where the angle increases to around 30 ° by the Curie 
temperature T c = 16 K. 
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Figure 6.68 Angle of the magnetic moment to c-axis as a function of tempera.ture 
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The lattice parameter a as a function of temperature is plotted in figure 6.69. From 
low temperatures the axis length increases linearly until the Curie temperature at T c = 
16 K. Above this temperature the axis length decreases. 
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Figure 6.69 A-axis length of ErPtln unit cell as a function of temperature 
Similarly the c-axis length is plotted in figure 6.70. This shows the length to decrease 
with increasing temperature from 2 K to the Curie temperature. It then increases 
linearly with temperature in the paramagnetic state due to thermal expansion. 
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Figure 6.70 C-axis length ofErPtln unit cell as a function of temperature 
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Combining these parameters to consider the unit cell as a function of temperature the 
results can be seen in figure 6.71. The volume shows a slight increase with 
temperature due to thermal expansion. A slight discontinuity is observed around the 
Curie temperature. 
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Figure 6.71 Unit cell volume ofErPtln as a function of temperature 
The Er and In atoms have some free positional parameters which can be refined in the 
fit. The x-coordinate of Er is plotted as a function of temperature in figure 6.72. The 
x-coordinate increases slightly with temperature up to the Curie temperature and then 
remains constant at this value in the paramagnetic state. This can be compared to the 
x-coordinate of In which is shown in figure 6.73. The x-coordinate is observed to 
decrease slightly with temperature to the Curie temperature and then remains constant 
above this in the paramagnetic state. 
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Figure 6. 72 X-coordinate of Er in unit cell as a function of temperature 
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Figure 6.73 X-coordinate ofln in unit cell as a function of temperature 
6.3.4 Summary 
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The elastic neutron scattering refinements confirm the tilting of the moments from the 
c-axis for both DyPtln and HoPtln but shows ErPtln to be almost collinear at low 
temperatures. A complex temperature dependence of this angle is observed for all the 
alloys. The model suggested in the working hypothesis would result in a small 
moment appearing on the platinum atom which should be visible in the elastic 
scattering pattern. However any contribution from the platinum gave an insignificant 
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contribution to the results obtained. In order to test if this small moment is present 
measurements must be taken with a single crystal. 
The temperature relationships for DyPtln show the maximum moment at 2 K to have 
a value of 8.6 f.1. 8 I Dy+ at an angle of 45 ° to the c-axis much closer to the saturation 
moment of 10 f.l.n. This would give a moment of 5.89 p 8 I Dy+ along the c-axis 
which compares to the moment obtained from the SQUID of 4.2 p 8 I Dy+. The 
refined moment reduces with temperature and the angle varies up to the Curie 
temperature. Slight variations of the a- and c-axis lengths, volume and movements of 
the Dy and In atoms are observed below the ordering temperature. 
The magnetic moment of the HoPtln unit cell is observed to have a maximum of 
8.5 p 8 I Ho
3+ at 2K, canted at an angle of 30 ° to the c-axis, which again compares 
more favourably to the saturation moment of 10 p 8 • This would give a moment of 
7.4 p 8 I Ho3+ along the c-axis comparing to that from the SQUID of 6.8 p 8 I Ho3+. 
The refined moment reduces with temperature and the angle varies maintaining a 
small angle of just 7 ° between 8 and 25 K. Slight variations were observed in the axis 
lengths, volume and Ho and In positions in the ferromagnetic phase. 
In ErPtln the moment is found to be almost collinear at low temperatures, with a 
moment of 7.2 p 8 I E?+ observed at an angle of just 5 ° to the c-axis at 2 K, much 
closer to the saturation moment of9 p 8 • The moment would reduce slightly to 7.1 p 8 
I Er3+ when measured along the c-axis, which compares to the SQUID measurement 
of 6.23 p 8 I Dy3+. The angle increases with temperature to around 20 ° by the Curie 
temperature by which the spontaneous moment has reduced to zero. There are slight 
changes observed with temperature to both the a and c-axes and the Er and In 
positions but the volume remains constant. 
Recent measurements by Morosan et al. [ 61] of single crystal planar moments have 
lead to the calculation of the angle of the moment from the relative magnitude of the 
moment parallel to the ab and c planes. They calculated angles of 48.9 ° ± 2.4 ° for 
DyPtln, 40.6 ° ± 2.0° for HoPtln and 31.6 ° ± 2.5 ° for ErPtln. This is in good 
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agreement with our measurements for DyPtln, gives an angle larger than obtained the 
measurements for this thesis for HoPtln and disagrees with the almost collinear 
moment observed for ErPtln. The difference in the value for HoPtln could be due to 
the difference between the polycrystalline and single crystal samples and 
discrepancies between the different measurement techniques. Also the temperature for 
the measurements is not mentioned and it has been shown that this has a major 
influence on the angle of the moment. The disagreement for ErPtln needs to be 
studied in more depth. 
6.4 Crystal Field Investigation 
6.4.1 Time of Flight Measurement 
Time of flight measurements were taken on the HET instrument at ISIS. The 
measurements are plotted in appendix V figures A V .1-A V .11. The central peak 
represents the elastic scattering of the neutrons and is not of interest in this discussion. 
The positive reflections on the right of the elastic peak represent the energy loss of the 
neutron when electrons are excited to a higher energy level. The negative peaks to the 
left of the elastic peak represent the energy gain of neutrons when electrons drop from 
a higher energy level to a lower one. This is more apparent at higher temperatures as 
the electrons only occupy the ground state at very low temperatures. 
Although the crystal field is not responsible for the tilting of the magnetic moment its 
role in determining magnetic properties must be investigated. Also the lowest CEF 
scheme coefficient determines whether the compound is easy axis or easy plane. To 
evaluate the data the crystal field Hamiltonian has to be identified along with the site 
symmetry. From the patterns the energy levels can be identified and the Hamiltonian 
can be fitted ushig energy levels measured by inelastic scattering. The CEF 
parameters and the energy level scheme can be identified from the Hamiltonian 
matrix. 
6.4.3 CEF Hamiltonian 
The symmetry of the crystal field Hamiltonian is identified as being orthorhombic for 
rare earth ions in the P62m space group with hexagonal ZrNiAl structure [63,64]. 
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Referring back to the theory outlined in chapter five, this defines the orthorhombic 
crystal field Hamiltonian as: 
H~=~~+~~+~~+~~+~~ 
+BoOo +B202 +B404 +B606 66 66 66 66 
(5.13) 
with Stevens operators as defined in chapter five. 
In order to fit the crystal field Hamiltonian to the inelastic neutron scattering data a 
program has been created using C++ to characterise the Hamiltonian for any rare 
earth ion with known angular momentum J. The final program is listed in appendix 
VI. The program firstly is used for alloys with known parameters and energy level 
schemes. The crystal field parameters B,m and the angular momentum of the free rare 
earth ion are inputted from this known scheme. These are used to create the J +, J _ 
and J z terms which combine to create the Hamiltonian matrix. The Hamiltonian 
matrix is then diagonalised using a Jacobi transformation taken from [65] to give the 
eigenfunctions and eigenvalues. These eigenvalues are then sorted into descending 
order using another subroutine, eigsrt [65]. The eigenvalues represent the energy 
levels of the crystal field and the multiplicity of each value the degeneracy of that 
level. 
The program can be tested using the crystal field schemes of known compounds. First 
I · a cubic field is used as it has a high level of symmetry and only uses four of the 
crystal field parameters. Fitting to YbPd3 [66] showed good agreement with the 
crystal field scheme. A more detailed examination of the matrix elements was 
conducted with transition matrix elements and transition probabilities calculated by 
Birgeneau [67]. Then an orthorhombic crystal field was tested with ErBa2Cu307 [68]. 
The correct working of the program was established by reproducing the results of 
published investigations. 
The program then must be adapted to work for the energy levels observed from the 
neutron scattering to calculate the crystal field parameters. In order to achieve this the 
energy levels are inputted to the program and the crystal field parameters are 
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estimated from similar systems. The CEF parameters are then set to run through a 
range of values each time forming the Hamiltonian for these values and calculating 
the eigenvalues and therefore the energy levels. These energy levels can then be 
compared to the measured values and if a fit is found the program will output the 
parameters. If not the next parameter will be changed and the process repeated until 
the full range of parameters has been tested. 
Figure 6.74 shows the temperature dependence of the energy levels of ErPtln. It 
shows that there are two peaks arising from ground state ex citations at 4.4 me V and 
8.9 me V. These can be identified as ground state excitations as the intensity decreases 
with temperature. However the resolution of the measurements is not sufficient to 
allow the other peaks to be defined with confidence. As Er is expected to have eight 
energy levels this makes it difficult for the program to fit a parameter scheme. A run 
was attempted with emphasis placed on the 4.4 me V peak in an attempt to find a fit 
but the available information which is based on a small number of observable 
transitions are not sufficient. 
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Figure 6.74 Temperature dependence of inelastic transition as observed in a 
neutron scattering experiment for ErPtln 
The same problem arises with the data for HoPtln, plotted in figure 6.75. Peaks 
resulting from ground state excitations can be identified at 5.1 meV and 9.4 meV but 
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as 16 singlet energy states are expected for Ho these are not sufficient to fit the 
Hamiltonian. 
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Figure 6.75 Temperature dependence of inelastic transition as observed in a 
neutron scattering experiment for HoPtln 
In order to use this program to find a crystal field parameterisation scheme for these 
alloys more measurements must be taken with a higher resolution. These will allow 
the energy levels to be identified with confidence. It would also be advantageous to 
make these measurements using samples LaxRE(l-x)Ptln, doped with Lanthanum or 
Lutetium to reduce the magnetic influence and therefore emphasising the crystal field 
contribution. 
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CHAPTER 7- CONCLUSIONS 
Measurements taken by Watson [54] showed intriguing magnetic properties of heavy 
REPtln alloys. He discovered that the moments of rare earth atoms in REPtln are 
canted from the c-axis. The moment did not become aligned even when placed in an 
external magnetic field of up to 5.5 Tesla at low temperatures. This suggests that the 
magnetic interactions in REPtln compounds are unusual. The mechanism causing the 
force to create such tilting has not been identified yet. 
In order to identify the origin of such tilting a series of low temperature measurements 
have been carried out on REPtln alloys including RE = Lanthanum, Gadolinium, 
Terbium, Dysprosium, Holmium, Erbium and Ytterbium. The working assumption for 
these investigations has been the following model. Magnetic interactions between rare 
earth atoms are mediated by conduction electrons (RK.KY interaction). The 
conduction electrons hop from a RE atom to a platinum atom and from there to 
another RE atom. The platinum atom is an atom with strong spin-orbit coupling which 
would result in a Dzyaloshinsky-Moriya interaction. This would manifest itself in a 
non-collinear structure as observed in some REPtln compounds. If such an interaction 
is present it would induce a small moment on the platinum atoms which arises due to 
a polarisation originating from the ferromagnetic ordering of the rare earth atoms. In 
order to clarify the validity of such a hypothesis neutron scattering experiments have 
been carried out in combination with specific heat and magnetisation measurements. 
The role of crystalline electric fields needed to be investigated as the sign of the 
lowest CEF coefficient determines whether the compound is easy axis or easy plane. 
While the 4f levels of the Gd compound are not subject to crystal field splitting all 
other rare earth compounds are. The mechanism for magnetic moments is working in 
the Gd compound as well as all others. However for non-Gd rare earth atoms a 
reduction in moment as observed in magnetisation measurements is also influenced 
by crystal field splitting. While the crystal field is not responsible for the tilting of 
magnetic moments their role in determining magnetic properties needs to be assessed. 
Due to the large number of CEF parameters which arise due to the low site symmetry 
it has proven difficult to establish the CEF scheme. It was ascertained experimentally 
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that the overall splitting is below 10 me V in Er and 15 me V in the Ho compounds. 
More detailed and high resolution neutron measurements at low energies are required 
in order to resolve the peak splitting in the low energy range. 
Detailed neutron scattering investigations on powder samples have confirmed the 
canted ferromagnetic structure for Dy, Ho and Er samples. The Tb sample which 
orders antiferromagnetically is the odd one out and will need special attention once 
the mechanism for ferromagnetic samples has been established. The temperature 
dependent measurements have determined the tilting angle and the size of the 
magnetic moment as a function of temperature. However within the resolution of 
these powder measurements it has not been possible to establish the presence or 
absence of a small moment on any one of the Pt sites. This is most likely on the 
platinum in the z = _!_ plane. In order to clarify this question single crystal 
2 
measurements are required in addition to structural determination on a single crystal. 
It would be extremely valuable to determine the magnetisation density. This would 
offer a direct check of the assumptions of our working model. 
Specific heat measurements carried out on the samples have established information . 
on magnetic order and the magnetic entropy involved at low temperatures. It turns out 
that the magnetic entropy is liberated only at low temperature (below 1 OOK) well 
below crystal field splitting of most other rare earth compounds. The total entropy in 
this temperature range of 4 - 100 K falls short of the theoretical value expected for 
rare earth atoms except for GdPtln where a much smaller reduction in entropy is 
observed. This suggests that for the other alloys there is a significant crystal fi.eld 
splitting below the temperature of the measurements accounting for the absent 
entropy. Alternatively the magnetic ordering may not remove all the entropy. Rather 
the triangular arrangement of rare earth atoms and the partial antiferromagnetic order 
could give rise to frustration usually only associated with antiferromagnetic ordering. 
However with the present level of information such an interpretation is speculative. 
The magnetisation measurements which have been the initiator for this investigation 
are entirely consistent with the measurements carried out for this thesis. However if . 
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single crystals became available the information content for magnetisation 
measurements would be greatly increased. 
The REPtln compounds are very intriguing as they show unusual behaviour. It is due . 
. to the combination of a heavy transition element, Pt and a low overall crysta_l splitting 
which combine to result in these novel low temperature characteristics of the ordered 
state. It would be of interest to validate the assumptions of the working hypothesis of 
this thesis. 
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Appendix I- Connections AI-l 
APPENDIX I - Connections 
Sensor connections to ITC Temperature Controller 
Pin connections are: 
1 Input high V+ black wire 
2 Input Low V- red wire 
4 Current source +ve I+ yellow wire 
5 Currentsource -ve I- green w1re 
6 Heater output +ve H+ · blue wire 
7 Heater output -ve H- purple wire 
Plug Connections 
The following depicts the male segments of the plug connections to the cryostat when 
viewed in t)?.e direction indicated by the arrow. 
1000 Q Resistor 
V+ Plug 1 Pin 8 brown 
V- Plug 1 Pin 7 orange 
I+ Plug1 Pin 6 blue 
I- Plug 1 Pin 5 red 
Shield Sensor 
V+ Plug 2 _Pin6 purple 
V- Plug2 Pin 5 white 
I+ Plug 2_ Pin 7 black 
I- Plug2 Pin 8 Brown 
Heater+ Plug 1 Pin 3 yellow 
Heater- Plug 1 Pin4 white 
Appendix 11- Programme AII-I 
APPENDIX 11- Specific Heat Program 
·--------------------------------------------------------------------
'PROGRAM TO CONTROL THE AUTOMATED MEASUREMENT OF SPECIFIC HEAT 
'CAPACITY USING A DYNAMIC ADIABATIC TECHNIQUE 
'Tamsin Stephens 2005 
'--------------------------------------------------------------------
'Declares all the subroutines and common variables 
•sets the size. of any arrays used 
DECLARE SUB addenda ( ) 
DECLARE SUB inputprev () 
DECLARE SUB inputs () 
DECLARE SUB configure () 
DECLARE SUB measure () 
DECLARE SUB conversion (V(), temp(), erT, sumv, sumt) 
DECLARE SUB conversion! (V(), temp(), erT, sum) 
DECLARE SUB TempCheck · ( ) 
DECLARE SUB calculation () 
DECLARE SUB menu ( ) 
DECLARE SUB newinputs () 
DECLARE SUB delay () 
DECLARE SUB display () 
DECLARE SUB linefit (temp(), T(), m, erm, erT) 
DECLARE SUB settempitc (setpoint) 
DECLARE SUB gettempiTC (systemp) 
DECLARE SUB pidcontrol () 
DECLARE SUB altiTCtemp (settemp) 
DECLARE SUB grease () 
DECLARE SUB tempcorrection (systemp) 
DIM temp(lO), Tl(lO), T2(10), T3(10), Templ(lO), Temp2(10), 
Temp3(10), Resl(lO), Res2(10), timel(lO), time2(10) 
DIM rp(257), tp(257), ts(28), rs(28) 
COMMON SHARED filea$, fileb$, n%, tn%, i#, samplelmass, molarmassl, 
samplel$, greasel 
COMMON SHARED resp$, T#, timel(), time2() 
COMMON SHARED Tl(), T2(), T3(), AveVl#, AveV2# 
COMMON SHARED temp#, Templ(), Temp2(), Temp3(), Tl#, T2#, T3# 
COMMON SHARED tstart, TFINAL, V#, Time, Resl(), Res2() 
COMMON SHARED dl#, d2#, hcl#, hc2#, Rl#, R2#, samphc, shl 
COMMON SHARED TCO$, TCl$, TC2$, TC3$, Rtset$, rtemp$, RtempErr$ 
COMMON SHARED RHeatVS$, RHeatV6$, RProp$, Rintg$, RDeriv$ 
COMMON SHARED temp$, temp(), greasehc 
COMMON SHARED rp () , tp () , ts () , rs () 
CALL configure 
CALL menu 
CALL inputs 
CALL measure 
CALL calculation 
htO = Templ(9) 
Appendix 11- Programme AII-2 
'--------------------------------------------------------------------
'MEASUREMENT ROUTINE - main routine in program 
·--------------------------------------------------------------------
repeat: 
CALL display 
IF Tl# < TFINAL THEN 
CALL measure 
CALL calculation 
htl = Temp1(9) 
tempstep = htl - htO 
measurement 
settemp = htl + tempstep 
shield 
CALL settempitc(settemp) 
controller 
htO = htl 
GOTO repeat: 
ELSE 
END IF 
•takes the voltage measurement 
•calculates the heat capacity 
•calculates temperature rise during 
•calculates the next set point for the 
•send the new set point to the ITC 
'--------------------------------------------------------------------
END 
Appendix 11 - Programme AII-3 
SUB addenda 
1 subtracts the addenda and grease heat capacities returning the heat 
capacity 
1 of the sample 
CALL grease 
add= -.44264 + .01106 * T1# - 6.7088E-05 * (T1# A 2) + 3.87202E-07 * 
(Tl# A 3) ~ 5.49732E-10 * (Tl# A 4) 
samphc = hc1# - add - greasehc 
shl = samphc * molarmass1 I samplelmass 
END SUB 
Appendix 11 -Programme AII-4 
SUB calculation 
CALL conversion(T1(), Temp1(), erT1, sumv1, sumt1) •converts the 
voltage readings into temperatures 
CALL linefit(Temp1(), time1(), m1, erm1, erT1) •calculates 
dTempldtime gradient 
AveV1# = sumv1 I 10 'calculates 
average voltage 
Ql = AveVl# * i# 
heat energy supplied 
exptime = (time1(9) - timel(O)) 
measurement is taken over 
hcl# = Q1 I m1 
overall heat capacity 
Tl# = sumtl I 10 
average temperature for measurement 
CALL addenda 
sum = 0 
FOR i% = 0 TO 9 
temperatures 
sum= sum+ T3(i%) 
NEXT i% 
T3# = sum I 10 
average temperature for measurement 
T3 = T3# 
CALL tempcorrection(T3) 
T3# = T3 
•calculates the 
•calculates time 
•calculates the 
•calculates 
•sums the shield 
•calculates 
OPEN filea$ FOR APPEND ACCESS READ WRITE AS #4 'outputs data to 
file 
PRINT #4, AveV1#, i#, T1#, hcl#, samphc, sh1, T3#, m1, exptime, Ql 
CLOSE #4 
OPEN fileb$ FOR APPEND ACCESS READ WRITE AS #15 
PRINT #15, AveVl#, i#, Tl#, hc1#, samphc, shl, T3#, m1, exptime, Q1 
CLOSE #15 
END SUB 
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SUB configure 
'--------------------------------------------------------------------
Set up communication with the DVM 
via RS232 serial interface 
'Serial port COMl 
'Baud rate 9600 
'Parity Even 
'Data Bits 7 
•stop bits 2 
DIM cmd$(100), resp(lOOO) 
OPEN "COM1:9600,e,7,2,rs,cd,lf,pe" FOR RANDOM AS #1 LEN = 1000 
PRINT #1, ":SYST:REM" 
'----------------------------------~-------~-------------------------
Set up Communication with 
the ITC4 Temperature Controller, 
via the RS232 serial interface. 
•serial port COM2 
'Baud rate 9600 
'Parity 
'Data bits 
'Stop bits 
N (none) 
8 
2 
OPEN "COM2:9600,N,8,2,CS,DS,CD" FOR RANDOM AS #2 
again: 
er$= CHR$(13) •carriage Return -added to command string 
TCO$ = "CO" + er$ 
setting) 
TCl$ "Cl" + er$ 
TC2$ = "C2" + er$ 
TC3$ = "C3" + er$ 
Rtset$ = "RO" + er$ 
rtemp$ = "Rl" + er$ 
RtempErr$ = "R4" + er$ 
RHeatVS$ = "RS" + er$ 
of current limit) 
RHeatV6$ = "R6" + er$ 
Volts, approx) 
RProp$ = "R8" + er$ 
Rintg$ = "R9" + er$ 
RDeriv$ = "RlO" + er$ 
PRINT #2, TC3$ 
Al$ = "Al" + er$ 
PRINT #2 I Al$ 
PRINT #2, "X" + er$ 
controller and 
•command to set to local/locked (default 
•command to set to remote/lock 
•command to set to local/unlock 
•command to set to Remote/Unlock 
'Command to read set temp 
'Command to read the temp 
•command to read the temp error 
•command to read the o/p heater voltage 
•command to read the o/p heater voltage 
'Command to read the Prop. value 
'Command to read the Integ. value 
'Command to read the Deriv. value 
'Command to set heater auto, gas manual 
•sends command to temperature controlle~ 
'Checks the status of the temperature 
(as 
(in 
% 
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LINE INPUT #2, status$ •only allows program to continue if in 
correct state 
IF status$ = "XOA1C3SO" THEN 
GOTO finish 
ELSE GOTO again 
END IF 
'--------------------------------------------------------------------
finish: 
END SUB 
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SUB conversion (V(), temp(), erT, sumv, sumt) 
•converts the voltage readings into temperatures 
sumv 0 
sumt 0 
FOR i% 0 TO 9 
r = V(i%) l ilt 
IF ilt < 1.25 THEN 
temp(i%) = 32.52286 + .2229 * r + 1.55788E-05 * r A 2 
ELSEIF i# < 1,75 THEN 
temp(i%) = 34.67677 + (.19758 * r) + (9.7462E-05 * r A 2) -
(1.05339E-07 * r " 3) + (4.69778E-11 * r A 4) •converts voltage to 
temperature 
ELSEIF i# < 2.25 THEN 
temp(i%) = 31.86073 + .22202 * r + 1.67132E-05 * r " 2 
ELSEIF i# > 2.25 THEN 
temp(i%) = 32.03736 + .2196 * r + 2.12933E-05 * r A 2 
ELSE 
END IF 
sumv = sumv + V(i%) •sums the voltage 
AII-7 
readings 
sumt = sumt + temp(i%) •sums the temperature 
readings 
NEXT i% 
erT = (.260173 * 1E-16 I i#) 
temperature readings 
END SUB 
•calculates the error in the 
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SUB display 
•sets up the display screen for when the measurements are taking 
place 
CLS 
LOCATE 5, 25 
PRINT "* MEASUREMENT ROUTINE *" 
LOCATE 7, 25 
PRINT "***********************" 
LOCATE 3, 25 
PRINT "***********************" 
LOCATE 4, 25. 
PRINT "* 
LOCATE 6, 25 
PRINT "* 
LOCATE 12, 1 · 
PRINT "SAMPLE" 
LOCATE 13, 1 
PRINT "******" 
htcl = hc1# * 1000 
LOCATE 15, 1 
*" 
*" 
PRINT USING "Temperature ###.# K"; T1#; 
LOCATE 15, 30 
PRINT USING "Heat capacity #####.# mJ/K"; htc1 
LOCATE 17, 30 
PRINT USING "Specific Heat ######.# J / K mol; "; sh1 
LOCATE 35, 1 
PRINT "SHIELD" 
LOCATE 36, 1 
PRINT "******" 
LOCATE 38, 1 
PRINT USING "Temperature 
END SUB 
###.# K,"; T3#; 
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SUB gettempiTC (systemp) 
' Takes temperature reading from ITC temperature controller 
PRINT #2, rtemp$ 
FOR i = 1 TO 4000 
NEXT 
rx$ = 1111 
b$ = 1111 
DO WHILE NOT EOF(2) 
b$ = INPUT$(LOC(2), #2) 
rx$ = rx$ + b$ 
LOOP 
temp$ MID$(rx$, 2) 
systemp = VAL(temp$) 
END SUB 
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SUB grease 
•calculates the heat capacity of the grease at the measurement 
temperature 
DIM ti(27) 
ti(1) 80 
ti(2) 90 
ti(3) 100 
ti(4) = 110 
ti (5) 120 
ti(6) 130 
ti (7) 140 
ti (8) 150 
ti (9) 160 
ti(10) 170 
ti (11) 180 
ti (12) 190 
ti(13) 200 
ti(14) = 210 
ti(15) 220 
ti(16) = 230 
ti(17) = 240 
ti(18) 250 
ti(19) = 260 
ti(20) 270 
ti (21) 280 
ti (22) 290 
ti(23) = 296 
ti(24) = 300 
ti (25) 310 
ti (26) 320 
ti (27) 324 
DIM Cpi (27) 
Cpi(1) .543 
Cpi(2) .599 
Cpi(3) .654 
Cpi (4) . 707 
Cpi (5) . 759 
Cpi(6) .81 
Cpi(7) = .86 
Cpi(8) .91 
Cpi(9) .961 
Cpi(10) 1.011 
Cpi(ll) 1.063 
Cpi (12) = 1.117 
Cpi(13) = 1.177 
Cpi (14) 1. 26 
Cpi(lS} = 1.44 
Cpi(16) 1.64 
Cpi(17) = 1.76 
Cpi(lB) = 1.86 
Cpi(19) = 1.96 
Cpi(20) 2.27 
Cpi(21) 2.84 
Cpi(22) 3.57 
Cpi(23) 3.76 
Cpi(24) = 3.59 
Cpi(25) 2.62 
Cpi(26) 2.32 
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Cpi(27) = 2.25 
DIM d2i (27) 
d2i(1) 0 
d2i(2) -.0000177 
d2i(3) -.0000491 
d2i(4) -.0000107 
d2i(5) -.0000199 
d2i(6) -.0000216 
d2i(7) -5.49E-06 
d2i(8) .0000436 
d2i(9) = -.0000569 
d2i(10) = . 0000721 
d2i(ll) -7.69E-06 
d2i(12) = .000183 
d2i(13) -.0000508 
d2i(14) .0026 
d2i(15) .000529 
d2i(16) -.00247 
d2i(17) .000401 
d2i(18) -.00137 
d2i(19) .00508 
d2i(20) .00456 
d2i(21) . 00577 
d2i(22) -.00974 
d2i(23) -.0334 
d2i(24) -. 027227 
d2i(25) = .0262 
d2i (26) -.00452 
d2i(27) 0 
X= T1# 
FOR i% = 1 TO 27 
IF x > ti(i%) THEN 
GOTO again1: 
ELSE GOTO calc: 
ELSE 
END IF 
again1: 
NEXT i% 
calc: 
i%=i%-1 
A= (ti(i% + 1) - x) I (ti(i% + 1) - ti(i%)) 
b = 1 - A 
c = 1 I 6 *(A A 3- A)* (ti(i% + 1)- ti(i%)) A 2 
D = 1 I 6 * (b A 3- b) * (ti(i% + 1) - ti(i%)) A 2 
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y =A* Cpi(i%) + b * Cpi(i% + 1) + C * d2i(i%) + D * d2i(i% + 1) , 
greasehc = y * grease1 
END SUB 
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SUB inputprev 
OPEN "c:\tamsh\Setparam.dat" FOR INPUT AS #3 
INPUT #3, samplel$ 
INPUT #3, samplelmass 
experiments 
INPUT #3, molarmassl 
INPUT #3, greasel 
INPUT #3, tstart 
INPUT #3, TFINAL 
INPUT #3, filea$ 
INPUT #3, fileb$ 
CLOSE #3 
END SUB 
'this is the data from previous 
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SUB inputs 
CLS 
CALL inputprev 
b = 0 
WHILE b = 0 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 1 1 27 
PRINT "RUN PARAMETERS" 
LOCATE 2 1 27 
PRINT "******************" 
LOCATE 4 1 1 
PRINT "SAMPLE PARAMETERS:" 
PRINT "******************" 
LOCATE 8 1 1 
PRINT "1. Sample = "; sample1$ 
"2. Sample mass = 11. sarnple1mass; "g" I 
"3. Sample molar mass = 11. molarmass1; I 
"4. Mass of grease = 11. grease1; "g" I 
11 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
"5. Initial set temperature = 
11. tstart; I 
PRINT 11 6. Final temperature= 11 ; TFINAL; "K" 
g I mol 11 
"K" 
PRINT 
PRINT "7. Output file name and path no.l. (D-drive)= "; filea$ 
PRINT 
PRINT "8. Output file name and path no.2. (Floppy)= "; fileb$ 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
PRINT 
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PRINT 
INPUT "Enter the number of the parameter you want to change "; par 
SELECT CASE par 
CASE IS = 1 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 5 1 5 
PRINT "PRESENT SAMPLE IS " ; sarnple1$ 
LOCATE 15 1 5 
INPUT "ENTER THE NEW VALUE "; sarnple1$ 
CASE IS = 2 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 5 1 5 
PRINT "PRESENT SAMPLE MASS IS 
LOCATE 15 1 5 
"; sample1mass; "g" 
INPUT "ENTER THE NEW VALUE"; sarnple1mass 
CASE IS = 3 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 5 1 5 
PRINT "PRESENT MOLAR MASS IS "; molarmass1; "g/mol" 
LOCATE 15 1 5 
INPUT "ENTER THE NEW VALUE "; molarmass1 
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CASE IS = 4 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "PRESENT MASS OF GREASE IS "; grease1; "g" 
LOCATE 15, 5 
INPUT "ENTER THE NEW VALUE "; grease1 
CASE IS = 5 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "PRESENT VALUE OF START TEMPERATURE IS "; tstart 
LOCATE 15, 5 
INPUT ; "ENTER THE NEW VALUE "; tstart 
CASE IS 6 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "PRESENT VALUE OF FINAL TEMPERATURE IS " ; TFINAL 
LOCATE 15, 5 
INPUT "ENTER THE NEW VALUE " ; TFINAL 
CASE IS = 7 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "PRESENT FILE NAME AND PATH IS "; filea$ 
LOCATE 15, 5 
INPUT "ENTER THE NEW NAME AND PATH"; filea$ 
CASE IS = 8 
CLS 2 
LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "PRESENT FILE NAME AND PATH IS "; fileb$ 
LOCATE 15, 5 
INPUT "ENTER THE NEW NAME AND PATH"; fileb$ 
CASE ELSE 
b = 1 
END SELECT 
WEND 
CALL newinputs 
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OPEN filea$ FOR APPEND ACCESS READ WRITE AS #4 
PRINT #4, "Heat Capacity measurement "; "excitation current= "; i#; " 
Date: "; DATE$; " Time: "; TIME$ 
PRINT #4, "Sample: "; sample1$; "Sample mass: "; samplelmass; "Molar 
mass: "; molarmass1; "Mass of grease: "; grease1 
PRINT #4, "Average Voltage", "Excitation current", "Measurement 
.Temp", "Heat Capacity", "Corrected heat capacity", "specific heat", 
"Shield Temp", "dT/dt", "measurement time", "Energy supplied" 
CLOSE #4 
OPEN fileb$ FOR APPEND ACCESS READ WRITE AS #15 
PRINT #15, " Heat Capacity measurement "; "excitation current'=' "; i#; 
" Date: 11 ; DATE$; " Time: ";·TIME$ 
PRINT #15, "Sample: "; samplel$; "Sample mass: "; samplelmass; "Molar 
mass:· "; molarinass1; riMass of grease: "; grease1 
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PRINT #15, "Average Voltage", "Excitation current", "Measurement 
Temp", "Heat Capacity", "Corrected heat capacity", "specific heat", 
"Shield Temp", "dT/dt", "measurement time", "Energy supplied" 
CLOSE #15 
END SUB 
---·-----------------------------------
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SUB linefit (temp(), T(), m, erm, erT) 
' fits data using the least square method 
sum = 0 
sumx = 0 
sumy = 0 
sumxx 0 
sumxy = 0 
•musq = 1 I erT A 2 
musq = 1 
FOR i% 0 TO 9 
sum = sum + musq 
sumx = sumx + T(i%) * musq 
sumy = sumy + temp(i%) * musq 
sumxx = sumxx + T(i%) A 2 * musq 
sumxy = sumxy + T(i%) * temp(i%) * musq 
NEXT i% 
Delta = 1 I (sum * sumxx - sumx A 2) 
m = (sum * sumxy - sumx * sumy) * Delta 
•erm = SQR(sum * Delta) 
END SUB 
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SUB measure 
'Takes voltage and current meas·urements from multi-meter 
DIM i(10) 
PRINT #1, ":conf:CURR:DC 0.01, 0.00000001" 
FOR i% = 0 TO 9 
PRINT #1, ":read?" 
LINE INPUT #1, respi$ 
iint = VAL(RIGHT$(respi$, 15)) 
i (i%) = iint 
NEXT i% 
bi# = 0 
FOR i% = 0 TO 9 
bi# = bi# + i(i%) 
NEXT i% 
i# = bi# I 10 
PRINT #1, ":conf:volt:dc 10, 0.00001" 
starttime = TIMER 
FOR i% = 0 TO 9 
PRINT #1, ":read?" 
LINE INPUT #1, resp$ 
T# = ABS(VAL(RIGHT$(resp$, 15))) 
T1(i%) = T# 
meas1 = TIMER 
timel(i%) = measl - starttime 
CALL gettempiTC(systemp) 
T3(i%) = systemp * .1 
NEXT i% 
END SUB 
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SUB menu 
WIDTH 80, 50 
SCREEN 0 
COLOR 11, 9 
CLS 
VIEW PRINT 1 TO 48 
LOCATE 3, 25 
PRINT "SPECIFIC HEAT MEASUREMENT" 
LOCATE 4, 25 
PRINT "*************************" 
LOCATE 10, 17 
PRINT "******************************************" 
FOR i = 1 TO 30 . 
LOCATE 10 + i, 17 
PRINT "* 
NEXT i 
*" 
LOCATE 40, 17 
PRINT "******************************************" 
LOCATE 15, 27 
PRINT "1. Start " 
LOCATE 20 I 27 
PRINT "2. Temperature check " 
LOCATE 35, 27 
PRINT "3. Quit" 
DO 
A$ = INPUT$(1) 
IF A$ = "1" THEN 
GOTO End1 
ELSEIF A$ = "2" THEN 
CALL TempCheck 
ELSEIF A$ = "3" THEN 
END 
ELSE 
END IF 
LOOP 
End1: 
END SUB 
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SUB newinputs 
OPEN "c:\tamsh\Setparam.dat" FOR OUTPUT AS #3 
PRINT #3, samplel$ 
PRINT #3, samplelmass •this replaces previous data 
PRINT #3, molarmassl 
PRINT #3, greasel 
PRINT #3, tstart 
PRINT #3, TFINAL 
PRINT #3, filea$ 
PRINT #3, fileb$ 
CLOSE #3 
END SUB 
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SUB pidcontrol 
'Inputs PID parameters to ITC temperature controller 
prop = .2 
intg = 10 
deriv = 0 
p$ = "P" + STR$(prop) +er$ 
PRINT #2 1 p$ 
PRINT #2 1 "RProp$" 
LINE INPUT #21 prop1$ 
FOR tt = 1 TO 5000: NEXT 
DO WHILE NOT EOF(2) 
Dummy$ INPUT$(LOC(2) 1 #2) 
LOOP 
Int$ ="I"+ STR$(intg)· +er$ 
PRINT #2 1 Int$ 
PRINT #2 1 "Rintg$ " 
LINE INPUT #21 intgl$ 
FOR tt = 1 TO 5000: NEXT 
DO WHILE NOT EOF(2) 
Dummy$ INPUT$(LOC(2) 1 #2) 
LOOP 
dR$ = "D" + STR$(deriv) +er$ 
PRINT #2 1 dR$ 
PRINT #2 1 "RDeriv$ " 
LINE INPUT #2 1 deriv1$ 
FOR tt = 1 TO 5000: NEXT 
DO WHILE NOT EOF(2) 
Dummy$= INPUT$(LOC(2) 1 #2) 
LOOP 
END SUB 
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SUB settempitc (setpoint) 
•sets the shield temperature 
DIM r1s(10), t1s(10) 
CALL pidcontrol 
FOR i% = 1 TO 257 
IF setpoint < tp(i%) THEN 
GOTO start1 
ELSE 
END IF 
NEXT i% 
start1: 
sum = 0 
sumx = 0 
sumy = 0 
sumxx 0 
sumxy = o 
•musq = 1 I erT A 2 
musq = 1 
0 TO 9 FOR j% = 
r1s(j%) 
tls(j%) 
NEXT j% 
rp(i% - 5 + j%) 
= tp(i% - 5 + j%) 
FOR j% = 0 TO 9 
sum = sum + musq 
sumx = sumx + r1s(j%) * musq 
sumy = sumy + t1s(j%) * musq 
sumxx = sumxx + r1s(j%) A 2 * musq 
sumxy = sumxy + r1s(j%) * t1s(j%) * musq 
NEXT j% 
Delta = 1 I (sum * sumxx - sumx A 2) 
m = (sum * sumxy - sumx * sumy) * Delta 
b = ( sumxy - m * sumxx) I sumx 
•erm = SQR(sum * Delta) 
Rt = (setpoint - b) I m 
FOR i% = 1 TO 28 
IF Rt < rs(i%) THEN 
GOTO st12 
ELSE 
END IF 
NEXT i% 
st12: 
sum = 0 
sumx = 0 
sumy = 0 
sumxx 0 
sumxy = 0 
•musq = 1 I erT A 2 
musq = 1 
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FOR j% = 0 TO 3 
r1s(j%) rs(i% - 2 + j%) 
t1s(j%) = ts(i% - 2 + j%) 
NEXT j% 
FOR j% = 0 TO 3 
sum = sum + musq 
sumx = sumx + r1s(j%) * musq 
sumy = sumy + t1s(j%) * musq 
sumxx = sumxx + r1s(j%) A 2 * musq 
sumxy = sumxy + r1s(j%) * t1s(j%) * musq 
NEXT j% 
Delta = 1 I (sum * sumxx - sumx A 2) 
m = (sum * sumxy - sumx * sumy) * Delta 
b = (sumxy - m * sumxx) I sumx 
•erm = SQR(sum * Delta) 
setpoint = m * Rt + b 
setpoint$ = STR$(setpoint * 10) 
•setpoint$ = STR$(setpoint * 10) 
•setpoint$ = STR$((Temp1(9)) * 10) 
setpoint = VAL(LEFT$(setpoint$, 5)) 
setpoint$ = STR$(setpoint) 
TSET$ = "T" + setpoint$ + er$ 
PRINT #2, TSET$ 
FOR tt = 1 TO 8000: NEXT 
DO WHILE NOT EOF(2) 
stx$ = INPUT$(LOC(2), #2) 
LOOP 
PRINT #2, Rtset$ 
LINE INPUT #2, TSET$ 
PRINT INPUT$(LOC(2), #2) 
FOR i = 1 TO 4000 
NEXT 
rx1$ = "" 
b1$ = "" 
DO WHILE NOT EOF(2) 
b1$ = INPUT$(LOC(2), #2) 
rx1$ = rx1$ + b1$ 
LOOP 
curset$ = MID$(rx1$, 2) 
REM curset$ = VAL(curset$) 
END SUB 
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SUB TempCheck 
CLS 
CALL inputprev 
tcheck: 
LOCATE 5, 5 
PRINT "Present Values for sensors" 
LOCATE 6, 5 
PRINT "***************************" 
CALL measure 
CALL conversion(T1(), Temp1(), erT1, sumv1, sumt1) 
Templ# = sumt1 I 10 
Tp3 = 0 
T# = sumv1 I 10 
LOCATE 9, 1 
PRINT "SENSOR ONE" 
LOCATE 10, 1 
PRINT "**********" 
LOCATE 12, 1 
PRINT USING "Temperature 
FOR i% = 0 TO 9 
Tp3 = Tp3 + T3(i%) 
NEXT i% 
Temp3# = Tp3 I 10 
LOCATE 21, 1 
PRINT "SHIELD" 
LOCATE 22, 1 
PRINT "******" 
LOCATE 25, 1 
PRINT USING "Temperature 
LOCATE 40, 20 
###.# K"; Temp1# 
###.# K"; Temp3# 
PRINT "Press any key to exit to main menu" 
IF INKEY$ = "" THEN 
GOTO tcheck: 
ELSEIF INKEY$ <> "" THEN 
GOTO End2 
END IF 
End2: 
CALL menu 
END SUB 
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SUB tempcorrection (systemp) 
DIM rls(lO), tls(lO) 
rp(l) 20 
rp{2) = 20.4 
rp(3) 20.8 
rp(4) 21.2 
rp(S) 21.6 
rp(6) 22 
rp(7} = 22.4 
rp(8) 22.8 
rp(9) 23.2 
rp(lO)·= 23.6 
rp(ll) 24 
rp(12) 24.4 
rp(13) 24.8 
rp(l4) 25.2 
rp(l5) 25.6 
rp(16) 26 
rp(17) = 26.4 
rp(l8) 26.8 
rp(19) 27.2 
rp(20) 27.6 
rp(21) 28 
rp(22) 28.4 
rp(23) = 28.8 
rp(24) 29.2 
rp(25) 29.6 
rp(26) 30 
rp(27) 30.4 
rp(28) 30.8 
rp(29) 31.2 
rp(30) 31.6 
rp(31) 32 
rp(32) 32.4 
rp(33) 32.8 
rp(34) 33.2 
rp(35) 33.6 
rp(36) 34 
rp(37) 34.4 
rp(38) 34.8 · 
rp(39) 35.2 
rp(40) 35.6 
rp(41) 36 
rp(42) 36.4 
rp(43) 36.8 
rp(44) = 37.2 
rp(45) 37.6 
rp(46) 38 
rp(47) = 38.4 
rp(48) 38.8 
rp(49) 39.2 
rp(SO) 39.6 
rp(Sl) 40 
rp(S2) = 40.4 
rp(53) 40.8 
rp(54) = 41.2 
rp(S5) 41.6 
rp(S6) 42 
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rp{57) 42.4 
rp{SB) 42.8 
rp{59) 43.2 
rp{60) 43.6 
rp{61) 44 
rp{62) 44.4 
rp{63) 44.8 
rp{64) = 45.2 
rp{65) 45.6 
rp{66) 46 
rp{67) 46.4 
rp { 68) 46.8 
rp{69) = 47.2 
rp{70) = 47.6 
rp{71) = 48 
rp{72) 48!4 
rp{73) 48.8 
rp{74) 49.2 
rp{75) 49.6 
rp{76) so 
rp{77) 50.4 
rp{78) 50.8 
rp{79) 51.2 
rp{BO) 51.6 
rp {81) 52 
rp{B2) 52.4 
rp{83) 52.8 
rp{84) 53.2 
rp{BS) 53.6 
rp{B6) 54 
rp{87) 54.4 
rp{BB) 54.8 
rp{89) 55.2 
rp{90) 55.6 
rp{91) 56 
rp{92) = 56.4 
rp{93) 56.8 
rp{94) 57.2 
rp{95) 57.6 
rp{96) 58 
rp{97) 58.4 
rp{98) 58.8 
rp {99) 59.2 
rp{100) 59.6 
rp{101) 60 
rp{102) 60.4 
rp{103) 60.8 
rp{104) 61.2 
rp{105) = 61.6 
rp {106) 62 
rp{107) 62.4 
rp{108) 62.8 
rp {109) 63.2 
rp {110) = 63.6 
rp{111) = 64 
rp {112) 64.4 
rp{113) = 64.8 
rp {114) 65.2 
rp {115) 65.6 
rp{116) 66 
rp{117) 66.4 
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rp(118) 66.8 
rp (119) 67.2 
rp (120) 67.6 
rp (121) 68 
rp (122) 68.4 
rp(123) 68.8 
rp(124) 69.2 
rp (125) 69.6 
rp (126) 70 
rp (127) 70.4 
rp (128) 70.8 
rp (129) 71.2 
rp (130) 71.6 
rp (131) 72 
rp (132) 72.4 
rp(133) 72.8 
rp(134) 73.2 
rp (135) = 73.6 
rp (136) 74 
rp(137) 74.4 
rp (138) 74.8 
rp (139) 75.2 
rp (140) 75.6 
rp (141) 76 
rp(142) 76.4 
rp(143) 76.8 
rp(144) 77.2 
rp (145) 77.6 
rp (146) 78 
rp(147) 78.4 
rp (148) 78.8 
rp (149) 79.2 
rp(150) 79.6 
rp (151) 80 
rp(152) 80.4 
rp(153) 80.8 
rp(154) 81.2 
rp (155) 81.6 
rp (156) 82 
rp (157) 82.4 
rp (158) = 82.8 
rp (159) 83.2 
rp(160) 83.6 
rp (161) 84 
rp(162) 84.4 
rp(163) 84.8 
rp (164) 85.2 
rp (165) 85.6 
rp (166) 86 
rp (167) 86.4 
rp(168) 86.8 
rp(169) = 87.2 
rp(170) 87.6 
rp (171) 88 
rp(172) 88.4 
rp(173) 88.8 
rp(174) 89.2 
rp(175) 89.6 
rp (176) = 90 
rp(177) 90.4 
rp(178) 90.8 
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rp (179) 91.2 
rp(180) 91.6 
rp (181) = 92 
rp(182) 92.4 
rp(183) 92.8 
rp(184) 93.2 
rp(185) = 93.6 
rp (186) 94 
rp(187) = 94.4 
rp (188) = 94.8 
rp (189) 95.2 
rp (190) 95.6 
rp (191) 96 
rp(192) 96.4 
rp(193) 96.8 
rp(194) 97.2 
rp(195) 97.6 
rp(196) 98 
rp (197) = 98.4 
rp(198) 98.8 
rp (199) 99.2 
rp (200) = 99.6 
rp (201) 100 
rp (202) 100.4 
rp(203) 100.8 
rp(204) 101.2 
rp (205) 101.6 
rp (206) 102 
rp (207) 102.4 
rp(208) 102.8 
rp (209) 103.2 
rp(210) 103.6 
rp (211) 104 
rp(212) 104.4 
rp (213) 104.8 
rp(214) 105.2 
rp (215) 105.6 
rp (216) = 106 
rp(217) 106.4 
rp (218) 106.8 
rp(219) 107.2 
rp(220) 107.6 
rp (221) 108 
rp(222) 108.4 
rp(223) 108.8 
rp(224) 109.2 
rp(225) 109.6 
rp (226) 110 
rp(227) 110.4 
rp (228) = 110.8 
rp(229) 111.2 
rp(230) 111.6 
rp (231) 112 
rp(232) = 112.4 
rp(233) 112.8 
rp(234) 113.2 
rp(235) = 113.6 
rp(236) 114 
rp(237) = 114.4 
rp(238) 114.8 
rp(239) 115.2 
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rp(240) 115.6 
rp(241) 116 
rp{242) = 116.4 
rp(243) = 116.8 
rp(244) 117.2 
rp(245) 117.6 
rp{246) = 118 
rp(247) 118.4 
rp{248) = 118.8 
rp (249) 119.2 
rp(250) = 119.6 
rp(251) 120 
rp(252) = 120.4 
rp(253) 120.8 
rp(254) = 121.2 
rp(255) 121.6 
rp(256) = 122 
rp(257) = 122.4 
tp(1) = 77.37002 
tp(2) 78.35332 
tp(3) 79.33662 
tp(4) = 80.31992 
tp(S) = 81.7 
tp (6) 82.7 
tp(7) 83.6489 
tp(8) = 84.6 
tp(9) 85.6 
tp(10) 86.5 
tp(11) = 87.5 
tp(12) 88.42003 
tp(13) 89.4 
tp(14) 90.31584 
tp(15) 91.3 
tp(16) 92.21674 
tp(17) 93.2 
tp(18) 94.2 
tp (19) = 95.1 
tp(20) 96.1 
tp(21) 97 
tp(22) 98 
tp(23) 99 
tp(24) 99.92546 
tp(25) 100.9 
tp(26) 101.9 
tp(27) 102.83734# 
tp(28) 103.8 
tp (29) 104.8 
tp (30) 105. 72929# 
tp (31) = 106.70223# 
tp (32) 107.71128# 
tp(33) 108.64605# 
tp(34) 109.61593# 
tp {35) 110.6121 
tp (36) = 111.6 
tp(37) 112.6 
tp (38) 113.5369 
tp(39) 114.54139# 
tp(40) 115.5 
tp(41) 116.5 
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tp(42) 117.43658# 
tp(43) = 118.43759# 
tp (44) 119.43097# 
tp (45) 120.40517# 
tp (46) = 121. 42886# 
tp (47) 122.33708# 
tp (48) 123.33511# 
tp (49) = 124.32187# 
tp (SO) 125.34518# 
tp (51) 126.31788# 
tp(S2) 127.32838# 
tp (53) 128.32763# 
tp(S4) 129.31991# 
tp(SS) = 130.24945# 
tp (56) 131. 23301# 
tp(S7) 132.24682# 
tp(S8) 133.21904# 
tp (59) 134.21496# 
tp (60) 135.24552# 
tp (61) 136.22919# 
tp(62) 137 .24723# 
tp(63) 138.23342# 
tp(64) 139.23133# 
tp(65) 140.23482# 
tp (66) 141. 23551# 
tp(67) = 142.26015# 
tp (68) 143.3139 
tp (69) 144.24409# 
tp (70) 145.24785# 
tp(71) 146.24472# 
tp (72) 147.3057 
tp(73) 148.24829# 
tp(74) 149.26312# 
tp(75) 150.27057# 
tp (76) 151.26432# 
tp (77) 152.32685# 
tp (78) 153.3221 
tp (79) 154.2924 
tp (80) 155.3325 
tp (81) 156.40329# 
tp(82) 157.36918# 
tp (83) 158.34759# 
tp(84) 159.42023# 
tp (85) 160.43005# 
tp (86) 161.34384# 
tp (87) 162.44106# 
tp (88)- 163.44175# 
tp (89) 164.48382# 
tp (90) = 165.4754 
tp (91) 166.53136# 
tp (92) 167.61429# 
tp (93) 168 .49253# 
tp (94) 169.56729# 
tp (95) 170.61684# 
tp (96) 171.58779# 
tp (97) = 172.72135# 
tp (98) 173.65285# 
tp (99) 174.66862# 
tp(lOO) = 175.68078# 
tp (101) 176.74231# 
tp(l02) 177.69097# 
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tp(103) 178.78886# 
tp(104) 179.78459# 
tp(105) 180.82032# 
tp (106) 181.8668 
tp (107) = 182.94828# 
tp(108) 184.01602# 
tp (109) 184.89008# 
tp (110) = 185.99815# 
tp (111) = 187.03506# 
tp (112) 188.02517# 
tp(113) = 189.14114# 
tp (114) 190.08868# 
tp (115) = 191.16165# 
tp (116) 192.18083# 
tp(117) = 193. 31142# 
tp (118) 194.28637# 
tp(119) = 195.28152# 
tp(120) 196.29804# 
tp(121) 197.43391# 
tp(122) 198.45766# 
tp(123) = 199.4718 
tp(124) 200.48254# 
tp (125) 201.48978# 
tp (126) 202 .49311# 
tp (127) = 203.54198# 
tp (128) = 204.5952 
tp (129) 205.64183# 
tp (130) 206.68788# 
tp (131) 207.78037# 
tp(132) 208.80308# 
tp(133) 209.88458# 
tp(134) 210.94922# 
tp(135) 212.00429# 
tp (136) = 212.93157# 
tp (137) 214.0056 
tp(138) 215.15456# 
tp (139) 216.04198# 
tp (140) 217.20484# 
tp (141) 218.23438# 
tp(142) 219.2269 
tp(143) 220.37679# 
tp(144) = 221.3419 
tp (145) = 222.3871 
tp(146) 223.3893 
tp(147) 224.48976# 
tp(148) 225.48938# 
tp (149) 226.67481# 
tp (150) = 227.62575# 
tp(151) 228.73377# 
tp(152) 229.70061# 
tp(153) 230.73961# 
tp(154) 231. 86388# 
tp(155) 232.90161# 
tp (156) 233.8382 
tp(157) 235.03939# 
tp (158) 235.99337# 
tp (159) 237.02558# 
tp (160) 237.94824# 
tp(161) 239.17261# 
tp(162) 240.19164# 
tp(163) 241.21711# 
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tp(164) 242.22939# 
tp(165) 243.23906# 
tp(166) 244.24643# 
tp(167) = 245.40447# 
tp(168) 246.51182# 
tp(169) 247.52328# 
tp (170) 248.5427 
tp (171) 249.63201# 
tp (172) 250.63452# 
tp(173) 251. 64404# 
tp(174) 252.73531# 
tp(175) 253.73492# 
tp (176) 254.71906# 
tp(177) 255.80366# 
tp (178) 256.69675# 
tp (179) 257.6943 
tp (180) 258.73993# 
tp (181) = 259.78163# 
tp(182) 260.82918# 
tp(183) = 261.86544# 
tp(184) 262.91713# 
tp(185) = 263.94228# 
tp (186) 264.99908# 
tp(187) 266.0159 
tp (188) 267.07766# 
tp (189) = 268.06403# 
tp(190) 269.07091# 
tp(191) 270.148 
tp(192) = 271.13806# 
tp(193) 272 .12991# 
tp(194) 273.1319 
tp(195) 274.13038# 
tp(196) 275.12855# 
tp(197) 276.13094# 
tp(198) 277.13463# 
tp(199) 278.06419# 
tp (200) 279.07137# 
tp (201) 279.99028# 
tp(202) 280.90787# 
tp(203) 281.88522# 
tp(204) 282.90511# 
tp(205) 283.87667# 
tp (206) 284. 72061# 
tp(207) 285.80406# 
tp (208) 286.59994# 
tp (209) 287.6111 
tp (210) 288.42225# 
tp (211) 289.36208# 
tp(212) 290.16054# 
tp (213) 291.29219# 
tp(214) 292.47082# 
tp (215) 294.34249# 
tp (216) 295.36583# 
tp (217) 296.38917# 
tp (218) 297.4125 
tp (219) 298.43584# 
tp (220) 299.45917# 
tp (221) 300.48251# 
tp(222) = 301.50585# 
tp(223) = 302.52918# 
tp(224) 303.55252# 
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tp (225) 304.57585# 
tp(226) 305.59919# 
tp(227) 306.62253# 
tp (228) 307.64586# 
tp (229) 308.6692 
tp(230) 309.69253# 
tp (231) 310.71587# 
tp (232) 311. 73921# 
tp(233) 312.76254# 
tp(234) = 313.78588# 
tp (235) 314.80921# 
tp(236) = 315.83255# 
tp(237) 316.85589# 
tp(238) 317.87922# 
tp(239) 318.90256# 
tp(240) 319.92589# 
tp(241) 320.94923# 
tp(242) 321.97257# 
tp(243) = 322.9959 
tp(244) 324.01924# 
tp(245) = 325.04257# 
tp (246) 326.06591# 
tp(247) 327.08925# 
tp(248) 328 .11258# 
tp(249) 329.13592# 
tp(250) 330.15925# 
tp(251) 331.18259# 
tp(252) 332.20593# 
tp(253) = 333.22926# 
tp(254) = 334.2526 
tp(255) 335.27593# 
tp(256) 336.29927# 
tp(257) 337.32261# 
ts (1) 63.1 
ts(2) 73.1 
ts(3) = 83.1 
ts(4) = 93.1 
ts(5) 103.1 
ts(6) 113.1 
ts(7) 123.1 
ts(8) 133.1 
ts(9) 143.1 
ts(10) 153.1 
ts(11) 163.1 
ts(12) 173.1 
ts(13) 183.1 
ts(14) 193.1 
ts(15) 203.1 
ts(16) 213.1 
ts(17) 223.1 
ts(18) 233.1 
ts(19) 243.1 
ts(20) 253.1 
ts (21) 263.1 
ts(22) 273.1 
ts(23) 283.1 
ts(24) 293.1 
ts(25) = 303.1 
ts (26) 313.1 
ts(27) 323.1 
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ts(28) = 333.1 
rs(1) = 14.4 
rs(2) = 18.56 
rs(3) 22.83 
rs(4) = 27.11 
rs(5) 31.34 
rs(6) 35.54 
rs(7) 39.72 
rs(8) 43.88 
rs(9) = 48.01 
rs(10) 52.12 
rs(ll) 56.21 
rs(12) 60.28 
rs(13) 64.32 
rs(14) = 68.34 
rs(15) 72.35 
rs(16) 76.34 
rs(17) 80.32 
rs(18) 84.29 
rs(19) 88.23 
rs(20) = 92.16 
rs(21) = 96.09 
rs(22) 100 
rs(23) 103.9 
rs(24) 107.79 
rs(25) 111.67 
rs(26) = 115.54 
rs(27) 119.4 
rs(28) 123.24 
FORi% 1 TO 28 
IF systemp < ts(i%) THEN 
GOTO st 
ELSE 
END IF 
NEXT i% 
st: 
sum = 0 
sumx = 0 
sumy = 0 
sumxx o 
sumxy = 0 
•musq = 1 I erT A 2 
musq = 1 
FOR j% 0 TO 3 
r1s(j%) rs(i% - 2 
t1s(j%) = ts(i% - 2 
NEXT j% 
FOR j% = 0 TO 3 
sum = sum + musq 
+ j%) 
+ j %) 
sumx = sumx + r1s(j%) * musq 
sumy = sumy + tls(j%) * musq 
sumxx = sumxx + rls(j%) A 2 * musq 
sumxy = sumxy + r1s(j%) * t1s(j%) * musq 
NEXT j% 
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Delta = 1 I (sum * sumxx - sumx A 2) 
m = (sum * sumxy - sumx * sumy) * Delta 
b = ( sumxy - m * sumxx) I sumx 
Rt = (systemp - b) I m 
FOR i% = 1 TO 257 
IF Rt < rp(i%) THEN 
GOTO start 
ELSE 
END IF 
NEXT i% 
start: 
sum = 0 
sumx = 0 
sumy = 0 
sumxx 0 
sumxy = 0 
•musq = 1 I erT A 2 
musq = 1 
FOR j% 
r1s(j%) 
t1s(j%) 
NEXT j% 
0 TO 9 
rp(i% - 5 + j%) 
= tp(i% - 5 + j%) 
FOR j% =-0 TO 9 
sum = sum + musq 
sumx = sumx + r1s{j%) * musq 
sumy = sumy + t1s(j%) * musq 
sumxx = sumxx + r1s(j%) A 2 * musq 
sumxy = sumxy + r1s(j%) * t1s(j%) * musq 
NEXT j% 
Delta = 1 I (sum * sumxx - sumx A 2) 
m = (sum * sumxy - sumx * sumy) * Delta 
b = (sumxy - m * sumxx) I sumx 
systemp = m * Rt + b 
END SUB 
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APPENDIX Ill- Mathematical Methods 
Alll.l Least square fitting of a straight line [65,69] 
This method considers a series of data point xpy1 where i=l. .. N. In the case of the 
temperature time graph the time values are the x values and are assumed to have no 
error, with the temperature being the y values. The method assumes the y values have 
an error of u 1 which is determined experimentally. 
The equation for a straight line is 
y=mx+b (A3.1) 
with m being the gradient and b they-intercept. For a best fit, the straight line should 
resemble the measured points as closely as possible. The fitted line would have an 
equation 
(A3.2) 
The idea is to minimise the separation between y;arc and y;bs. As the sign of this 
difference is not important, the square of this value is considered. As all the 
temperature readings will have the same error, caused by a measurement using the 
multimeter, there is no need to change the weighting of each point. 
For the evaluation we need to calculate: 
(A3.3) 
The equation for a straight line (A3.1) can be used to give us 
b · S +m· S = S and b · S +m· S = S X y X XX xy (A3.4) 
these coupled equations can be rearranged to give the equation for the gradient as 
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m=-(S·S -S ·S) !l xy X y 
The error of this is giv~n by 
2 s (]' =-
m /l 
Alll.2 Cubic Spline Interpolation [65,69] 
AIII-2 
(A3.5) 
(A3.6) 
The general Lagnmge interpolation function states that [70] for a set of data 
(x.,y1 ),(x2 ,y2 ) ••••• (xn,Yn) where X1 '* X2 ••••• '* Xn then: 
(A3.7) 
The interpolation method uses a tabulated function Y; = y(x;) with i = 1,2 ....... n. If 
we firstly look at the case of a linear interpolation between x(i) and x(i + 1) to find 
the value of y at a known point x, we get 
y = A.y(i) + B.y(i + 1) (A3.8) 
where 
A= x(i+l)-x and B=1-A= x-x(i) 
x(i + 1)- x(i) x(i + 1)- x(i) 
For a cubic spline interpolation we also know the second derivative y"(x) and 
y"(x + 1) at each of the values. This allows us to know the rate at which the gradient 
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is changing and therefore to give a more accurate value for our unknown y value, 
using the formula 
y = A.y(i) + B.y(i + 1) + C.y"(i) + D.y"(i + 1) (A3.9) 
where 
Using this interpolation method the heat capacity values for any temperature can be 
calculated to a high degree of accuracy using tabulated values. 
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AIV.l DyPtln High Temperature Refinement 
COMM D20 DyPtln T=80K 
! Current global Chi2 (Bragg contrib.) = 20.23 
! Files=> DAT-file: cDyi219, PCR-file: S80_DyPtin_t 
!Job Npr Nph Nba Nex Nsc Nor Dum Iwg Ilo Ias Res Ste Nre Cry Uni Cor Opt Aut 
1 5 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! 
!Ipr Ppl Ioc Mat Per Ls1 Ls2 Ls3 NLI Prfins Rpa Sym Hkl Fou Sho Ana 
0 0 I 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! lambda1 Lambda2 Ratio Bkpos Wdt Cthm muR AsyLim Rpolarz ->Patt# I 
2.400000 2.400000 1.0000 9.000 5.0000 0.0000 0.0000 40.00 0.0000 
!NCY Eps R_at R_an R_pr R_gl Thmin Step Thmax PSD SentO 
7 0.10 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.7780 0.100000 154.2780 0.000 0.000 
! 
! Excluded regions (LowT RighT) for Pattern# 1 
-100.50 12.00 
140.20 180.00 
24 !Number of refined parameters 
! 
! Zero Code SyCos Code SySin Code Lambda Code MORE ->Patt# 1 
0.84272 11.00 0.00000 0.00 0.00000 0.00 0.000000 0.00 0 
! Background coefficients/codes for Pattern# 1 
8988.0 1146.8 -12.642 -0.28965 0.0000 0.0000 
51.000 61.000 71.000 201.000 0.000 0.000 
! -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: 1 -->Current R_Bragg for Pattern# 1: 19.45 
! -----------------------------------------------------------------------
PtDyln 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Jbt Irfisy Str Furth ATZ Nvk Npr More 
4 0 00.00.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.230 0 5 0 
! 
P -6 2 m <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Pt PT 0.00000 0.00000 0.50000 0.91331 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 111.00 0.00 
Pt PT 0.33333 0.66667 0.00000 0.91331 2.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 111.00 0.00 
Dy DY 0.59209 0.00000 0.50000 0.69675 3.00000 0 0 0 0 
141.00 0.00 0.00 121.00 0.00 
In IN 0.25816 0.00000 0.00000 0.15564 3.00000 0 0 0 0 
151.00 0.00 0.00 131.00 0.00 
!------->Profile Parameters for Pattern# 1 
! Scale Shape1 Bov Str1 Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
0.13074 -0.02522 -5.20000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
21.00000 161.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
3.220706 -2.289406 0.756644 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
81.000 91.000 101.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell Info 
AIV-1 
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7.507444 7.507444 3.807616 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
31.00000 31.00000 41.00000 0.00000 0.00000 31.00000 
! Prefl Pret2 Asy1 Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
-0.01774 0.00000 0.61672 0.13890 0.00000 0.00000 
171.00 0.00 181.00 191.00 0.00 0.00 
! -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: 2 > Current R _ Bragg for Pattern# 1: 52.69 
! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pt2Dyln impurity phase 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Jbt Irflsy Str Furth ATZ Nvk Npr More 
3 0 00.00.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.230 0 5 0 
! 
P 63/m m c <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Dy DY 0.33333 0.66667 0.75000 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In IN 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pt PT 0.33333 0.66667 0.13378 0.00000 2.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 241.00 0.00 0.00 
!------->Profile Parameters for Pattern# I 
! Scale Shape! Bov Strl Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
0.75945E-02 0.00000 -1.30000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
211.00000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
3.220706 -2.289406 0.756644 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
81.000 91.000 101.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell Info 
4.488019 4.488019 8.885117 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
221.00000 221.00000 231.00000 0.00000 0.00000 221.00000 
! Prefl Pret2 Asyl Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
-0.01774 0.00000 0.61672 0.13890 0.00000 0.00000 
171.00 0.00 181.00 191.00 0.00 0.00 
AIV.2 DyPtln Low temperature Refinement 
'COMM D20 DyPtln T=2K a,b,2c P-62c (#190) 
! Current global Chi2 (Bragg contrib.) = 18.16 
NP A TT 1 1 <- Flags for patterns (1 :refmed, 0: excluded) 
W PAT 1.000 
!Nph Dum las Nre Cry Opt Aut 
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
!Job Npr Nba Nex Nsc Nor Iwg Ilo Res Ste Uni Cor Anm 
1 5 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
!File names ofdata(patterns) files 
cdyilOO.dat 
! 
!Mat Per NLI Rpa Sym Sho 
0 1 0 -2 0 1 
!Ipr Ppl Ioc Lsl Ls2 Ls3 Prflns Hid Fou Ana 
0 0 1 0 0 0 -3 3 0 0_ 0 
! lambda! Lambda2 Ratio Bkpos Wdt Ctlun muR AsyLim Rpolarz ->Patt# 1 
2.400000 2.400000 1.0000 60.000 5.5000 0.0000 1.5000 30.00 0.0000 
!NCY Eps R_at R_an R_pr R_gl 
15 0.01 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
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! Thmin Step Thmax PSD SentO -> Patt#: I 
0.7780 O.IOOOOO I54.2780 0.000 0.000 
! 
! Excluded regions (LowT HighT) for Pattern# 
-I00.50 8.00 
I45.20 I80.00 
23 !Number of refined parameters 
! 
! Zero Code SyCos Code SySin Code Lambda Code MORE ->Patt# I 
0.060I4 11.00 0.00000 0.00 0.99798 I41.00 0.000000 0.00 0 
! Background coefficients/codes for Pattern# 1 
I3883. 6I44.8 -II84.I 401.9I 357.58 -292.59 
51.000 61.000 71.000 81.000 91.000 IOI.OOO 
! -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: I >Current R_Bragg for Pattern# I: 4.12 
! -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PtDyln 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Jbt lsy Str Furth A TZ Nvk More 
I5 0 0 0 0 0 0 I4I7.2300 0 0 
!Contributions (0/I) of this phase to the I patterns 
I 
!lrfNpr Jtyp Nsp_RefPh_Shift for Pattern# I 
0 5 I 0 0 
! Pri Pr2 Pr3 Brind. Rmua Rmub Rmuc for Pattern# I 
0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! 
P -6 2 m <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z · Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Pt2e PT 0.00000 0.00000 0.75000 0.00000 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 ·0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pt6i PT 0.50000 0.00000 0.25000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PT2c PT 0.33333 0.66667 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PT6j PT O.I6667 0.33333 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PT2d PT 0.33333 0.66667 0.50000 0.00000 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PT6k PT 0.16667 0.33333 0.50000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Dy6i DY 0.29598 0.00000 0.25000 -0.46863 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
I51.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Dy6i DY 0.79599 0.00000 0.25000 -0.46863 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
I51.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
DyXl DY 0.29598 0.50000 0.25000 -0.46863 1.20000 0 0 0 0 
I51.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In3fiN O.I2795 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
I61.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In3fiN 0.62797 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
I61.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In6j IN 0.12795 0.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
I61.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In3g IN O.I2795 0.00000 0.50000 0.00000 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
I61.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In3g IN 0.62797 0.00000 0.50000 0.00000 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
I61.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In6k IN 0.62797 0.50000 0.50000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
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161.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
!------->Profile Parameters for Pattern# I 
! Scale Shape! Bov Strl Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
2.1756 0.00000 -1.59956 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
21.00000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
3.292269 -2.467716 0.837368 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell Info 
15.021749 15.021749 7.620367 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
31.00000 31.00000 41.00000 0.00000 0.00000 31.00000 
! Prefl- Pref2 · Asyl · Asyi · Asy3 Asy4 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00 _0.00 0.00·· 0.00 0.00 0.00 
! -----~-----------------~-:-------;-------------------------------------------
! Data forPHASEnumber: 2 > Current R _ Bragg for Pattern# I: 9.73 
! ---------------.. ----------------------------------------------------------
PtErln_(ferromagnetic phase). . · · 
! 
!Nat Dis Mom Jbt lsy Str Furth ATZ Nvk More 
3 0 0 -1 -l 0 0 0.0000 0 0 
!Contributions (0/1) ofthis phase to the I patterns 
I 
!IrfNpr Jtyp Nsp_RefPh_Shift for Pattern# I 
0 5 I 0 0 
! Prl Pr2 Pr3 Brind. Rmua Rmub Rmuc for Pattern# I 
0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
P -I <--Space group symbol 
!Nsym Cen Laue MagMat 
I2 I 8 I 
SYMM X,Y,Z 
MSYM U,V,W, 0.0 
SYMM ~-Y,X-Y,Z 
MSYM -V,U-V,W,O.O 
SYMM Y~X,-X,Z 
MSYM V-U,-U,W, 0.0 
SYMM X,Y,-Z . 
MSYM -U, -V,W, 0.0 
SYMM -Y,X-Y,-Z 
MSYM V,-U+V,W, 0.0 
SYMM Y-X,-X,-Z 
MSYM -V+U,U,W, 0.0 
SYMM Y,X,~Z 
MSYM V,U,W, 0.0 
SYMM. X-Y,-Y,-Z 
MSYM .U-V,-V,W, 0.0 
SYMM -X,Y-X,-Z . 
MSYM -U,V-U,W, 0.0 
SYMM Y,X,Z .. 
MSYM -V,-U,W, 0.0 -
SYMM X-Y,-Y,Z 
MSYM -U+V,+V;W, 0.0 
SYMM -X,Y-X,Z . 
MSYM U,-V+U,W, 0.0 
!Atom Typ Mag Vek X Y Z Biso Occ Rm Rphi Rtheta 
! Im Iphi !theta betaii beta22 beta33 MagPh 
Dyi IDY3 I 0 0.29598 0.00000 0.25000 0.00000 0.60000 -8.589 6.903-226.727 
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151.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 171.00 191.00 181.00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Dyl IDY3 I 0 0.79599 0.00000 0.25000 0.00000 0.60000 -8.589 182.903-226.727 
151.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 171.00 191.00 181.00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Dyl IDY3 I 0 0.29598 0.50000 0.25000 0.00000 1.20000 -8.589 182.903-226.727 
151.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 171.00 191.00 181.00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 
!------>Profile Parameters for Pattern# I 
! Scale Shapel Bov Strl Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
2.1756 0.00000 -1.59956 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
21.00000 0.000 0.000 ·. 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
3.292269 -2.467716 0.837368 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell lnfo 
15.021749 15.021749 7.620367 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
31.00000 31.00000 41.00000 0.00000 0.00000 31.00000 
! Prefl Pref2 Asyl Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
! -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: 3 >Current R_Bragg for Pattern# I: 24.96 
! ---------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pt2Dyln impurity phase 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Jbt Isy Str Furth ATZ Nvk More 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.2300 0 0 
!Contributions (0/1) of this phase to the 1 patterns 
I 
!IrfNpr Jtyp Nsp_RefPh_Shift for Pattern# I 
0 5 I 0 0 
! Pr I Pr2 Pr3 Brind. Rmua Rmub Rmuc for Pattern# I 
0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
P 63/m m c <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Dy DY 0.33333 0.66667 0.75000 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In IN 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pt PT 0.33333 0.66667 -0.00887 0.00000 2.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 231.00 0.00 0.00 
! ------> Profile Parameters for Pattern # I 
! Scale Shape! Bov Strl Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
0.36736E-Ol 0.00000 -1.30000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
201.00000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
3.292269 -2.467716 0.837368 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell Info 
4.515193 4.515193 8.616591 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
211.00000 211.00000 221.00000 0.00000 0.00000 211.00000 
! Prefl Pref2 Asy I Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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AIV.3 HoPtln High Temperature Refinement 
COMM D20 ErPtln T=2K 2a,2b,c 
! Current global Chi2 (Bragg contrib.) = 7.263 
! Files=> DAT-file: c144675, PCR-file: high 
!Job Npr Nph Nba Nex Nsc Nor Dum Iwg Ilo Ias Res Ste Nre Cry Uni Cor Opt Aut 
1 5 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
! 
!lpr Ppl loc Mat Per Lsl Ls2 Ls3 NLI Prflns Rpa Sym Hid Fou Sho Ana 
0 0 1 0 . i 0 0 0 0 -3 3 -2 0 0 0 1 0 
! 
! lambda! Lambda2 Ratio Bkpos Wdt Cthm muR AsyLim Rpolarz ->Patt# 1 
2.400000 2.400000 1.0000 60.000 5.5000 0.0000 1.5000 30.00 0.0000 
! 
!NCY Eps R.:_at R_an R_pr R_gl Thmin Step Thmax PSD SentO 
15 0.01 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.7780 0.100000 154.2780 0.000 0.000 
! 
! Excluded regions (LowT RighT) for Pattern# 
-100.50 8.00 
145.20 180.00 
21 !Number of refined parameters 
! 
! Zero Code SyCos Code SySin Code Lambda Code MORE ->Patt# 1 
0.91123 11.00 -0.50000 0.00 0.03232 181.00 0.000000 0.00 0 
! Background coefficients/codes for Pattern# 1 
6507.0 -987.66 -83.425 513.09 -345.93 91.748 
51.000 61.000 71.000 81.000 91.000 101.000 
! -------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: 1 >Current R_Bragg for Pattern# 1: 3.70 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PtHoln 
!Nat Dis Ang Prl Pr2 Pr3 Jbt Irflsy Str Furth ATZ Nvk Npr More 
4 0 00.00.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.230 0 5 0 
! 
P -6 2 m <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Pt PT 0.00000 0.00000 0.50000 1.67690 0.10000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 . 0.00 161.00 0.00 
Pt PT 0.33300 0.66700 0.00000 1.67690 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 161.00 0.00 
Ho HO 0.59597 0.00000 0.50000 1.17942 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
141.00 0.00 0.00 171.00 0.00 
In IN 0.25895 0.00000 0.00000 1.47168 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
151.00 0.00 0.00 171.00 0.00 
!----->Profile Parameters for Pattern# 1 
! Scale Shape! Bov Strl Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
239.41 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
20.50000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
2.749558 -1.444742 0.377680 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell Info 
T.506282 7.506282 3.791353 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
31.00000 31.00000 41.00000 0.00000 0.00000 31.00000 
! Prefl Pref2 Asyl Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
-0.00001 0.00000 0.06029 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
201.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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! Data for PHASE number: 2 --> Current R _ Bragg for Pattern# 1: 29.19 
! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pt2Holn impurity phase 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Jbt Irfisy Str Furth ATZ Nvk Npr More 
3 0 00.00.01.0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.230 0 50 
! 
P 63/m m c <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Ho HO 0.33333 0.66667 0.75000 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In IN 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pt PT 0.33333 0.66667 0.04602 0.00000 2.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 211.00 0.00 0.00 
!------>Profile Parameters for Pattern# 1 
! Scale Shape1 Bov Str1 Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
0.13460 0.00000 0.30000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
180.00000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
2.749558 -1.444742 0.377680 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell Info 
4.492792 4.492792 8.814550 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
191.00000 191.00000 20LOOOOO 0.00000 0.00000 191.00000 
! Prefl Pref2 Asy 1 Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
0;00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AIV.4 HoPtln Low Temperature Refinement 
'COMM 020 DyPtin T=2K a,b,2c P-62c (#190) 
! Current global Chi2 (Bragg contrib.) = 59.22 
NP A TT 1 1 <- Flags for patterns ( 1 :refined, 0: excluded) 
W_PAT 1.000 
!Nph Dum Ias Nre Cry Opt Aut 
3 1 0 0 0 0 0 
!Job Npr Nba Nex Nsc Nor Iwg Ilo Res Ste Uni Cor Anm 
1 5 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
!File names of data(patterns) files 
c144514.dat 
!Mat Per NLI Rpa Sym Sho 
0 1 0 -2 0 1 
!lpr Ppl Ioc Ls1 Ls2 Ls3 Prflns Hkl Fou Ana 
0 0 1 0 0 0 -3 3 0 0 0 
! lambda1 Lambda2 Ratio Bkpos Wdt Cthm muR AsyLim Rpolarz ->Patt# 1 
2.400000 2.400000 1.0000 60.000 5.5000 0.0000 1.5000 30.00 0.0000 
! 
!NCY Eps R_at R_an R_pr R_gl 
15 0.01 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 
! Thmin Step Thmax PSD SentO -> Patt#: 1 
0.7780 0.100000 154.2780 0.000 0.000 
! 
! Excluded regions (LowT RighT) for Pattern# 1 
' -100.50 8.00 
145.20 180.00 
26 !Number of refined parameters 
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! 
! Zero Code SyCos Code SySin Code Lambda Code MORE ->Patt# I 
0.81402 11.00 -0.50000 0.00 0.15400 141.00 0.000000 0.00 0 
! Background coefficients/codes for Pattern# I 
16000. -1449.4 208.98 1982.0 -3267.3 1466.8 
51.000 61.000 71.000 81.000 91.000 101.000 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: I >Current R_Bragg for Pattern# 1: 2.62 
! ------------------------~-------------------------------------------------
PtHoln 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Jbt Isy Str Furth ATZ 'Nvk More 
15 0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.2300 0 0 
!Contributions (011) of this phase to the I patterns 
I 
!IrfNpr Jtyp Nsp_RefPh_Shift for Pattern# I 
0 5 I 0 0 
! Prl Pr2 Pr3 Brind. Rmua Rmub Rmuc for Pattern# I 
0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
P -6 2 m <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Pt2e PT 0.00000 0.00000 0.75000 0.00000 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pt6i PT 0.50000 0.00000 0.25000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PT2c PT 0.33333 0.66667 0.00000 0.00000 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PT6j PT 0.16667 0.33333 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PT2d PT 0.33333 0.66667 0.50000 0.00000 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
PT6k PT 0.16667 0.33333 0.50000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Ho6i HO 0.29620 0.00000 0.25000 -0.11881 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
151.00 0.00 0.00 241.00 0.00 
Ho6i HO 0.79620 0.00000 0.25000-0.11881 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
151.00 0.00 0.00 241.00 0.00 
HoXl HO 0.29620 0.50000 0.25000-0.11881 1.20000 0 0 0 0 
151.00 0.00 0.00 241.00 0.00 
ln3fiN 0.12895 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
161.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In3fiN 0.62895 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
161.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In6j IN 0.12895 0.50000 0.00000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
161.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In3g IN 0.12895 0.00000 0.50000 0.00000 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
161.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In3g IN 0.62895 0.00000 0.50000 0.00000 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
161.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
ln6k IN 0.62895 0.50000 0.50000 0.00000 0.60000 0 0 0 0 
161.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
!------->Profile Parameters for Pattern# 1 
! Scale Shape! Bov Strl Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
12.298 0.00000 1.36821 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
20.50000 0.000 251.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
3.145336 -2.085954 0.602361 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell lnfo 
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15.011942 15.011942 7.580541 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
31.ooooo 3t.ooooo 41.ooooo o·.ooooo o.ooooo 3I.ooooo 
! Prefl Pref2 Asy 1 Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
! --'-----------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: 2 > Current R_ Bragg for Pattern# 1: 6.22 ! _____________________ ;. _____________________________________________________ _ 
PtHoln (ferromagnetic phase) 
! 
!Nat Dis Mom Jbt lsy Str Furth ATZ Nvk More 
3 0 0 -1 -1 0 0 0.0000 0 0 
!Contributions (0/1) of this phase to the 1 patterns 
1 
!IrfNpr Jtyp Nsp_RefPh_Shift for Pattern# 1 
0 5 1 0 0 . 
! Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Brind. Rmua Rmub Rmuc for Pattern# 1 
0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
P -1 <--Space group symbol 
!Nsym Cen Laue MagMat 
12 1 8 1 
SYMM X,Y,Z 
MSYM U,V,W, 0.0. 
SYMM -Y,X-Y,Z 
MSYM -V,U-V,W, 0.0 
SYMM Y-X,-X,Z 
MSYM V-U,-U,W, 0.0 
SYMM X,Y,-Z 
MSYM -U, -V,W, 0.0 
SYMM -Y,X-Y,-Z 
MSYM V,-U+V,W, 0.0 
SYMM Y-X,-X,-Z 
MSYM -V+U,U,W, 0.0 
SYMM Y,X,-Z 
MSYM V,U,W, 0.0 
SYMM X-Y,-Y,-Z 
MSYM U-V,-V,W, 0.0 
SYMM -X,Y-X,-Z 
MSYM -U,V-U,W, 0.0 
SYMM Y,X,Z 
MSYM -V,-U,W, 0.0 
SYMM X-Y,-Y,Z 
MSYM -U+V,+V,W, 0.0 
SYMM -X,Y-X,Z 
MSYM U,-V+U,W, 0.0 
! 
!Atom Typ Mag Vek X Y Z Biso Occ Rm Rphi Rtheta 
! Im · lphi !theta beta11 beta22 beta33 MagPh 
Ho1 JH03 1 0 0.29620 0.00000 0.25000-0.11881 0.60000 8.403 -10.307 30.160 
151.00 0.00 0.00 241.00 0.00 171.00 191.00 181.00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
H01 JH03 1 0 0.79620 0.00000 0.25000-0.11881 0.60000 8.403 -10.307 30.160 
1Sl.OO 0.00 0.00 241.00 0.00 171.00 191.00 181.00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00. 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
H01 JH03 1 0 0.29620 0.50000 0.25000-0.11881 1.20000 8.403 -10.307 30.160 
151.00 0.00 0.00 241.00 0.00 171.00 191.00 181.00 
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0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 . 0.000 0.000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
!------->Profile Parameters for Pattern# 1 
! Scale Shape1 Bov Str1 Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
12.298 0.00000 1.36821 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
20.50000 0.000 251.000 . 0.000 0.000 0.000 
· U - - V W X. : Y . . : GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
3.145336 -2.085954 0.602361 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
a b c alpha beta g~a #Cell Info 
15.011942 15.011942· 7.580541 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
31.00000 31.00000 41.00000 0.00000 0.00000 31.00000 
! Prefl Prefl Asy1 Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
. 0.00 0.00 . 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: ·3 . >Current R_Bragg for Pattern# 1: 30.97 
! -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PtHoln impurity phase 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Jbt Isy Str Furth ATZ Nvk More 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.2300 0 0 
!Contributions (0/1) ofthis phase to the 1 patterns 
1 
!lrfNpr Jtyp Nsp_RefPh_Shift for Pattern# 1 
0 5 1 0 0 
! Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Brind. Rrnua Rrnub Rrnuc for Pattern# 1 
0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! 
P 63/m m c <-Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Ho HO 0.33333 0.66667 0.75000 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
In IN 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 1.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
Pt PT 0.33333 0.66667 0.57152 0.00000 2.00000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 231.00 0.00 0.00 
!------->Profile Parameters for Pattern# 1 
! Scale Shapel Bov Str1 Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
0.50615 0.00000 3.87050 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
201.00000 0.000 261.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X 
1 
Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
3.145336 -2.085954 0.602361 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell lnfo 
4.501028 4.501028 8.740635 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
211.00000 211.00000 221.00000 0.00000 0.00000 211.00000 . 
! Prefl Prefl Asy1 Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
0.00 . o:oo -0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AIV.5 ErPtln High Temperature Refinement 
COMM 020 ErPtln T=2K 2a,21;>;c _ . 
! Current global Chi2 (Bragg contrib.) = 19.38 
! Files=> OAT-file: cERI219, PCR-file: test_2_high_t2 
!Job Npr Nph Nba Nex Nsc Nor Dum lwg Ilo las Res Ste Nre Cry Uni Cor Opt Aut 
1 5 1 o 2 o o 1 1 Q o n o o _o o o o o 
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!lpr Ppl Ioc Mat Per Ls1 Ls2 Ls3 NLI Prflns Rpa Sym Hid Fou Sho Ana 
0 0 1 0 . 1 0 0 0 0 -3 3 -2 0 0 0 1 0 
! 
! lambda! Lambda2 Ratio Bkpos Wdt Cthm muR AsyLim Rpolarz ->Patt# 1 
2.400000 2.400000'- 1.0000 60.000 5.5000 0.0000 1.5000 ,· 30.00 0.0000 
! 
!NCY Eps R~at R..:_an R_pr R_gl Thmin Step Thmax PSD SentO 
15 0.01 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 .· 0.7780 0.100000 154.2780 0.000 0.000 
! 
! Excluded regions (LowT HighT) for Pattern# 
-100.50 ' 8.00 ' 
145.20 180.00 
! . 
18 !Number of refined parameters 
! 
! Zero Code SyGos Code· SySin Code Lambda Code MORE ->Patt# 1 
0.56330 ·11.00 ~0.50000 0.00 0.78482 181.00 0.000000 0.00 0 
! Background coefficients/codes for Pattern# 1 
17890. -775.93 -1005.4 991.07 -487.56 186.89 
51.000 61.000 71.000 81.000 91.000 101.000 
! ------~-----------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: 1 > Current R _ Bragg for Pattern# 1: 3.67 
! ---------------------------------------,---------------------------------
PtErln 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Pr1 Pr2 Pr3 Jbt Irf isy Str Furth ATZ Nvk Npr More 
4 0 0-0.00.01.0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.230 0 5 0 
! 
P -6 2 m <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Pt PT 0.00000 0.00000 0.50000 1.11326 0.10000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 161.00 0.00 
Pt PT 0.33300 o;66700 0.00000 1.11326 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 161.00 0.00 
Er ER . 0.59579 0.00000 0.50000 1.06975 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
141.00 0.00 0.00 171.00 0.00 
In IN 0.26134 0.00000 0.00000 1.36201 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
151.00 0.00 0.00 171.00 0.00 
!------->Profile Parameters for Pattern# I 
! Scale Shape1 - Bov Str1 Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
. 556.55 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
21.00000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
2.700805 -1.564364 0.436219 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 i2I.OOO 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! a b c alpha :- beta gamma #Cell Info 
7.497211 7.497211 3.764243 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
31.00000 31 :ooooo 41.00000 0.00000 0.00000 31.00000 
! Prefl Pref2 Asy1 Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
0.00006 0.00000 0.06029 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
201.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
AIV.6 ErPtln Low Temperature Refinement 
COMM D20 ErPtln T=2K 2a,2b,c 
! Current global Chi2 (Bragg contrib.) = 49.31 
! Files=>-DAT-file: cERI100, PCR-file: test_2_low_t2 
!Job Npr Nph Nba Nex Nsc Nor Dum Iwg Ilo las Res Ste Nre Cry Uni Cor Opt Aut 
1 5 2 0 2 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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! 
!Ipr Ppl Ioc Mat Per Lsl Ls2 Ls3 NLI Prflns Rpa Sym Hkl Fou Sho Ana 
0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 -3 3 -2 0 0 0 I 0 
! 
! lambda! Lambda2 Ratio Bkpos Wdt Cthm muR AsyLim Rpolarz ->Patt# 1 
2.400000 2.400000 1.0000 60.000 5.5000 0.0000 1.5000 30.00 0.0000 
! 
!NCY Eps R_at R_an R_pr R_gl Thmin Step Thmax PSD SentO 
15 0.01 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.28 0.7780 0.100000 154.2780 0.000 0.000 
! 
! Excluded regions (LowT HighT) for Pattern# 
-100.50 8.00 
145.20 180.00 
21 !Number of refined parameters 
! 
! Zero Code SyCos Code SySin Code Lambda Code MORE ->Patt# 1 
0.59856 11.00-0.50000 0.00 0.72778 181.00 0.000000 0.00 0 
! Background coefficients/codes for Pattern# 1 
14850. 200.39 -661.00 420.46 -1077.5 690.07 
51.000 61.000 ·?-I.OOO 81.000 91.000 101.000 
! ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: 1 =>Current R_Bragg for Pattern# 1: 2.66 
! -----------------------------------------------------------------------------
PtErln 
! 
!Nat Dis Ang Prl Pr2 Pr3 Jbt Irfisy Str Furth ATZ Nvk Npr More 
4 0 00.00.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1417.230 0 5 0 
! 
P -6 2 m <--Space group symbol 
!Atom Typ X Y Z Biso Occ In Fin N_t Spc /Codes 
Pt PT 0.00000 0.00000 0.50000 0.92857 0.10000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 0.00 161.00 0.00 
Pt PT 0.33300 0.66700 0.00000 0.92857 0.20000 0 0 0 0 
0.00 0.00 o.oo I61.00 0.00 
Er ER 0.59507 0.00000 0.50000 0.99202 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
I41.00 0.00 0.00 I71.00 0.00 
In IN 0.26106 0.00000 0.00000 1.28428 0.30000 0 0 0 0 
I51.00 0.00 0.00 I71.00 0.00 
!------>Profile Parameters for Pattern# I 
! Scale Shape! Bov Strl Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
555.06 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 I 
21.00000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
2.848403 -1.803205 0.5285I8 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
Ill.OOO I21.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell Info 
7.495311 7.495311 3.759276 90.000000 90.000000 I20.000000 
31.00000 31.00000 41.00000 0.00000 0.00000 31.00000 
! Prefl Pref2 Asyi Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
-0.00437 0.00000 0.06029 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
201.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
! ----------------------------------------------------------------------------
! Data for PHASE number: 2 > Current R _ Bragg for Pattern# I: 2. 77 
! -------------------------------------------------------------------------------
PtErln (ferromagnetic phase) 
! 
!Nat Dis Mom Pri Pr2 Pr3 Jbt Irflsy Str Furth · ATZ Nvk Npr More 
I 0 0 0.0 0.0 1.0 -1 0 -I 0 0 0.000 0 5 0 
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! 
P -1 <--Space group symbol 
!Nsym Cen Laue MagMat 
3 1 8 1 
SYMM X,Y,Z 
MSYM U,V,W, 0.0 
SYMM -Y,X-Y,Z 
MSYM -V,U-V,W, 0.0 
SYMM -X+Y,-X,Z 
MSYM -U+V,-U,W, 0.0 
! 
!Atom Typ Mag Vek X Y Z Biso Occ Rm Rphi Rtheta 
! Im lphi Itheta beta11 beta22 beta33 MagPh 
Er1 JER3 1 0 0.59507 0.00000 0.50000 0.99202 1.20000 7.121 -0.001 4.823 
141.00 0.00 0.00 171.00 0.00 191.00 201.00 211.00 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.00000 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
!------->Profile Parameters for Pattern# 1 
! Scale Shape1 Bov Str1 Str2 Str3 Strain-Model 
555.06 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
21.00000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
U V W X Y GauSiz LorSiz Size-Model 
2.848403 -1.803205 0.528518 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0 
111.000 121.000 131.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
! a b c alpha beta gamma #Cell lnfo 
7.495311 7.495311 3.759276 90.000000 90.000000 120.000000 
31.00000 31.00000 41.00000 0.00000 0.00000 31.00000 
! Prefl Pret2 Asy1 Asy2 Asy3 Asy4 
-0.00437 0.00000 0.06029 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 
201.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 
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APPENDIX V- Time of flight measurements 
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Figure AV.l ErPtln at T = 7 K up to 30 meV energy transfer 
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Figure AV.2 ErPtln at T = 7 K up to 40 meV energy transfer 
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Figure AV.4 ErPtln at T = 25 K up to 30 me V energy transfer 
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Figure A V.S ErPtln at T = 25 K up to 70 me V energy transfer 
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Figure AV. 6 ErPtln at T = 40 K up to 30 me V energy transfer 
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Figure AV.7 ErPtln at T = 60 K up to 30 me V energy transfer 
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AV.2 HoPtln 
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APPENDIX VI- Hamiltonian Program 
#include <conio.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <iostream.h> 
#include <fstream.h> 
#include <iomanip.h> 
#include <math.h> 
float diag[20][20],E[20],ss[20]; 
//float nline[5]={3.81,5.06,9.52, 12.73,25.21}; 
float nline[5]={8.7,1.6,0.,0.,0.}; 
I/ input of energy levels of HoPtln 
I/ Input energy levels of ErPtln 
boo! test=false; 
int j,nlines=2; 
void rot( float a[20][20], const floats, const float tau, const int i, 
const int j'" const int k, const int I) 
{float g,h; 
} 
g = a[i][j]; 
h = a[k][l]; 
a[i][j] = g- s*(h+g*tau); 
a[k][l] = h + s*(g-h*tau); 
voidjakobi(float a[20][20], int n, float d[20]; float v[20][20], int nrot) 
/I Numerical recipes in C program for diagonalisation and eigenvector determination 
{ 
int ij,iq,ip; 
float tresh, theta,tau,t,sm,s,h,g,c,b[20],z[20]; 
for(ip=O;ip<n;ip++) 
{ for(iq=O;iq<n;iq++) v[ip][iq]=O.O; 
v[ip ][ip ]= 1.0; 
d[ip]=O.O; 
} 
for(ip=O;ip<n;ip++) 
{ 
b[ip]=d[ip]=a[ip ][ip]; 
z[ip]=O.O; 
} 
nrot=O; 
for(i=O;i<50;i++) 
{ 
sm=O.O; 
for(ip=O;ip<n-1 ;ip++) 
{ 
for(iq=ip+ I ;iq<n;iq++) 
sm+= fabs(a[ip][iq]); 
} 
if(sm =0) return; 
if(i<4) tresh=0.2*srnl(n*n); 
11 initialize to unit matrix 
I/ initialize b and d to diagonal of a 
I/ this vector will accumulate terms of the form 
//ta_pp as in equ. 11.1.14 Numerical Recipes 
I/ normal return after off-diagonal elements are zero 
I/ on frrst 3 sweeps 
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} 
else tresh=O.O; 11 ••. and then 
for(ip=O;ip<n-1 ;ip++) 
{ 
for(iq=ip+ 1 ;iq<n;iq++) 
{ 
g=1 OO.O*fabs(a[ip ][iq]); 
/I skip rotation (after 4 sweeps) if off-diagonal element is small 
if(i>4 && (float)(fabs(d[ip])+g) = (float)fabs(d[ip]) 
&& (float)(fabs(d[iq])+g) = (float)fabs(d[iq]) )a[ip][iq]=O.O; 
else if(fabs(a[ip][iq]) > tresh) 
{ 
-h=d[iq]-d[ip]; 
if((float)(fabs(h)+g) = (float)fabs(h)) 
t=(a[ip][iq])/h; // t=1/(2*theta) 
else 
{ 
} 
theta= 0.5*h/(a[ip][iq]); 
r-='1.0/(fabs(theta)+sqrt(l.O+theta *theta)); 
if(theta < 0.0) t = -t; 
c=1.0/sqrt(l +t*t); 
s=t*c; 
tau=s/(l.O+c); 
h=t*a[ip ][iq]; 
z[ip] -= h; 
z[iq] += h; 
d[ip] -= h; 
d[iq] += h; 
a[ip][iq] =0.0; 
for(j=Oj<ipj++) { 
rot(a,s,tauj,ipj,iq);} //case ofrotations 1<=j<=p 
for(j=ip+ 1 j<iqj++) { 
rot(a,s,tau,ipjj,iq);} //case of rotations p< j< q 
for(j=iq+ 1 j<nj++) { 
rot(a,s,tau,ipj,iqj); } //case of rotations q< j<=n 
for(j=Oj<nj++){ · 
rot(v,s,tauj,ipj,iq); } 
nrot+= 1; 
} 
} 
} 
for(ip=O ;ip<n;ip++) 
{ 
b[ip]+= z[ip]; /I updated with the sum ofta_pq and 
d[ip] = b[ip]; 
z[ip] = 0.0; 
} 
} 
cout <<" too many iterations in subroutine Jacobi "<<endl; 
void eigsrt(float d[20],float v[20][20], int n) 
{ // sort the eigenvalues d[] and eigenvectors v[][] ub descending order 
int ij,k; 
float p; 
for(i=O;i<n-1 ;i++) 
{ 
p=d[k=i]; 
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} 
forG=i+l j<nj++) 
if(dOJ>=p)p=d[k=j]; 
if(k!= i) 
{ 
d[k]=d[i]; 
d[i]=p; 
forG=Oj<nj++) 
{ 
} 
} 
} 
p=vUJ[i]; 
vu][iJ=vOUkJ; 
vOJ[k]=p; 
return; 
int mat_zero(float A[20][20]) 
{H***********************************************************************· 
} 
for(int i1 =O;il <20;il ++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<20;i2++)A[il][i2] = 0.0; 
return 0; 
int mat_equi(float A[20][20], float B[20][20]) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
for(int il=O;il<j;il++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<j ;i2++ )A[il ][i2]=B [il ][i2]; 
return 0; 
} 
int mat_ trace( float A[20][20]) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
} 
float sum=O; 
for(int il=O;il<j;il++)sum += A[il][il]; 
return sum; 
int mat_mult(float A[20][20],float scal,float B[20][20],float C[20][20]) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
float sum; 
for(int i1 =0; il <j ;il ++) 
for(int i2=0; i2<j;i2++) 
{sum= 0.0; 
for(intjl=O;jl<jjl++) sum+= B[i1JOI]*COIJ[i2]; 
A[il][i2] +=seal* sum; 
} 
return 0; 
} 
int mat_add(float A[20][20],float B[20][20],float C[20][20]) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
for(int il=O; il<j;il++) 
for(int i2=0; i2<j;i2++)A[il][i2] += B[il][i2] + C[il][i2]; 
return 0; 
} 
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int mat_ sub( float A[20][20],float B[20][20],float C[20][20]) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
for(int il =0; i1 <j ;il ++) 
for(int i2=0; i2<j;i2++)A[il][i2] += B[il][i2]- C[il][i2]; 
retumO; 
} 
int mat_scal(float A[20][20],float seal) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
for(int il=O; il<j;il++) 
for(int i2=0; i2<j;i2++)A[il][i2] *=seal; 
retumO; 
} 
intgetEO 
{H*********************************************************************** 
mat_zero(matE); 
for(int il=O;il <j;il++) 
} 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++) 
{ matE[il][i2]=0.0; 
if(il=i2) matE[il][i2]=1.0; 
} 
return 0; 
int mat_ vector_ mult(float A[20][20],float v[20],float r[20]) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
} 
for(int il=O;il<j;il++) 
{r[il]=O.O; 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++) r[il] += A[il][i2]*v[i2]; 
} 
cout<<" \n\n result of matrix multiplication \n"; 
for(int il=O;il<j;il++)cout<<" "<< v[il]<<" 
cout<<" \n end of matrix multiplication \n \n"; 
return 0; 
"<<r[il]<<endl; 
int mat_ out( float A[20] [20],char text[]) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
cout<<"\n\n"<<text<<endl; 
for(int il =O;il <j;il ++) 
{ 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++) cout«" "«(float) 0.01 *((int) (A[il][i2]*100)); 
cout<<endl; 
} 
return 0; 
} 
int getJpO 
{H*********************************************************************** 
mat_ zero(matJp ); 
for(int il=O;il<j;il++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++ )if(i2=i 1 + l)matJp[il ][i2]=sqrt((2*J-i I)*(il + 1)); 
/* cout<<" here the J+ matrix "<<end!; 
for(int il=O;il <j;il ++) 
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{ cout<<endl; 
for(int i2=0;i2<j ;i2++ )cout<<setw( 4.1 )«matJp[il] [i2]<<" "; 
r 
cout<<endl; *I 
return 0; 
} 
intgetJmO {H*********************************************************************** 
mat_zero(matJm); 
for(int il=O;il <j;il ++) 
'for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++ )if{i2=il-I)matJm[il][i2]=sqrt(il *(2* J-i I+ I)); 
I* cout<<" here the J- matrix "<<endl; 
for(int il=O;il<j;il++) 
{ cout<<endi; 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++ )cout<<setw(3)<<matJm[i I ][i2]<<" "; 
} 
} 
cout<<endl; *I 
return 0; 
int getJzO {H*********************************************************************** 
mat_ zero(matJz); 
for(int i1 =O;il <j ;il ++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<j ;i2++ )if{il =i2) matJz[il ][il ]=-J+il; 
I* for(int il=O;il<j;il++) 
{ cout<<endl; 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++)cout<<setw(3)<<matJz[il][i2]<<" "; 
} 
} 
cout<<endl; *I 
return 0; 
int get_OsO {H*********************************************************************** 
H obtain all relevant Oxy operators for CEF Hamiltonian 
float A[20][20],B[20][20],C[20][20],D[20][20],E[20][20]; 
H initialize 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_zero(C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_ zero(E); 
mat_ zero(020); 
mat_zero(022); 
mat_zero(040); 
mat_ zero(042); 
mat_ zero(044); 
mat_ zero(060); 
mat_zero(062); 
mat_ zero(064); 
mat_ zero(066); 
getJzO; 
getJpO; 
11 get Jz-matrix 
/I get J+ matrix 
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getJmO; 
getEO; 
//020 
mat_equi(A,matJz); 
mat_ mult(B,3 .O,A,A); 
mat mult(C,-J*(J+ 1),matE,matE); 
mat_add(020,B,C); 
//022 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_ zero(E); 
mat_equi(A,matJp); 
mat_mult(B,O.S,A,A); //112*J¥2 
mat_equi(C,matJm); 
mat_mult(D,O.S,C,C); //112*J-A2 
mat_add(022,B,D); 
//040 
mat_ zero( A); 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_zero(E); 
mat_ equi(A,matJz); 
mat_mult(B,l.O,A,A); ·;; JzA2 
mat_mult(C,35.0,B,B); //35*JzA4 
mat_scal(B,-30*J*(J+ 1)+25); 
mat_add(E,C,B); 
/I get J+ matrix 
/I get unit matrix 
/I B=3*JzA2 
11-J*(J+ 1 )*unit matrix 
mat_ mult(D,-6* J*(J+ 1 )+ 3 * J* J*(J+ 1 )*(J+ 1 ),matE,matE); 
mat_ add(040,D,E); 
//042 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_ zero(B); 
mat_zero(C); 
mat_ zero(D); 
mat_ zero(E); 
mat_ equi(A,matJp ); 
mat_mult(B, 1.0,A,A); 
mat_equi(C,matJm); 
mat_mult(D,1.0,C,C); 
mat_add(E,B,D); 
mat_ zero( A); 
mat_ zero(B); 
mat_zero(C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_ equi(A,matJz); 
mat_ mult(B, 7 .O,A,A); 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_ mult(A,-J*(J+ 1 )-5,matE,matE); 
mat_add(C,B,A); 
mat_ mult(042,0.25,C,E); 
mat_ mult(042,0.25,E,C); 
//044 
mat_ zero( A); 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_ zero(E); 
mat_ equi(A,matJp ); 
11 J¥2 
11 ]-1\2 
// (J¥2+J-A2) 
11 7*JzA2 
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mat_mult(B,l.O,A,A); // 1+"2 
mat_mult(C,0.5,B,B); 11 0.5*1+"4 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ equi(A,matJm); 
mat_mult(B,l.O,A,A); 11 1-"2 
mat_mult(D,0.5,B,B); 11 0.5*1-"4 
mat_add(044,C,D); 
11060 
mat_ zero( A); 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_ zero(E); 
mat equi(A,matJz); 
ma(mult(B,l.O,A,A); // 1z"2 
mat_mult(C,l.O,B,B); // 1z"4 
mat_mult(D,23I,B,C); 11 23I*1z"6 <--
mat_zero(A); 
mat_mult(A,-I05*(3*1*(J+I)-7),C,matE); 11 <= 
mat_ mult(E, I 05* 1* J*(J+ I )*(J+ I )-525 * 1*(J+ I )+294,B,matE); 11 <= 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_ mult(B,-5* 1* J* 1*(J+ I )*(J+ I )*(J+ I )+40* J* 1*(J+ I )*(J+ I )-60* 1*(J+ I ),matE,matE); 1/ <-
mat_add(C,D,A); 11 +++ 
· mat_ zero(D); 
mat_ add(D,E,B); 
mat_ add(060,C,D); 
//062 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_ zero(B); 
mat_zero(C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_zero(E); 
mat_equi(A,matJz); 
mat_mult(B, l.O,A,A); // 1z"2 
mat_mult(C,33.0,B,B); 11 33*1z"4 <= 
mat_ zero( A); 
mat_mult(A,-I8*1*(J+I)-I23,B,matE); //<= 
mat zero(B); 
ma( mult(B,1*J*(J+ 1 )*(J+ I)+ I 0* 1*0+ I)+ I 02,matE,matE); //<= 
mat_add(D,B,A); · 11 +++ 
mat_ zero( A); 
mat_add(A,D,C); // { ... } expression 
mat.::_zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_ zero(D); 
mat_zero(E); 
mat_ equi(B,matJp ); 
mat_mult(C,l.O,B,B); 11 1+"2 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ equi(B,matJm); 
mat_ mult(D, l.O,B,B); 11 J-"2 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ add(B,C,D); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_ mult(C,0.25,A,B); 
mat_ mult(D,0.25,B,A); 
mat_ add(062,C,D); 
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//064 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_ zero(D); 
mat_ zero (E); 
mat_ equi(A,matJz); 
mat_ mult(B, 11.0,A,A); 
mat_mult(C,-J*(J+ 1 )-3 8,matE,matE); 
mat_ add(D,B,C); 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_ zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_ equi(A,matJp ); 
mat mult(B, 1.0,A,A); 
ma(mult(C, 1.0,B,B); 
mat_zero(A); · 
mat_zero(B);: 
mat_ equi(A,matJm); 
mat_mult(B, l.O,A,A); 
mat_mult(E,LO,B,B); 
mat_ zero( A); 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_:_add(A,C,E); 
mat_zero(C); 
mat_ zero(E); 
mat_ mult(B,0.25,D,A); 
mat_ mult(C,0.25,A,D); 
mat_add(064,B,C); 
//066 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_ zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_ zero(D); 
mat_ zero(E); 
mat_ equi(A,nia:tJp ); 
mat_ mult(B, i .o;A,A); 
mat_ mult(C, 1.0,B,B); 
mat_:_ muit(D,O.S,B,C); 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_ zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_ equi(A,matJm); 
mat_mult(B,1.0,A,A); 
mat_ mult(C, 1.0,B,B); 
mat_mult(E,O.S,B,C); 
mat_add(066,D,E); 
return 0; 
} 
11 ll*JzA2 
11 { ••• } expression 
f/ JpA2 
// JpA4 
11 JmA2 
11 JmA4 
11 J+"'2 
// J+A4 
// 1/2* J+A6 
// J-A2 
// J-A4 
f/ 1/2* J-A6 
int get_hamiltonianO 
{fi************************************************************************* 
I/ obtain CEF hamiltonian in terms of020, 022, ... operators with B20, B22, ... 
11 parameters 
float A[20][20],B[20][20],C[20][20],D[20][20],E[20][20]; 
mat_ zero(H); 
mat_zero(A); 
mat_zero(B); 
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mat_ zero( C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_ zero(E); 
mat_ mult(H,B20*0.00 1 ,020,matE); 
mat_mult(H,B22 *0.00 1 ,022,matE); 
mat_ mult(H,B40*0.000 1 ,040,matE); 
mat_ mult(H,B42*0.000 1 ,042,matE); 
mat_ mult(H,B44 *0.000 I ,044,matE); 
mat_mult(H,B60*0.0000 1 ,060,matE); 
mat_ mult(H,B62*0.0000 1 ,062,matE); 
mat_mult(H,B64 *0.0000 1 ,064,matE); 
mat_ mult(H,B66*0.0000 I ,066,matE); 
/* cout<<" here for the Hamiltonian "<<endl; 
for(int il =O;il <j;il ++) 
If scale the parameters 
{ 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++)cout<<setw(3)«H[il][i2]<<" "; 
cout<<endl; 
} 
Z=O.O; 
for(int il=O;il <j;il ++) 
{ rho[il]=:exp(-E[ii]/t); 
Z += rho[il]; 
} 
for(int il =O;il <j;il ++) rho[il] /= Z; I/ normalize probabilities 
retumO; 
} 
int transitions( float T) 
{H*********************************************************************** 
If obtain transition matrix element for transitions between eigenstates 
float A[20][20],B[20][20],C[20][20],D[20][20],E[20][20],t; 
t=T/11.6048; If temperature in me V 
mat_zero(trans); 
mat_ zero( A); 
mat_zero(B);. 
H calculate Jz contribution 
for(int ii =O;ii <j;i1 ++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++) 
for(int k=O;k<j;k++)A[il][i2]+= diag[k][il]*(-J+k)*diag[k][i2]; 
mat_zero(B); 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_zero(D); 
If calculate J+ cqntribution 
for(int i1=0;ii <j;il ++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++) · 
for(int k=O;k<j-I;k++) 
B[ii ][i2]+= diag[k+ 1][i1 ]*sqrt((2.0*J-k)*(k+ 1.0))*diag[k][i2]; 
if( test) 
{cout<<" B-matrix in transitions "<<endl; 
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for(int il=O;il <j;il ++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++) cout<<il <<" "<<i2<<" "«B[il][i2]<<endl; 
} 
mat_ zero( C); 
mat_zero(D); 
mat_ zero(E); 
11 calculate J- contribution 
for(int il=O;il <j;il ++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;l2++) 
for(int k=l;k<j;k++) 
C[i I] [i2]+= diag[k-1 ][i 1] *sqrt(k*(2.0*J-k+ l.O))*diag[k] [i2]; 
11 obtain Jx and i*Jy 
mat_add(D,B,C); 
mat_sub(E,B,C); 
mat_scal(D,0.5); 
mat_scal(E,0.5); 
11 Jx 
11 i*Jy 
if(test) cout<<" info in trans subroutine E-matrix "<<endl; 
for(int il =O;il <j;il ++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<j;i2++) 
{ D[il][i2] = D[il][i2] * D[il][i2] ; 11 l<njJxlm>l"2 
if(test)cout<<il <<" "<<i2<<" "<<E[il][i2]<<endl; 
E[il][i2] = E[il][i2] * E[il][i2] ; 11 j<njJyjm>l"2 
A[il][i2] = A[il][i2] * A[il][i2] ; 11 j<njJzjm>l"2 
} 
mat_zero(B); 
mat _zero( C); 
mat_ add(B,D,E); 
mat_ add(trans,A,B); 
occupation(t); 
11 j<njJxjm>l"2 + j<njJyjm>l"2 
11 l<njJxlm>l"2 + j<njJyjm>l"2 + j<n!Jzjm>l"2 
return 0; 
} 
int calculationO 
{//************************************************************************** 
/I here is the collection of subroutines which are needed for the calculation 
I/ of the transition elements 
int nrot,nfound,ixx; 
int ie[20],degen[20]; 
float E_level[20], TM[20][20],gam_rho[20],scal,TMmax; 
getJzO; I/ get Jz-matrix 
getJpO; I/ get J+ matrix 
getJmO; I/ get J+ matrix 
get_OsO; 
get_ hamiltonianO; 
nrot = 0; 
jakobi(Hj,E,diag,nrot); 
eigsrt(E,diagj); 
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transitions( 55); 
I/ now have energy values, transition matrix elements etc. 
I/ check consistency with observation 
ie[O]=I; 
ixx=I; 
degen[O]=l; 
gam _rho[O]=rho[O]; 
E _level[O]=O.OO I *((int) ((E[O]-E[j-I])* 1 000)); 
for(int i1 =I;il <j;il ++) 
if(fabs(E[ii]-E[il-I])< O.OOI) 
{ ie[il]=ie[il-I]; 
degen[ixx-1] +=I; 
gam_rho[ixx-I] += rho[il]; 
} 
else 
{ ie[il ]=ie[il-I ]+I; 
} 
E_level[ixx]=O.OO I *((int) ((E[il ]-E[j-1])* I 000)); 
degen[ixx]=I; 
gam_rho[ixx]=rho[ii]; 
ixx +=I; 
11 obtain transition matrix for levels 
mat_ zero(TM); . 
for(int il =O;il <ixx;il ++) 
for(int i2=0;i2<ixx;i2++) 
{for(int ki=O;ki <j;ki++) 
for(int k2=0;k2<j;k2++) 
if(ie[ki]-ie[k2] = il-i2) TM[il][i2] +=trans[kl][k2]; 
} 
if( test) 
{cout<< "test"<<endl; 
for(int kl=O;kl<j;ki++) 
for(int k2=0;k2<j;k2++ )cout<<" "<<kl <<" "<<k2<<" "<<trans[kl ][k2]<<endl; 
getchQ; 
mat_out(trans," transition matrix"); 
getchQ; 
} 
TMmax=-999.; I/ for Er only 
for(int ki=O;kl<ixx-I;kl++) 
if(TMmax < TM[kl][O]) 
{ 
scal=E_level[ki]; 
TMmax = TM[ki][O]; 
} 
seal= 4.2/scal; //scale factor to get most intense peak at 
A VI-II 
11 observed position of 4.2 me V (from 
ground state) 
//I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I +++++ I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
+++++ 
nfound= 0; 
for(int ii=O;ii <nlines;ii ++) 
if(fabs(nline[O]-E_level[il]*scal)<O.l) //look for transition to 8.7meV peak 
11 (assumed to be from the ground state) 
I 
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} 
{ cout<<endl; 
cout<<nfound<<" "<<B20<<" "<<B22<<" "<<B40<< " "<<B42<<" "<<B44<< 
" "<<B60<<" "<<B62<<" "<<B64<<" "<<B66<<endl; 
for(int k1=0;k1<ixx;k1++)cout<<" E = "<<E_level[k1]<<" "<<rM[k1][0]<<endl; 
cout<<" seal="<< scal<<endl; 
getchO; 
return nfound; 
} 
If cout<<" nf="<<nfound; 
return 0; 
intmainO 
{ int nrot,nfound; 
float seal =1.0; 110.12398548874/1000. 
float sum,v1 [20],r[20],X[20][20]; 
cout<<" scale factor= "<<scal<<endl; 
cout<<" calculation for Ho atoms "<<endl; 
cout<<" 4fl0, J=8, L=6, S=2 "<<endl; 
J= 7.5; 
j = int(2*J+l.O); 
B20= 0.; B22= O.; B40= 0.; B42= 0.; B44= 0.; B60= 0.; B62= 0.; B64= 0.; B66= 0.; 
clrscrO; 
get_OsO; 
getJzO; 11 get Jz-matrix 
getJpO; 11 get J+ matrix 
getJmO; 11 get J+ matrix 
ofstream outfile("CEF _info.dat", ios::out); 
for(int kl=-20;kl<20;kl++) 
{ B20= -10.0- k1 *0.5; 
cout<<" k1= "<<k1; 
for(int k2=-1 O;k2<1 O;k2++) 
{ B22= 0. + k2*0.5; 
for(int k3=-10;k3<10;k3++) 
{ B40= 0.0 + k3*0.5; 
for(int k4=-5;k4<5;k4++) 
{ B42= 0.0 + k4*0.5; 
for(int k5=-5;k5<5;k5++) 
{ B44= 0.0 + k5*0.5; 
for(int k6=-5;k6<5;k6++) 
{ B60= 0.0 + k6*0.5; 
for(int k7=-l ;k7<1 ;k7++) 
{ B62= 0.0 + k7*0.00001; 
for(int k8=-1;k8<1;k8++) 
{ B64= 0.0 + k8*0.00001; 
for(int k9=-1 ;k9<1 ;k9++) 
{ B66= 0.0 + k9*0.0001; 
nfound= calculationO; 
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if(nfound>O)outfile<<nfound<<" 11<< 
B20<<" 11<<822<<11 11<<B4b<< 11 11<<842<<11 11<<B44<< 
11 11<<860<<11 11<<862<<11 "<<B64<<11 11<<B66<<endl; 
}}}}}}}}} 
outfile.closeO; I/ close the output file 
} 
cout<<11 calculations fmished 11<<endl; 
getchO; 
retumO; 
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